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PREFACE

Itisdefinitelypossibletowinatblaclgack-thathas
been proven beyond any doubt.

This book explains how to win at blackjack by
counting cards. It contains a simple explanation of a
powerful wimring system, the high-low.

More importantly; this book explains how to win in
a casino - how to win without getting kicked out. This
material has been thoroughlytested incasinos through
out the world.

Part of the content of this book originally appeared
in Professional Blackjack. The remainder ofthis book is
mostly rewrites of articles that first appeared in one or
another of the newsletters: Stanford Wong's Blackjack
Newsletter, Current Blackjack News, Blackjack World,

. Nevada Blackjack, and Winning Gamer. (Ofthose, only
Current Blackjack News is still published.) The format
for much of that material is letters from readers and
responses to those letters. Thanks to all the readers who
sent letters to Pi Yee Press; without them, this book
would not exist.
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Here is an example. Areader asks:
Whatdoyoutellpeoplethatyoudo? I mean, suppose

you are at a party and someone asks you what you do.
Do you tell them that you play blackjack?

I have a variety ofanswers ro that question. Some
times I tell people that I am in investments. When they
follow up with"What kind ofinvestments?" I say "short
term." I am telling the truth - my average investment
lasts less than a minute. If I want to discourage further
questions when someone asks me what I do, I say thatI
amininsurance.Again I amnot tellinga lie, because I do
buy insurance when the count per deck is high enough.

All the decision numbers in this book have been
derivedona computer. The softwareyou can.usetoverify
them, and to derive related results, is Blackjack Count
Analyzer.

Many people have contributed to the success ofthis
book. Incontrast to literarytradition, most ofthemshall
remainnamelessinorderthattheymaycontinue to play
casino blacIgack unencumbered by recognition. I am
particularly grateful to the contributions made b~ in
alphabetical order: Daniel Forbes, Marvin French (also
known as Marvin L. Master), Peter Giles, and Donald
Schlesinger. All four ofthese people are hig~y-skilled,

successful blackjack players; their words are expert
opinions. These are not the only highly skilled, success
ful blacIgack players in the world of course; they are
merely the ones who wrote the most wonperfulletters
that found their way into my newsletters. All who read
this book are benefiting from their contributions.

AnthonyCurtisdeserves special thanks. Heisa good
friend and my best source of news about great casino
giveaways. Mostofthe top money-making opportunities
ofchapter 7 I learned about courtesy of Curtis.
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Curtis,DonaldSchlesinger,JohnSpeer,andMichael
Dalton also deserve thanks for reading a draft copy of
this manuscript and suggesting changes. Schlesingeris
Mr. Eagle Eye on elTors. Speer contributed many clari
fications andcleverphrases, suchas"pacifytheeyeinthe
sky" on page 71. Any remaining errors are ofcourse my
responsibilit)T. Ifyou find an elTor, please tell me aboutit.
I will correct it in the next printing.

This book started out as a revision of Professional
Blackjack, my first book on card counting. I realized
quickly that I had so much material to add that the
project would be more manageable ifbroken into two or
more books. My plan is to incorporate the rest ofProfes
sional Blackjack into a book on advanced cardcounting.

A related book, c<?mpleted.in 1992, is Basic Black
jack; it covers basic strategy for the multitude of rules
that have been used at blackjack over the years.

This book can beimproved. Ifyou find passages that
you think are wrong, or if you have questions that are
unanswered, please put your comments in writing and
send them to Pi Yee Press, 7910 Ivanhoe #34, La Jolla,
California92037-4511. I reservetherighttopublishyour
letters and my responses.

&t.anfOrd WOf18
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Gamblers around the worldwin and lose millions at
blackjack in casinos and private clubs and homes. A
handful ofprofessionals support themselves by playing
blackjack, and they call themselves investors rather
than gamblers. Investing means expecting money to
grow, and sometimes involves placing it in a risky
situation. Gambling means placing money in a risky
situation and hoping that it will grow but knowing that
it will more likely shrink. The inveswr buys stocks and
bonds andrea! estate, while the gamblerplayscraps and
keno and slot machines. For most people, playing black
jack is gambling; but, for a few, it is investing.

Casino owners establish the rules ofblackjack and
the card counter always stays within these rules. You
break no law when you win money by using a card
counting system. Blac~ack is a sporting proposition.
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The casinos have issued the challenge; the card counter
accepts on the casinos' terms and generally wins. It is
always satisfying tD beat someone at that person's own
game.

Casino gambling is a multi-billion-dollar indus~
One ofthe most important games, in money won by the
casinos, is blackjack. Card counters win a few million
dollars peryear, which, from the casinos'pointofview, is
probably a reasonable price tD pay for advertising.

For every proficient player there are hundreds of
gamblers who know enough about blackjack to bet big
with confidence, but do not really know enough to have
an advantage over the dealer. Then there are those
players who know what they must do to win, but prefer
to rely on their intuition; such players deviate from the
correct plays so frequently as tD be losers. Strangely but
tru1~ the casino owners have been helped on balance by
the publishing ofblackjack systems.

An aside: Be happy that bad players exist. They are
the reason ~sinos can afford to offer blackjack games
that canbebeaten. Smileifthe person sittingnextto you
makes a bonehead play. Never give advice to other
players at the table. A casino can offer blacIgack only if
it makes money on the game, though it does not have to
beat every single custDmer. Acasino can afford tD deal to
winning blackjack players only if it has a sufficient
volume of losing blackjack players. If you play well
enough to win, you should be thankful for those players
who stand on soft seventeen and make other gross
misplays. If you help other people at the table play
correctly you are cutting down on the casino's ability to
afford you.

Ed Thorp (Beat the Dealer) and the late Lawrence
Revere (PlayingBlackjack asa Business)wroteexcellent
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books onblackjack. Nevada casino people knew that Ed
Thorp and Lawrence Revere won more than they lost at
blacIgack and no casino owner would knowingly deal to
them. As was to be expected, casino owners caught on to
them and took countermeasures to prevent their con
tinuing to win large amounts of money. Thorp and
Revere published their books after their playing days
were virtually over.

Then came (alphabetically) Ian Andersen, Bryce
Carlson, Carlson Chambliss, Carl Cooper, Michael Dal
ton, Steve Forte, Peter Griffin, Lance Humble, 'Ibm
Roginski, AInold Snyder, Ken Uston, Bill Zender, and
others with good books on blacIgack.

What does this book add to the material already
publishedbyothers?Themajoritemisanexplanation of
how to get away with winning in a casino.

This book explains how to turn blackjack. into an
investment. It describes a powerful, yet simple, system
that has been proven to work, and it does so in a
straightforward manner so thata person who has never
been to a casino can learn. how to win. No magic is
required - just skillful work. You too can le8.TIl to play
blackjack. for profit as well as fun.

Besides introducing blackjack to people who know
no other winning system, this book tells how to play
without being spotted as a user of a winning system.
After all, what good does it do to know how to win if
winning will get you kicked out?

'!\vo otherbooks with good coverage ofthis point are
Ian Andersen's Turning the Tables on Las vegas and
Bryce Carlson's Blackjack for Blood. Both are recom
mendedreadingfor anyonewho wants to takebigmoney
from casinos at blacIgack.
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In spite ofimpressive winnings, you can be treated
as a preferred customer at those casinos that encourage
heavy bettors. Besides accepting lodging in complimen
tary hotel suites, enjoying complimentary gourmet din
ners, and happily taking in complimentary floor shows
atthe mostluxurious gamblingpalacesinthe world, you
can win at the gamingtables ofyourhosts and hostesses
most ofthe time.

Ifyou wish to become a card counter, you must have
certain abilities. You must handle simple arithmetic
well. You must be able to remember a simple number,
such as three, be able to subtract one from that number
oraddone to thatnumber, andbe able todoitquickl)'.You
must be able to divide and multiplyapproximatel)'. You
mustbe able to memorize tables ofnumbers. Ifyou have
ever memorized a multiplication table, you can memo
rize these tables. I used to think you had to have good
eyesight, but a reader says:

I would like to take issuewithone thing. While I am
sure good eyesight is a definite advantage, I do not
believe it to be essential. I am legally blindand am still
able to keep an accurate count and play a winning
game.

You should be in good physical condition because
blackjack is as much a physical sport as it is a mental
game.Thebetteryourphysicalcondition, the morehours
per day you will be able to pIa)'.

Mostpeoplecanlearnto playwinningblackjack,but
most of the readers of this book will never make any
significant amount ofmoney at the game. It takes time
to learn to play well, and most people are unwilling to
devote the timenecessary to develop the skills. This time
requirement is fortunate. Because of it, most casino
personnel do not learn how to win at blackjack ·and
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C8lUlotaccurately spotwinning system players. Inaddi
tion, so many customers play poorly that casino owners
n~d not change the game.

Yet for those who do learn 11> countcards quickly and
accurately and who do memorize the strategy tables,
otherobstacles loom up-likemone~andboredom, and
justtimeitself. 'Ib winmoneyplayingblackjackyoumust
put in time playing blaclgack. The longer you play the
more you can expect to make, but playing blackjack
means spending less time on other things. It might be
that switching a block oftime to blackjack could end up
giving you more free time than you now have to pursue
your dreams.

Playingprofessional blackjack demands a gooddeal
more than a simple expenditure oftime. It also involves
quitea lotoffinancialrisk. Havinganadvantageoverthe
dealer does not mean that you will win steadily: The
gambler usually loses but occasionally gets lucky and
wins; the cardcounterusuallywinsbutoccasionallygets
unlucky and loses. Your bankroll will not inch upward
like a tram., but zoom up and down like a roller coaster.

Ifyou cannot afford 11> lose big, do not betbig; and if
you C8lUlot afford to lose, do notplay: You can onlyexpect
to winbig bybetting big, and ifyou betbig you are going
to losebig-regularly: Ifyoucanonlyafford a small loss,
you mustbetsmall, and you maynoteven win enoughto
cover your expenses.

Ofcourse,you canbetsmallatfirstandincreaseyour
bet size as you buildup a stake ofwinnings,butthenyou
run into another problem: boredom. If you are a card
counter, you mustbe a machine. You are programmed to
make decisions almostwithout thinking. Playing black
jack is exciting for the first weekend, but on succeeding
weekends the excitement usually lasts no more than an
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hour. If the time required to learn. the game does not
discourage you, and ifyou are willing to accept enough
risk to have a chance to make some real mone}; then the
boredom will get to you for sure. The few who will really
profit from this book are those who can afford the risk
financiallyandemotionallyandwhodonotmindgetting
bored as long as they are compensated adequatel~

Investing in blackjack resembles investing in the
stockmarket. Just as a diversified portfolio ofstocks can
be counted on to become more valuable ifenough time
passes, a stake invested in blacIgack can be counted on
tobecomemorevaluableifenoughhandsareplayed. The
stockmarketchronicallyslumps,and someoftheslumps
last for years. The blacIgac~ investor's portfolio also
chronically slumps, and some of the slumps last for
hundreds ofhours ofplaying time. Blackjackis superior
to stocks in thatitoffers more expected returnin reward
for taking risk.

The strategiesin thisbookwilloutperformintuition.
Playinghunches will costyou more thanitwillgain.Any
time that you have a decision and one choice is superior
to all others, you should take the superior choice. The
tables inthisbooktell youwhich choiceis superior. Ifyou
lose three consecutive double downs and another situa
tion arises in which the tables say to double down, push
more money out. Your chances ofwinning this hand are
not affected by past successes or failures. The tables in
this book are accurate.

Ifyou do notbelieve thata decisionrecommendedby
this book is correct, test it at home or in your hotel room
by dealing hands to yourself. For example, ifyou think
that standing on sixteen against 7 wins more often in
spite ofadvice in this book, deal 100 hands in which you
stand on sixteen and another 100 inwhich you hit; then
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subtract the number oflosses from the number ofwins
for each alternative. You will find that hitting sixteen
against 7 is less costly than standing. You will gain
confidence in the recommendations of this book.

The organizationofthe restofthis bookis as (ollows.
The rest of this chapter explains the rules ofblaclgack,
and is copied from Basic Blackjack. Chapter 2 covers
basic strategy, and also comes from Basic Blackjack.
Chapter 3 is a description of a simple yet powerful
counting system, the high-low. Chapter 4 explains how
to play winning blackjack without getting kicked out of
a casino. Mastery ofchapters 3 and 4 will turn you into
a money-making machine. Chapter 5 contains hints on
how to win faster. Chapter 6 discusses ''tokes,» orgifts to
the dealer,which canbea cardcounter'sbiggestexpense.
Chapter 7 lists some ofthe best money-making opportu
nities that have appeared in casinos in recent years.
Chapter 8 is devoted to getting freebies. Chapter 9 is for
people who are thinking ofbecomingprofessional black
jack players. Chapter 10 discusses cheating. Chapter 11
explains how to play double-exposure blackjack. Also
included: a gloss~ a bibliography, and an index.

Playing the Game
Dealingblackjackismoreboringthanplayingblack~

jack. The dealer's actions are cutand dried. Aset ofrules
fixed by the casino decides whether the dealer takes an.
additional card. The dealer does not try to beat you;
rather the dealer must play the hand according to the
established and publicly proclaimed rules. It makes no
difference to the honest dealer whether your cards are
face up or face down. The honest dealer has no influence
over the outcome ofyour hand. The greedy dealer roots
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for you in expectation'ofa toke ifyou win and in hope of
a toke even ifyou lose.

You make choices all the time. Casino rules limit
your options, but at least you can make decisions that
affect the outcome ofyour hand. Sometimes two players
firmly disagree onhowto playaparticularhand. Mostof
the time when you have a choice, one altem.ative is
superior to all others. Sometimes the correct choice is
obvious,butatothertimes the choice thatyou knowtobe
correct looks stupid to anyone watching you.

The typicalblackjackgamegoes somethinglikethis.
You approach the table and notice five to seven little
circles or other symbols that look like place markers.
Actually they are locations for sacrificial offerings. You
put a bet on the nearest little symbol and saya prayeror
some such. The dealer shuftles the cards with lightning
speed and an annoyed expression and sets the pack in
front ofyou. You cutthe cardsandprayagain. The dealer
picks up the cardsandplaces themin a box called a shoe.
Or, if one or two decks are used: With a quick motion
called burning a card, the dealer removes the top card
and places it face up on the bottom ofthe pack or face
down in the discard tray: The dealer gives one card face
down to each player, one card face up tD the dealer, a
second card face down to each player, and a second card
face down to the dealer. Variations exist; for example,
some casinos deal all the players' cards face up.

Acescounteitheroneoreleven. Facecards oountten.
All other cards count their face amounts. A two-card
combination ofan ace and a 10{meaning 10 orface card) .
is known as a "natural" or a "blackjack." Ifyou have a
naturalyouturnbothcardsface upand smile. Thedealer
with an ace or 10 up may check the hole card to see ifthe
hand is a natural. With any other upcard, the honest
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dealer has no reason to look at the hole card. A dealer
with a natural turns both cards face up. Ifthe dealer has
a natural and you do not, you lose. Ifyou have a natural
and the dealer does not, you happily win one and a half
times your bet. Ifboth you and the dealerhave naturals,
no money changes hands.

Insurance
Most casinos offer "insurance," a side bet that you

may make when the dealer shows an ace. A dealer
showing any other card does not offer insurance. Some
casinos never offer insurance, ace or no ace. The insur
ance betis almost always limited to halfthe original bet.

Ifyouwishto takeinsurance, placeanewbetinfront
ofyour original bet. The dealer with a natural (i.e. a 10
in the hole) pays two to one on the insurance bet. If the
dealer does not have a natural, you lose your insurance
het. If both you and the dealer have naturals, the
insurance bet still wins two to one. If the dealer has a
natural while you do not, the win on the insurance bet
equals the loss~n the original hand and no money
changes hands; hence the "insurance" tag.

Most ofthe time you will not have a natural and the
dealer will not have a natural. Thenyou must select one
ofseveral options. The order in which you will consider
themis: surrender, splita pair, double down, hitor stand.
Notall options are available inall casinos. Inany casino,
however, you may have to make several consecutive
decisions.

Surrender
A few casinos offer "surrender,» and generally only

onyourfirst two cards-seldomafterhittingor splitting
a pair. Early surrender is surrender that is allowed
before the dealer checks for a natural. Late surrenderis
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when you must wait to surrender until after the dealer
checks for a natural. Ifthe dealer does not checkthe hole
card, and acknowledges your desire to surrender by
putting a tiddly-wink or some such on your cards, and
picks upyour whole bet in the eventofa natural, you are
playing against late surrender. Late surrender is more
common, but early surrender is more profitable for the
player.

You surrenderby saying"Surrender"or"Take them;
I donotwantthem!" or some suchexpressionofhopeless
ness. The dealerthenpicksupyourcardsandhalfofyour
bet. You keep the other halfofyour bet, and sit back to
watch while the otherplayers and the dealer finish their
hands.

Splitting a Pair
You can split any pair. A pair is two cards with the

samepointvalue, suchasace-ace, 2-2, etc. Generallyany
10-10 is a pairand may be split; e.g., you maysplit ajack
and a king at most casinos. "Splitting a pair" is accom
plished by turning both cards face up and placing an
additional bet equal to the first betby the two turned-up
cards. You then have two hands with a bet on each.

Ifyou split ace-ace, each will receive one - and only
one - additional card on each ace. In other words, at
most casinos you cannot get more than two additional
cards after splitting aces. There are exceptions; the
occasional casino allows resplitofaces or multiple hits to
split aces.

If you split any other pair - that is, any pair
except aces - you ask for additional cards on the first
hand until satisfied with it, then move on to the second
hand and ask for additional cards for that one until
satisfied. If the first additional card to either of the
split pair is a third of the kind, it may be resplit to
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make a third hand in most casinos. Resplitting to
make four hands is generally allowed, but not resplit
ting to make five or more hands.

Doubling Down
"Doubling down" means turning the cards face up

and placing byyour original bet an additional bet ofthe
same amountor smaller. The dealer thengives the hand
one more card - never any more than that, and never
any less.

At most casinos you can double down on your fIrSt
two cards. Rarely will you find a casino that will allow
doubling down on three or more cards. At many casinos
you candouble downona two-cardtotal after a pairsplit.
Whenthe textofthisbook says"double downonanyfirst
two cards," then you cannot double down after splitting.
At most casinos you can double down on any first two
cards, butsome casinos restrictdoublingdown to certain
totals, such as ten and eleven only:

Wt
'Ib "hit" a hand means to receive another card. You

signal for a hit by scratching the table with your cards.
Then the dealer inserts another card face up in front of
you. Additional scratching brings additional cards. If
your first two cards are face up, you ask for a hit by
scratching the table with a finger or tapping the table in
the vicinity ofthe hand thatneeds the hit. Ifa hitbrings
your total to twenty-two or more with all aces counting
one, your hand is "busted."You have lost, and the dealer
picks up your busted hand and your bet.

Stand
'Ib"stand" is to be satisfiedwiththehand, i.e. towant

no more cards from the dealer. If the cards have been
dealt face down, you indicate your desire to stand by
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placing your cards face down under your bet. Manners
demand that this be done without handling the bet. 'Ib
touch your bet after you have received cards is to invite
suspicion of cheating. If the cards are face up, you
indicate your decision to stand by shooing an imaginary
flyaway from your cards.

The Dealer's Hand
After all the players finish their hands, the dealer

turns up the hole cardand plays outthe hand according
to preset rules. ff the hand totals sixteen or less, the
dealer takes a hit and continues hitting until the hand
totals seventeen or more. The dealer cannot split pairs,
double down, or surrender. Most casinos specify that
their dealers stand on soft seventeen, butat some places
house policyis dealers hit soft seventeen. The dealer has
no choice; the casino rules either specify a hit or specify
a stand, and all dealers in the casino act in accordance
with these rules.

After reaching seventeen or more, the dealer turns
your cards face up. Ifyour cards add up closer to twenty
one than the dealer's or if the dealer's total exceeds
twenty-one, the .dealer pays you even mone)'. If the
dealer's total is closer to twenty-one without going over,
you lose. In a tie, which is called: a "push," no money
changes hands. The dealer picks up the used cards and
places themonthebottomofthe packor in the used-card
tray:

Time for the next round. Putanother offeringon the
sacrificial spotand prayagain. This time the dealerdoes
not shuIDe, does not offer the deck for a cut, and does not
burn a card. Rather, the next round is dealt from the
unused cards.

This procedure has many minor variations. The
dealer may not check the hole card to see ifthe hand is
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a natural. One deck may be used, or two or more decks
may be shuffled together. The cards may be held by the
dealer orplaced ina box called a "shoe." Used cards may
beplacedonthebottomofthepackorstackedonthetable
orplacedinthechiprack. Oneormoreplayers maybattle
against one dealer at the same table; each playertries to
beat the dealer. A player may play more than one hand.
Players' naturals may be paid off immediately or after
the dealer's hand is finished. The dealer may shuftle
after every other round or halfway through the pack or
not until most of the cards have been used. You will
encounter other minor variations from casino 1D casino.

The dealerwilldeal severalroundsbetweenshuftles
but generallywill not starta new roundwi~fewer than
26 cards (single-deck games) or 52 cards (multiple-deck
games). Withonedeckandfour ormorespotsbet, youcan
plan on two rounds per shuftle; with one deck and three
spotsbet, you generallywillgetthree rounds pershuftle.
Only with fewer than three spots bet, or with multiple
decks, will you get more than three rounds per shuftle.

Blackjack is the only casino game in which dealer
procedures and playeroptionsvaryso much from casino
to casino. Basic Blackjack presents basic strategy for
most past, present, and proposed rules for blackjack.

Th keep up with what rules and playing conditions
currently are offered in American casinos, you might
conside~Current Blackjack News, published monthly
plus special issues since 1979.

Expected Win
This book assumes that decisions are made on the

basisofexpectedvalue, alsocalledexpectedwin. Whether
an action turns out to have been correct or incorrect on
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one isolated hand does not matter. What does matter is
what the average outcome would be over thousands and
thousands ofsuchdecisions.Apositive expectedwinrate
means that you are expected to win in the long run, and
a negative expected win rate means thatyou will lose in
the long run. For example, whenyour expected win rate
is -0.5%, you are expected to lose at the rate of0.5%.

Here is a questionfrom a reader. I like itbecause the
answer to it is a good example of what this book is all
about.

Why should I not split 10-10 when the dealer shows
5?I like the ideaofstartingtwonewhands witha single
good card. I am likely to draw totals much better than
the dealer will get when he starts with the worst of
cards.

This reader is correct in that starting with a 10 is
likely to lead to a goodhand. You will make money ifyou
split 10-10 against the dealer's 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. You
will make money splitting 10-10 against 10 or ace ifyou
lose only one bet to a natural. You will also make money
if you do not split 10-10. You should split or not split
depending on which alternative makes more money:
With 10-10 against 5 you make about 25% per hand by
splittingbutyou can make 670/0 bynot splitting. Making
67% is more attractive than twice making 25%. There
fore, basic strategy says do not split 10-10 against 5.

How to Read the Tables
Each column of the tables in chapters 2, 3 and 11

represents a different upcard. The rows cover your
possible hands. 'Ib read what a table says to do for a
particularcombinationofyourhandandtheupcard,find
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the row corresponding to your hand and the column
corresponding to the upcard.

Ifyou have a pair and have the option of splitting,
look first for a row corresponding to your pair. Ifyou are
notgoingto split, thenlook for a row correspondingto the
total in your hand.

The arrangement of hands follows that used by
Edward O. Thorp inBeat the Dealer. Otherauthors have
chosen totwnthetablesupsidedown. Rewrite the tables
ifyouwish-copyingthemmaybeanaidinunderstand
ingthem.

Soft and Hard Hands
The smallest softhandis twelve.Ahand such as ace

8 is called softnineteen; itisnotcallednine thoughit can
have thevalueofnine. Therefore the onlyhands that are
called eleven or less are aceless hands, and the word
"hard" is not needed to describe them.

Learning How to Win
Learning how to win at blackjack involves three

steps:
1. Learn basic strategy:
2. Build speed at countiilg cards.
3. Learn strategy index numbers.

Learning Basic Strategy
The best way to learn basic strategy is by using a

computer program. I recommend Blackjack Count Ana
lyzer or Blackjack Analyzer, but any program that gives
you feedback when you deviate from basic strategy will
do. You have got to practice until you know immediately
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whatis the correctplayas soon asyou seeyourhand and
the dealer's upcard.

You can ofcourse also learn basic strategy by sitting
downandmemorizinga table, andbydealinghands and
trying to recall how to play them. But doing this with a
computer program is much more efficient - you will
learn faster and build up speed faster.

A reasonable goal is to be able to play 300 hands an
hour. Generally in a casino you will play 200 or fewer
hands anhour, butthatiswith the dealercontrollingthe
speed ofthe game. You have got to be able to handle 300
hands an hour when you are controlling the speed in
order to be able to handle 200 when the dealer controls
the tempo. (With practice, you can play considerably
faster than 300 hands an hour.)

Building Speed at Counting Cards.
You have got to be able to count cards quickl~and

you have got to be able to do itwithout movingyour lips
or doing anything else that gives away the fact that you
are counting. You must be able to go through a deck of
cards in less than 30 seconds, and it is possible to do it
much faster. Hold the d~ck face up and, beginning your
countatzero, flip throughthecards, keepingthe running
count: +1, +2,+1,+1,and soon.Atthe endofthedeckyour
running count should be zero ifyou have a full deck and
have made no errors. Also practice counting two cards at
a time, because in a casino you often will see two cards at
a time.

You do notreallyneedto practicewitha deckofcards;
that just is the traditional way of doing it. Using a
software programis a more enjoyable and more efficient
way to build speed.
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Learning Strategy Index Num.bers.
Different people learn. different ways. I prefer to sit

downwitha pencil andblankpiece ofpaperandrecreate
the table of strategy numbers I am trying to memorize.
It is easier for me to memorize a matrix than individual
numbers. Some people find it easier to memorize indi
vidual numbers, and theyprefer to learn. index numbers
with flash cards. Make a set ofcards, each ofwhich has
a decision on one side andthe appropriate indexnumber
on the other side. As you learn particular decisions, you
can put those flash cards aside and continue to practice
with the others.

'Ib test yourself to be sure you know the index
numbers and can use them quickl~playblackjack with
a software programthat gives you feedback on how well
you p1a~Again I recommendBlackjack CountAnalyzer.

Leanring to win at blackjack is possible and enjoy
able. Depending on how much time you devote to prac
ticing, itwill take a month or two to build your skill level
to the point where you can handle the casino game.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERIC
BASIC STRATEGY

This chapter presents basic strategy for single
exposure, which is blackjack in which the dealer has
one card face up for you to see as you are playing your
hand. Basic strategy is what plays you should make if
you are not counting cards and you do not have any
information about the dealer's hole card. You are
presumed to know the total in your own hand and the
dealer's upcard, but no other cards.

Chapter 11 contains basic strategy for double
exposure, which is blackjack in which the dealer has
two cards face up.

Another book, Basic Blackjack, presents basic
strategy for all the various rules that have been
offered for blackjack, such as dealers take ties on
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seventeen, six-card hand pays double, surrender after
doubling down, etc.

This chapter contains generic basic strategy, and
is a copy of chapter 2 ofBasic Blackjack.

Basic strategy is the best way to playa blackjack
hand on the first round after a shuffle. For a person
who does not count cards, basic strategy is the best
way to play every hand.

Calculating Basic Strategy
Basic strategy can be either total-dependent or

composition-dependent. Total-dependent means the
decision rules require only the dealer's card and the
total points in your hand. Composition-dependent
means the decision rules require knowledge of the
dealer's card and the precise cards that make up your
hand. For example, total-dependent strategy says
stand on twelve against 4. Composition-dependent
strategy for twelve against 4 requires you to specify
how you get to twelve: Do you have 7-5, 8-4, 3-2-2-5, or
what? If you got to twelve by 10-2 or 2-10 (where 10
means any 10-count card), and only one declt is being
used, you should hit. Ifyou got to twelve by any other
route, or multiple decks are being used, you should
stand.

There are few differences between composition
dependent and total-dependent strategies for single
deck, and none that are important for multiple decks.
(The more decks shuflled together, the less difference
one cardmakes.)This book uses total-dependent strat
egy.

The details of basic strategy depend on the par
ticulars of the rules. However, you must start some-
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place. This chapter presents a version ofbasic strategy
that is approximately correct for the most common
sets ofmles - a generic basic strategy. For modifica
tions of this generic basic strategy that are appropri
ate for different sets of rules, see Basic Blackjack.

Blackjack is most commonly played with the
dealer's hand showing one card face up. If you are
playing blackjack in a game where you get to see two
cards face up in front ofthe dealerbefore you playyour
hand, go to chapter 11 for playing-strategy advice.

Table of Generic Basic Strategy
Table 1presents generic basic strategy. It contains

advice for every decision the blackjack player com
monly makes. Each column is a different dealer up
card. (10, J, Q, and Kare lumped together as 10.) Each
row is a different player hand.

Technically, table 1 is basic strategy for multiple
decks and dealer stands on soft seventeen.

Pairs
The order of decisions presented in table 1 is the

order in which you evaluate your hand. First you
checkto see ifyou have a pair. At most casinos, any two
10-count cards, e.g. J-K, are a pair and may be split. If
you have a pair, the first part ofthe table tells you how
to play your Iulnd. Use this part of the table to decide
whether to split your pair. To split means to make
another bet equal in size to your first bet, and play
each card as the start of a separate hand.
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Table 1
Generic Basic Strategy

Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double not allowed after split
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10
9-9 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spI h h h h
6-6 h spI spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 db db db db db db db db h h
4-4 h h h h h h h h h h
3-3 h h spI spI spI spI h h h h
2-2 h h spI spI spI spI h h h h
soft 21
soft 20
soft 19
soft 18 dbs dbs dbs dbs h h h
soft 17 h db db db db h h h h h
soft 16 h h db db db h h h h h
soft 15 h h db db db h h h h h
soft 14 h h h db db h h h h h
soft 13 h h h h db h h h h h
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16 h h sr sr sr
hard 15 h h h sr h
hard 14 h h h h h
hard 13 h h h h h
hard 12 h h h h h h h
11 db db db db db db db db db h
10 db db db db db db db db h h
9 h db db db db h h h h h
8 h h h h h h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h h h
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Table 1 Continued
Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double allowed after split
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spi spI spl spl spl
10-10
9-9 spl spI spi spI spI spl spI
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spi h h h h
6-6 spl spl spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 db db db db db db db db h h
4-4 h h h spI spI h h h h h
3-3 spl spI spI spI spl spl h h h h
2-2 spl spI spI spI spI spI h h h h

KEY:

Stand.
db: Double down; if you cannot double, then hit.
dbs: Double down; if you cannot double, then stand.
h: Hit.
spI: Split.
sr: Surrender; if you cannot surrender, then hit.
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If you split a pair and catch another card of the
same value, resplit if you can. Ifit is correct to split a
pair, it is correct to resplit.

You mayor may not be allowed to double down
after splitting a pair. For example, ifyou split 8-8 and
catch a 3 for eleven, you mayor may not be allowed to
double down on that eleven. If doubling down after
splitting is allowed, then splitting is more attractive
and you should split more often. The first part oftable
1 assumes you are not allowed to double down after
splitting. If you are allowed to double down after
splitting, then use the last part of table 1 - the part
on the facing page. The decisions that are hits in the
first part of table 1 and splits on the facing page are:
6-6 against 2, 4-4 against 5 or 6, 3-3 against 2 or 3, and
2°-2 against 2 or 3.

Soft Hands
If you do not have a pair, then see if you have an

ace. Aces count your choice ofone or eleven. A hand in
which an ace counts eleven is called a soft hand, and
the total points in it is called a soft total. The second
part of table 1 explains how to play soft hands.

The double-down advice is broken down into db
and dbs. The reason is you need to know what to do
with a particular total ifyou cannot double down. For
example, suppose you have soft eighteen and the
dealer shows 3. Your best play is to double down, so
that is what you do ifyou can. Butifyour soft eighteen
is a three-card hand, say ace-2-5, then you probably
will not be allowed to double down. The table lists
"dbs" for that hand, which means if you are not
allowed to double down then you should stand.

~
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Note that sometimes it is correct to hit eighteen. If
you have soft eighteen and the dealer shows 9, 10, or
ace, then hitting your soft eighteen is better than
standing on it.

One decision that is very close is soft thirteen
against 5. It does not matter whetheryou hit or double
down.

Hard Hands
The lower two parts oftable 1 explain how to play

the rest of your hands. Hands labeled ''hard" might
contain aces, but all such aces are counted as one.
Hands from 5 to 11 do not contain an ace; if a hand
totaling eleven or less has an ace it is a soft hand and
is played according to the "soft" part of the table.

Surrender
Surrendermeans losing halfa bet for the privilege

of not playing out the hand. Generic basic strategy
presents strategyfor late surrender, which means you
cannot surrender if the dealer has a natural. Most of
the value of surrender comes from surrendering six
teen against 10. Late surrender is worth 0.1%.

Ifyou are playing blackjack at a casino that does
not offer surrender, or ifyou are not allowed to surren
der due to having more than two cards, then hit those
hands for which table 1 advises surrender.

Insurance
Table 1 does not show insurance. Basic strategy

says never take insurance. Even ifyou have a natural,
you are better off not insuring it: You are better off
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winning 3:2 most of the time than winning even
money for sure.

Ifyou have a natural yourself, insurance gives you
a sure winner (and thus is sometimes called "even
money") but you still should not buy it; you are ahead
in the long run taking a chance on a push or winning
150% of your bet. You should take chances when the
odds favor you. Maybe 150% and maybe 0% is better
than a certain 100% when the 150% occurs more than
two-thirds ofthe time. Ifyou remove your 10-ace and
the dealer's ace from one deck, 49 cards are left, each
ofwhich is equally likely to be the hole card. Fifteen of
the 49 cards will give the dealer a natural, and the
other 34 will give the dealer a lesser hand. Not
insuringyour natural results in your winning 150% of
your bet34 times and pushing 15 times, out of49 total.
This averages out to winning 104% ofyour bet by not
insuring. Would you rather win 104% of your bet on
average or 100% for certain? The professional black
jack player would go for the 104% because it makes
more money in the long run. Multiple-deck calcula
tions are similarandyield the same advice: Do notbuy
insurance.

An exception is if you are using a coupon. If an
insurance bet protects the coupon as well as the bet, as
generally is the case, then always insure a coupon.
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CHAPTER 3

THE HIGH-LOW

SYSTEM

Wuming at blackjack requires two things:Youmust
bet more when you have the advantage and less when
the dealer has the advantage; and you must make
correct decisions oninsurance, surrender, splittingpairs,
doubling down, and hitting or standing. This chapter
discusses single-exposure blacIgack; chapter 11 dis
cusses double exposure.

You need a counting system to tell whether you
have the advantage and to aid in making decisions.
Aces and lOs favor you because naturals are worthhalf
again more to you than they are to the dealer. Small
cards favor the dealerby decreasing the dealer's chance
ofbusting.
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The high-low system, first introduced in 1963 by
Harvey Dubner, is both simple and powerful. Thorp, in
the revised edition of Beat the Dealer, Revere, and
Julian Braun, in How to Play Winning Blackjack, dis
cuss it. This chapter contains my independent calcula
tions for it, produced by Blackjack Count Analyzer.

Counting cards in the high-low systemis relatively
simple. Start with a count of zero after the cards are
shuffled. Add one for every small card (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) that
you see. Subtract one for every ace or 10-count card
that you see. Do not change your count for 7, 8, or 9.
This is shown in table 2.

Keep a running count. Accumulate the total since
the last shuffle. The rwming count will hop up and
down around zero, but will generally stay between -6
and +6. A full deck contains the same number of +1
cards as -1 cards. Therefore, at the end of the deck the
running count should come back to zero. This is called
a ''balanced count."

Practice counting with a deck ofcards. Shuffle the
cards and turn them up one at a time, while keeping a
running count. In addition to counting one card at a
time, you should practice with two-card combinations
since you often see two cards at a time in casino pla)T.
You should practice until you are very fast and never
make a mistake. Practicing at a casino costs money: It

Table 2
ffigh·Low Count

Card Count
2,3,4,5,6 +1

7,8,9 0
10,J,Q,K,Ace -1
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is less expensive to become perfect - or thereabouts 
before going to a casino.

Keeping an accurate count is essential. The easiest
way to maintain confidence in your accuracy is to count
every card as it is turned face up on the table. Do not
count other players' cards that you see but that are
turned face down. If you count every card you see,
when the dealer turns each hand face up in turn you
may not recall whether or not you have already counted
some cards. You cannot afford such confusion. If you
can remember which cards you have counted, then
countwhatyou can see. Ifyou do not trustyourmemo~
then count only the cards that stay face up.

Count Per Deck
The high-low count tells you when the best cards,

the lOs and aces, outnumber the small cards. The
richer the pack, that is, the more lOs and aces relative
to small cards, the better for you.You need to know how
rich the pack is in order to make appropriate bets and
decisions in play:

Richness of the pack depends on the proportion of
excess lOs and aces. For decision purposes, you must
relate the running count to the number of decks you
have not seen. For example, twelve lOs and aces re
maining to be used when the dealer is halfway through
a single deck is two lOs and aces more than average;
that is as favorable to the player as if there were four
excess lOs and aces in 52 cards, and is described as a
count per deck of +4.

For betting and playing decisions, a running count
of +2 with one deck remaining is equivalent to a run
ning count of +1 with half a deck remaining, to a
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running count of+4 with two decks remaining, and to a
running count of+8 with four decks remaining. There
fore, you must convert the running count into count
per deck for making decisions. Simply divide the run
ning count by the number of decks (or fraction of a
deck) that you have not seen. If less than one deck
remains, your count per deck will be greater than your
running count. If more than one deck remains, your
count per deck will be less than your running count.

For example, suppose you approach a blackjack
table with a single-deck game in progress and see the
following cards.

First Player Second Player
2-3-2-4-7 10-10

Dealer
3-8-9

You glance at the cards and see that the running
count is +3. Since what you have not seen is almost one
deck, the count per deck is slightly above +3. The
dealer picks up the cards, and you place a bet. You
receive 2-10, the dealer's upcard is 2, the first other
player has a natural, and you do not see the second
other player's cards. You must decide whether to hit or
to stand. The running count is now +2. Since about 2/3
of the deck remains unseen, you divide by 2/3. This is
the same as multiplying by 3/2. It gives a count per
deck of +3.

You need to only approximate the count per deck.
You do not need an exact count of the number of cards
remaining. If you had seen roughly half a deck in a
single-deck game, a running count of +2 would trans
late to a count per deck of about +4. If you had seen
about half a deck (26 cards) in a double-deck game, a
running count of +2 would translate to a count per
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deck slightly greater than +1 (2 divided by 1.5 gives 4/
3). A rough estimate of the count per deck suffices for
decisions because you need to know only whether it
exceeds an integer in a table.

Estimating Your Edge
Your advantage or disadvantage if you play basic

strategy varies with the rules and number of decks
used. Current Blackjack News is a good source for
keeping up to date with the rules at various casinos
and your advantage or disadvantage. Commonly you
are at a disadvantage of about 0.5% with basic strat
egy:

For each point increase in the count per deck, your
advantage goes up by slightly more than 0.5%. So
generally when you have a count per deck of+1 you are
playing even with the casino - no advantage or disad
vantage. At a count per deck of +3 you have an advan
tage of about 1%.

The 0.5% per count per deck works both ways: The
dealer's advantage over you increases with negative
counts. At a count per deck of-1 you are at a disadvan
tage of about 1% - if you play perfectly: If the count
per deck is -4, you can expect to lose about 2% faster
than if the dealer were to shuffle.

Wmning with card counting requires betting more
money when you have an edge than when you are at a
disadvantage, and playing your hands correctly:

Jumping into a Game in Progress
When the best available table is a game inprogress

and you want to jump in without waiting for a shuffle,
just start counting from zero and play according to
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your count. 'freat the unseen discards the same as
cards yet to be dealt. An unseen card is an unseen card
whether it has already been used or remains to be
dealt. Example: You jump into a four-deck shoe after
about one deck has been used. You play and count as
another deck is used. Ifyour running count is +6, what
is your count per deck? Two ofthe four decks have been
used, but you have counted the cards in only one deck.
Since about three decks remain unseen by you, divide
your running count by three to get a count per deck of
+2.

Effect of Rules on Strategy
Some dealers use one deck, some use six, and some

use othermultiples. Decisionnumbers vary only slightly
with the number of decks used. The tables in this
chapter are based on four decks, but are approximately
correct for any number of decks. One-deck decision
numbers are slightly different from multiple-deck de
cision numbers, but four-deck decision numbers are
almost exactly the same as decision numbers based on
other multiples such as two, six, etc. Some decisions
are very close, and different methods ofcalculation can
yield slightly different results. The decision numbers
in this book have been found by a calculation method
more precise and more time-consuming than the method
used byBlackjack CountAnalyzer. However, Blackjack
Count Analyzer finds decision numbers quickly and for
any number of decks and any set of rules.

You should truncate, and not round, when using
these tables. Examples: Ifthe count per deck required
to double down is +4, then double down only if you
have a count per deck of+4 or more, and do not double
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down ifyour count per deck is say 3.8. If a count per
deck of-1 is required to stand, then stand ifyour count
perdeck,tnwncated,is-lorhighe~(Zeroishdgher~an

-1, and a count per deck of -1.8 is tnwncated to -1.)
At some casinos dealers stand on soft seventeen,

whereas at other casinos dealers hit it. The discussion
ofthis chapter initially assumes that the dealer stands
on soft seventeen, and then also covers what to do
when the dealer hits soft seventeen.

Extremely high or low counts per deck are encoun
tered infrequently in actual casino play; so memorizing
extremely high or low decision numbers probably is a
waste of time. Ifyou follow my advice (coming later in
this book) of leaving a table on a negative count, you
will seldom encounter counts per deck of less than -1.
Therefore, the tables in this book include decision num
bers only from -1 to +6. For a wider range of decision
numbers, use Blackjack Count Analyzer.

The decisions are discussed in the order in which
you make them at a casino: insurance, surrender, pair
splits, double down, and hit or stand. The decision
numbers in this book are derived for multiple decks
with the dealer standing on soft seventeen, and are
also very close for one deck or with the dealer hitting
soft seventeen. You must memorize them; when you
are playing blackjack in a casino, you can refer to these
decision numbers only in your head.
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Insurance
Advice of well-meaning but ill-informed gamblers

that you should insure only a natural is worth its cost
- nothing; you should buy insurance ifmore than one
third of the unseen cards are lOs. As soon as you see
the dealer's ace, begin considering whether you should
buy insurance. Table 3 gives the minimum counts per
deck for which insurance is a good bu~ as a function of
number ofdecks shuftled together. For example, ifone
deck is used, insurance is likely to be profitable if the
count per deck, after counting the dealer's ace and as
many other cards as you can see, exceeds +1.4. My
suggestion is to use +3 as the decision number for more
than two decks. Note that the number you use from
table 3 is based on the total number of decks used,
rather than on the number of decks yet unseen.

TableS
When to Take Insurance

Decks Count Per Deck

1 1.4
2 2.4
3 2.7
4 2.9
5 3.0
6 3.0
7 3.1
8 3.1
9 3.1

10 3.1
UnfUnite 3.3
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Early Surrender
At some casinos, you have the option of early sur

render; that is, you may surrender before the dealer
checks the hole card. The higher the count per deck,
the more likely you should be to surrender. Table 4
summarizes early-surrender decisions.

Examples:
A) You get 9-4 for thirteen against ace; table 4

says always surrender.
B) You get 8-8 against 9; table 4 says do not

surrender.
C) You get 10-4 for fourteen against 9; surren

der if the count per deck is greater than or equal
to +6, and do not surrender if the count per deck
is less than +6.

Table 4
Early Surrender

Player's Hand

hard 17
10-6,9-7

8-8
hard 15
hard 14
hard 13
hard 12

7
6
5
4

Dealer's Upcard
8 9. 10 A

5 esr
4 0 esr esr

esr esr
2 esr esr
6 0 esr

3 esr
esr
esr
-1
o
2

KEY:

blank: Do not surrender.
esr: Surrender.
number: Surrender if the count per deck equals or exceeds the

number; do not surrender if the count per deck is less
than the number.
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Late Surrender
At a few casinos you have the option oflate surren

der. The higher the cOWlt per deck, the more likely you
should be to surrender. Table 5 summarizes late-sur
render decisions.

Examples:
A) You get 9-7 for sixteen against 10; table 5

says always surrender.
B) You get 8-8 against ace; table 5 says do not

surrender.
C) You get 10-4 for fourteen against 9; surren

der if the count per deck is greater than or equal
to +6, and do not surrender if the count per deck
is less than +6.

Table 5
Late Surrender

Player's Hand

10-6,9-7
8-8

hard 15
hard 14

Dealer's Upcard
8 9 10 A
4 0 Isr -1

o
202
636

KEY:
blank: Do not surrender.
Isr: Surrender.
number: Surrender if the count per deck equals or exceeds the

number; do not surrender if the COWlt per deck is less
than the number.
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Pairs

49

*.

Table 6 covers pair splits, assuming that you can
not double down after splitting. Ifyou can double down
after splitting, then use table 7 instead.

Countper deck also determines whetheryou should
split pairs. The higher the count per deck, the more
pairs you should split. The exception is 8-8 against 10,
which you should split when the count per deck is less
than +6 and not split when the count per deck is +6 or
more.

Table 6
Pair Split, No Double After

Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A
ace-ace spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 0 spI spI spI spI 6 spI spI 3
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI 6* spI
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spi
6-6 2 0 spI spI spI
5-5
4-4
3-3 3 0 spI spI spI
2-2 3 0 spI spI spI

KEY:
blank: Do not split.
spI: Split.
number: Split if the COWlt per deck equals or exceeds the

number; do not split ifthe COWlt per deck is less than
the number.
split 8-8 against 10 only if the cOWlt per deck is less
than 6.
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If you do not split, then play your hand according
to the strategy number for the total.

Examples:
N You get 3-3 against 3. The number from

table 6 is +3. If the count per deck equals or
exceeds +3, you should split the pair. Ifthe count
per deck is less than +3, you should hit.

B)You get 3-3 against 9. That spot in table 6 is
blank, so do not split, no matter what the count
per deck.

C)You get 8-8 against 9; table 6 says to split no
matter what the count per deck.

Table 7
Pair Split, Double Allowed

After
Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A
ace-ace spI spI spI spi spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 spI spI spI spi spI 3 spI spI 3
8-8 spI spI spI spi spI spI spI spI spI spI
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spI 5
6-6 -1 spI spI spI spI
5-5
4-4 6 1 -1 spI
3-3 0 spl spI spI spI spl 4
2-2 spl spl spI spI spI spI 5

KEY:
blank.: Do not split.
spI: Split.

number: Split if the COWlt per deck equals or exceeds the
number; do not split if the count per deck is less than
the number.
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If you want to win at a casino that does not allow
doubling down after splitting a pair, you should memo
rize table 6. It S11mmarizes 100 decisions, but only 13 of
these are numbers and the other 87 are either "split" or
"do not split." Table 6 appears complicated, but it is not
impossible; and it is the most complicated table that
you need.

You should split more pairs at a casino that allows
doubling down after splitting. Use table 7 instead of
table 6 if the casino allows doubling down after pair
splitting. As a first approach, decide which casino you
wish to attack and memorize either table 6 or table 7.
After you have hit your target casino and wish to play
at a casino with the other rule, memorize the other
table.

Doubling Down
Doubling down also depends on count per deck.

You should be more likely to double down if the count
per deck is higher. Ifyou decide to double down, always
put up additional money equal to the full amount of
your original bet.

The soft-doubling parts of all double-down tables
in this book assume that the ace in your hand can be
valued at either 1 or 11 after you split. Ifthe ace cannot
swing, then do not double down on soft hands ofnine
teen or less.

Examples:
.N You get 6-5 against 4. Your hand totals

eleven, and table 8 says to double down no matter
what the count per deck.
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B) You get 4-5 against 9. Your hand totals nine
and table 8 says do not double down, so you take a
hit.

e) You get ace-B against 6. You may call your
total nine and double down ifyou wish, and table
Badvises doing so if the count per deck equals or
exceeds +1. If the count per deck is less than +1,
or if doubling and catching a 2 would give you
eleven Instead oftwenty-one, call your total nine
teen and stand.

Player's
Hand
11
10
9
8**

ace-9
ace-8
ace-7
ace-6
ace-5
ace-4
ace-3
ace-2

TableS
Double Down

Dealer's Upcard
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A
db db db db db db db db db 1
db db db db db db db -1 4 4
1 0 db db db 3

5 3 1

6 5 4
5 3 1 1

0 -1 db db db
1 db db db db

4 db db db
0 db db
1 -1 db
3 0 -1

** .

KEY:
blank: Do not double down.
db: Double down.
number: Double down if the count per deck equals or exceeds

the number; do not double down if the count per deck
is less than the number.
Double down on 4-4 rather than split only if doubling
down is not permitted after pair splitting.
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Soft Standing
Table 9 summarizes soft standing decisions. Soft

doubling as in table 8 takes precedence, so use table 9
only ifyou are not doubling down.

If you do not double down you should hit a soft
total of seventeen or less and stand with a soft total of
nineteen or more. With soft eighteen if you do not
double down you should stand against 2 through 8,
and hit against 9 or 10. Against ace you should hit soft
eighteen when the count per deck is less than +1, but
stand when the count per deck is greater than or equal
to +1.

Table 9
Soft Standing

Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A
soft 19
soft 18 h h 1
soft 17 h h h h h h h h h h

KEY:

blank: Stand.
h: Hit.
number: Stand if the COWlt per deck equals or exceeds the

number; hit if the count per deck is less than the
number.
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Hard Standing
Table 10 covers hard standing. With a total of

eleven or less, never stand. With a hard total of twelve
or more, you should be more likely to stand when the
count per deck is higher.

Examples:
A)You have 9-8 for a total ofseventeen against

2; table 10 says to stand.
B) You have 10-4 for fourteen against 8; table

10 says to hit.
e) You have 2-6 for a total ofeight against 10;

you ask for a hit. Suppose you receive a 7 to bring
your total to fifteen. If the count per deck is less
than +4, you should ask for another hit; if the
count per deck equals or exceeds +4, you should
stand.

Table 10
Hard Standing

Player's l)ealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A
hard 16 h h 5 0 h
hard 15 .h h h 4 h
hard 14 h h h h h
hard 13 0 -1 h h h h h
hard 12 3 2 0 -1 0 h h h h h

KEY:
blank: Stand.
h: Hit.
number: Stand if the count per deck equals or exceeds the

number; hit if the count per deck is less than the
number.
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If the Dealer Hits Soft Seventeen
Tables 4-10 assume that the dealer stands on soft

seventeen. Ifyou are playing blacIgack at a casino where
the dealer hits soft seventeen, you should play slightly
differentl~primarilyagainstanaoo. Thedifferenresagainst
an ace are: You will be more likely to hit soft eighteen,
more likely 11> stand on hard sixteen or hard fifteen, more
likely to double down on eleven, and more likely 11> split 9
9. Hitting soft seventeen has these effects on strategy
because the dealer is less likely 11> finish the hand with
exactly seventeen and is more likely to bust.

The major changes to make to tables 4-10 if the
dealer hits soft seventeen are as follows:

Table 4: Always early surrender 5 against ace.

Always early surrender 4 against ace.

Table 5: With hard 15 against ace, late surrender if
count per deck is greater than or equal to o.
With hard 14 against ace, late surrender if
the count per deck is greater than or equal
to 4.

Table 9: Always hit soft 18 against ace.

Table 10: With hard 16 against ace, standifthe count
per deck is greater than or equal to 4.

With hard 15 against ace, stand ifthe count
per deck is greater than or equal to 5.

Summary Strategy Tables
Tables 11 and 12 S11mmarize strategy decision num

bers for the high-low count. Table 11 applies if the
dealer stands on soft seventeen, and table 12 applies if
the dealer hits soft seventeen.' Table 12 includes the
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Table 11
Decision Numbers

Dealer Stands on Soft 17
Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double not allowed after split
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 0 spI spI spI spI 6 spI spI 3
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI 6* spI
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spI h h h h
6-6 2 0 spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4 never split - playas total ofeight
3-3 h 3 0 spI spI spI h h h h
2-2 h 3 0 spI spI spI h h h h
aoo-9 6 5 4
aoo-8 5 3 1 1
aoo-7 0 -1 dbs dbs dbs _... h h 1
aoo-6 1 db db db db h h h h h
aoo-5 h 4 db db db h h h h h
ace-4 h h 0 db db h h h h h
aoo-3 h h 1 -1 db h h h h h
aoo-2 h h 3 0 -1 h h h h h
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16 h h 5 0 h
hard 15 h h h 4 h
hard 14 h h h h h
hard 13 0 -1 h h h h h
hard 12 3 1 0 -1 0 h h h h h
11 db db db db db db db db db 1
10 db db db db db db db -1 4 4
9 1 0 db db db 3 h h h h
8** h h 5 3 1 h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h· h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h h h
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Table 11 Continued
Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double allowed after split
A-A spI spl spl spl spl spl spl spl spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 spI spI spI spI spI 3 spl spl 3
8-8 spI spl spl spl spl spl spl spl spI spl
7-7 spI spl spl spl spl spl 5 h h h
6-6 -1 spl spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4** h 6 1 -4 spI h h h h h
3-3 0 spl spI spl spI spI 4 h h h
2-2 spI spI spI spI spI spI 5 h h h

KEY:

db:
dbs:
h:
spl:
number:

* .

** .

Stand.
Double down; ifyou cannot double, then hit.
Double down; ifyou cannot double, then stand.

Hit.
Split.
See earlier tables in this chapter. (Note that the 1 for
ace-7 against ace is hit/stand, and does not say to
double down.)
split 8-8 against 10 only if the count per deck is less
than 6 and doubling down is not permitted after pair
splitting.
Double down on 4-4 rather than split only if doubling
down is not permitted after pair splitting.
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Table 12
Decision Numbers
Dealer Hits Soft 17

Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double not allowed after split
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 -1 spI spI spI spI 6 spI spI 2
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI 6* -1
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spI h h h h
6-6 1 -1 spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 never split - playas total often
4-4 never split - playas total ofeight
3-3 h 3 0 spI spI spI h h h h
2-2 h 3 0 spI spI spI h h h h
aoo-9 6 5 4
aoo-8 5 3 1 0
aoo-7 0 dbs dbs dbs dbs h h h
aoo-6 1 db db db db h h h h h
aoo-5 h 3 db db db h h h h h
aoo-4 h 6 0 db db h h h h h
aoo-3 h 6 1 -1 db h h h h h
aoo-2 h h 3 0 db h h h h h
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16 h h 5 0 3
hard 15 h h h 4 5
hard 14 h h h h h
hard 13 0 h h h h h
hard 12 3 2 0 -1 h h h h h
11 db db db db db db db db db 0
10 db db db db db db db -1 4 3
9 1 0 db db db 3 h h h h
8** h h 5 3 1 h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h h h
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Table 12 Continued
Player's Dealer's Upcard
Hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A

double allowed after split
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5 4
9-9 spI spI spI spI spI 3 spI spI 1
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spi spI spI spI -1
7-7 spI spI spI spI spI spi 5 h h h
6-6 spI spI spI spI spI h h h h h
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4** h 6 1 -1 spI h h h h h
3-3 0 spI spl spI spI spI 4 h h h
2-2 spI spI spl spI spI spI 5 h h h

KEY:

db:
dbs:
h:
spI:
number:
* .

** .

Stand.
Double down; if you cannot double, then hit.
Double down; ifyou cannot double, then stand.
Hit.
Split.
See earlier·tables in this chapter.
split 8-8 against 10 only if the COWlt per deck is less
than 6 and doubling down is not permitted after pair
splitting.
Double down on 4-4 rather than split only if doubling
down is not permitted after pair splitting.
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major changes listed above plus minor changes as
recommended by Blackjack Count Analyzer. Tables 11
and 12 ignore surrender; ifyou can surrender you will
have to add table 4 or 5.

Importance of the Strategy Tables
You should memorize one ofthe high-low strategy

tables. You should know each number exactly and be
able to recall any number in a few seconds. Memoriza
tion is the important part. You have plenty of time to
think at the casinos; polite dealers will not rush you.
You should know the decision numbers precisel~Ifyou
only have a hazy idea of when to surrender or split or
double down or hit, you are probably a gambler rather
than an investor. You cannot win consistently - if at
all - on intuition alone. If you know what to do but
refuse to do it, you are a gambler for certain. Before
each foray into casino coun~ you should sit down
with a blank paper and a pen and recreate the appro
priate strategy table. If you make any errors or are
uncertain of any decisions, study the table for a while
and then put it aside and try again to duplicate it from
memo~ You are not fully armed for battle until you
can reproduce it accuratel~swiftl~.and confident1~

After you have learned to count, have memorized
the playing strate~ and have .practiced until you can
make correct decisions quickl~ you are ready to wage
war on the casinos.

This chapter has presented multiple-deck playing
strate~ but at some casinos blacIgack is dealt with
one deck. Multiple-deck decision numbers are only
slightly different from single-deck decision numbers.
You will win almost as much by using multiple-deck
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decision numbers with one deck as you will win by
using one-deck decision numbers with one deck. With
freshly shuffied cards, the casino has a larger advan
tage as the number ofdecks increases.

Which Count?
A reader says:

On surrendering and using a plus-minus count
strategy I am confused in situations such as the fol
lowing: I am sitting at third base. The dealer has a 10
up and receivedhis hole card when the count was -3. I
have sixteen. At the time I have to 'make a decision
whether to surrender, hit, or stand, the count is +2. I
feel I should stand since the .dealer probably has a
small card in the hole (since he received his hole card
when the count was -3). Is this the correct decision?

For every decision·you make, use your most up-to
date count. In your example, make your decision based
on the +2 count. Ignore the fact that it used to be -3.

Estimating the Count
You can occasionally make inferences about cards

you have not seen.
When approaching a table at which the dealer has

already finished some hands, look first at the spots with
no cards. If a stack of chips looks like the payoff for a
natural, COWlt it the same as ifyou had seen the natural.

Sometimes, as you are meandering in search of a
favorable situation, you see a table with many small
cards but the dealer scoops them up before you have
had time to come near - much less to count them. As
your running count you may use your best estimate of
what you think you saw, but be conservative. Two
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biases are acting to make a group of cards look more
favorable than they really are. Aces tend to look like
small cards, but they do not have the same effect on the
count as other cards that show lots of white. It: for
example, you caught a quick glimpse of what looked
like four small cards, chances are that one of those
cards was an ace and thus you might choose +2 as
being a reasonable estimate ofthe value of that group
of cards. The other bias is that lOs resemble 8s and 9s
rather than face cards. Just because you see a table
without face cards does not mean that no lOs were
there.

You can practice estimation with a deck of cards.
Randomly select a group of six to ten cards and glance
at them briefly: Write down what you think the count
is. Then count those cards exactly and see how close
you were on your estimate. If you fail to estimate
accurately in practice, do not rely on your estimates in
casino play: Ifyou estimate accurately in practice, then
start your running count with your estimate in casino
play: You should never use estimation when an exact
count is possible.

Temporary Correction
You can make a temporary correction to the run

ning count ifyou need a count per deck for a playing
strategy decision. For example, suppose the running
count is +3 and you catch a quick glimpse of a 10 in
another player's hand. Remember +3 (perhaps with
the aid ofthe joints ofyour fingers), but make strategy
decisions as if the running count were +2. Other play
ers' cards which you observe, but which are turned face
down, may be treated as part of the temporary correc
tion.At the end ofthe round when the dealer turns the
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cards face up, you can count them with confidence that
you are not counting the same cards twice.

Cards you have not seen but about which you can
make some inference also become part of the tempo
rary correction. For instance, bad players tend to in
sure 10-10; so, when the dealer shows an ace, any bad
player who pushes the cards under the bet and imme
diately buys insurance can be presumed to have 10-10.
A pat hand against 7, 8, 9, 10, or ace can be counted as
-1 as part of the temporary correction. A hand hit
against 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 can be counted as +1. Do not
adjust your running count in this manner, as you could
be wrong. These are simply temporary corrections for
decision-making purposes during play of a hand.

Suppose you are playing the last hand at the table,
the dealer shows '10, you have 10-6, the running count
is +2 after countingyour cards and the dealer's upcard,
and halfa deck remains. Ifthere are three other play
.ers and they all stand on their original two cards, you
should take a hit because three pat hands against a 10
are likely to contain enough high cards to reduce the
running count to -1.

Counting System
Any counting system based on small cards versus

big cards will get the money; Ifyou are using a 10-count
you should switch COWlting systems; but if you are
already using something similar to the high-low, then
stick with it. You should know the appropriate decision
numbers for the exact rules you face, such as whether
or not you can double down after splitting.

When you play next to another counter in a casino,
the two of you almost always agree on which play is
correct. If the proper play is to double down, most
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counting systems will say to double" down. You can not
tell what counting system the other person is using by
just watching the play of the hands. Therefore, it does
not matter much what counting system you are using;
you would be making the same plays with a different
system. ,

Ofcourse there are minor differences from counting
system to counting system. But these differences are
dwarfed by other factors. For example, you are better off
playing a simple system perfectly than playing a compli
catedsystemwithwhichyoumakeanoreasional counting
or other errol: The cost of the errors probably is greater
than the gain from making slightlybetter decisions.

Ifyou try using a more complicated counting system,
you may find that you tire SOOn.eI; meaning you cannot
play as many quality hours per da~

Anotheradvantage to usinga simple countingsystem
is it leaves most ofyour thinkingcapacityfor other things,
such as carrying on a conversation and observing the
people who are observing you.

Learning to Count Cards
The most efficient way tn learn how to count cards

and practire using the decision numbers is with a com
puter programthat will deal to you and give you feedback
on the correctness ofyour pla~ There are many software
programs that will do the job. I reoommend Blackjl1£k
CountArw,lyzer. Ina computerprogramyouhave a dealer
who never gets tired, never complains, and never makes
mistakes. You can build speed on a computer, so that by
the time you face a live dealerina casinoyou can play fast
enough to keep up. With practice you will be able to count
cards andplayyourhands ooITeCtlyfaster than the fastest
human dealer can deal.
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CHAPTER 4

HOW TO WIN

WITHOUT GETTING

KICKED OUT

You mustcountcards 11> getanedgeatblaclgack. But
counting is not enough. Acard counter has to be able to
get away with it in a casino. That is what this chapter is
all about.

You probably are trying 11> win as much money at
blackjack as possible. You want 11> win as much per hour
as possible, and you want to keep open the option of
playing more hours.

One thing that is important is to develop your own
style.Bea oneofa kind.Thisforces casinobosses tofigure
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out whatyou are doing bywatchingyou in action, which
gives you more playing time than ifthey know what you
are doing before you win your first bet.

Every casino has employees who know that black
jack can be beaten, but very few casino people actually
know how to beat the game. Playing blackjack is a war
in which the casino employees are the enem); while you
are a spy behind enemy lines who must hide your true
identity at all times. Some of the enemy are on the
lookout for card counters. They think that they know
what a card counter looks like: The garden-variety card
counterwins and does so withvaryingbetsizes.Aperson
who exhibits this behavior is obseIVed intent1~ When
casino personnel are positive that they have spotted a
card counter, they will take an action to your disadvan
tage, such as ordering the dealer to shuflle after every
round.

Ofcourseyou musthide yourability: Do notlooklike
you are counting cards. Do not look like you are trying to
recall a number from a table. Do not carry any written
tables with you. In some jurisdictions, most notably
Nevada,youmaybebarredfromplayifyouareidentified
as a proficient card counter. Elsewhere you might find
the shuflle point moved up on you. Bet size makes little
difference. A dollar bettor who is recognized as a card
counter will be subjected to countermeasures, while the
careful $100 bettor can continue to play indefinitel~

Keep the dealers and pit bosses ignorant of your
ability and they will be happ~Never, never let on that
you are playingany sortofa winning system. You will be
asked in a conversational way ifyou count cards orhave
readanybooks onblackjack.Donotadmitto anyone that
you are counting cards. (You might pretend that you
think counting means adding the indexes to find the
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hand total.) Do notadmitto havingunderstood anybook
on blackjack. You can act stupid, lucky, unluck~ drunk,
sleep~orwhatever, butdo notactlike you knowthatyou
are playing a winning system or you will find the
welcome mat withdrawn.

Casino personnel notice small bettors who are big
winners and big bettors whether they win or lose. This
exposureisunavoidablebutrelativelyharmless because
many gamblers bet big and many gamblers have win
ning streaks. Casino owners who are inhospitable to all
winners and big bettors lose more by turning away
gamblers than they gain by tunring away professional
blackjack players.

Exceptfor winningmore oftenthan losing,you must
looklike a gamblerifyou wantto preserveyourpotential
for income from playing blacIgack. Agambler who plays
blackjack daily for week after week eventually runs out
ofmone~ Ifyou play daily in the same casino for week
after week, you will eventually lose your credibility in
that casino. Ifyou want to play fifteen hours per month
inone casino, itwill lookmore natural to cramallofthose
hours into a two-day period than to play thirty minutes
everyday for thirty consecutive days. Try to spreadyour
playing among all three shifts - dealers put in eight
hours a day just like other working people.

Good Plays to Avoid
In general, do not deviate from the playing strategy

recommendedin chapter3 inan effort to hide yourcard
countingabili~Strangeasitseems,mostcasino person
nel do not even know basic strategy and do not recognize
an expert play when they see it. Ifchapter 3 says to hit
ace-7, thenhitit. Ifthe dealerthinks you are stupid, fine.
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Let the dealer, the pit boss, and the other players think
thatyou do notknow whatyou are doing, thatyou throw
your money away too rapidl~ Sometimes a pit boss who
is watching you intently will walk away when you split
10-10 or double down on ace-9. You will be a preferred
customer ifyou bet heavily and appear to play stupidl~

One word ofcaution - when splitting 10-10 is a wrong
decision, itis a verycostlywrongdecision. DonotspIit 10
10 just 11> give the impression of playing poorl~ Do not
deviate fromthe correctstrategyfor thepitboss'sbenefit.
The pit boss likely cannot distinguish a good play from a
bad play:

A reader says:

Are there good plays you sometimes avoid so as not
to attract attention?

One comment related to this: Although dealers at
some casinos alert their pit bosses to some good plays,
such as sUITendering, I still continue to use an obvious
basic strategy play: But sometimes it is annoying to
hear the dealer shout out, "Double on soft eighteen," or
"Hitting soft eighteen against a 10!"

On playing strategy; with two exceptions, I stick
preciselywith thebook. I evendoubledown oneight; that
play attracts zero attention nowadays.

One exception is at single-exposure I split 10-10 or
double down on ace-9 only if I have established a "wild"
image. If I have established an image as a player who
probably knows basic strategy but occasionally plays
hunches, I generally forgo splitting 10-10 and doubling
downonace-9. Theproblemwithsplitting10sistheonly
people who split themare idiots andcard counters. Ifthe
rest of my play looks solid to the people watching, I
cannot pass for an idiot. Therefore, splitting lOs makes
me look like an expert.
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Other hands I play correctl~ Insuring a stiff has
never brought me any heat. When I am playing in a
casino thatallows surrender, I do surrenderwheneverit
is the correct decision. This has never caused a problem
for me. My experience is that surrendering does not
make me look like an expert. On insurance and surren
der and other plays that I think could attract attention,
I pause as ifI am thinking before I make the pla~ I also
pausefrequentlybefore makinganobvious play(suchas
before hitting fifteen against 7), to give the impression
that I am seriously considering an alternative.

The onlyplacewhere doublingdownon softhandsor
hitting soft eighteen has brought me any attention is
Caesars Palacein Las Vegas. I too have had a dealer say;
"Doubling down on soft eighteen," and, when I did it
again, "Doubling down on soft eighteen like he knows
what he is doing." I attribute this to my not toIring the
dealer. Dealers at Caesars Palace are accustomed to
generous tokes.

The onlyotherwayI sometimes deviate from proper
play ofthe hands is something I have found valuable for
camouflage: buying insurance on the first round after a
shuflle ifl have a small bet out. Pit bosses seem to relax
when I buy insurance, ifthey are certain I have made a
badpla~Thereason this ployis effective onlyon thefirst
roundisthat,ULdessthebossiscountungcardsorchedks
the discards, the first round after a shuffie is the only
time s1hecanbe certaininsuranceisa badpla~ (At single
deck right after a shuflle, ifyou can see the cards in two
or more hands and you see no lOs, insurance is a good
bet.)

More than oncea pitboss has seenme buyinsurance
(or accept even money on a natural, which is the same
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thing), glanced down at the discards, seen it is the first
round after a shuffie, and walked away smiling.

Donald Schlesinger adds:
I think that both you and your readers may be

missing a rather important point regarding dealers
who call out "sWTender," "doubling down on soft eigh
teen," "hittingsofteighteen," and thelike. I do not atall
agree that their primary purpose in doing this is to
finger good players, or counters. I am friendly with
several dealers. I know a great deal about dealing
procedures and regulations. I have been told that
dealers are told to call out "unusual" plays primarily so
that there can be no argument later ifa player claims
he never intended to make the play. Ifa person wishes
to hit an ace-7, the attitude is, "Ifhe is stupid enough
to do it, let him; but call it to our attention so that there
will be no mistake about what he is doing." As for
sUITender, you have to understand that to the camera
up above, there had better be a good reason why, with
no hand signal whatsoever from the player, the dealer
suddenly reaches over and scoops up halfhis bet. They
must call out "sWTender" to authorize the touching of
themoney. Mygod, withthe wayidiots sUITenderin this
game, does anyone really think the dealers call out
"sUITender" to finger the good players?! NEVER! It is
strange, but perhaps just as all the above has never
OCCUITed toyou as the reason forcallingoutthese plays,
I assure you that when they have happened to me, I
have never for a moment felt the least bit threatened.
The casinos' motives, believe it or not, may be purer
than one might imagine.

I agree, except when a dealer calls out, "Doubling
down on soft eighteen like he knows what he is doing."
The important thing, when a dealer calls out your play,
is to just sit there calmly: Ifyou flinch when the dealer
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calls out"Doubling on soft eighteen" or "Surrender," you
are calling attention to yourself.

I often wonderwhyAmerican casinos do not adopt a
hand signal for surrender to pacify the eye in the sky.
There is a hand signal for surrender in Asian casinos:
One drawsanimaginarylinebehindthehand, asiftocut
it off. The motion resembles the gesture used to indicate
suicide by "slitting one's throat."

Bet Size Variation
Casino personnel know that variation in bet size is

partofmostwinning systems. Ifyou could getawaywith
it, you should bet more whenever you have a larger
advantage over the dealer. Your expected win is how
muchyoubettimesyouradvantage, summedoverall the
hands you pla~

Any mathematician can demonstrate that an opti
mal betting scheme involves betting an amount that
varies directly with your advantage. The higher the
countper deck, the higheryour advantage, and thus the
more you should bet. Thorp, being a mathematician,
reconnnendsbetmzevariation;whenhestwrtedplayffig
his big bet was ten times his small bet. Revere recom
mends less drastic bet size variation. Both Thorp and
Revere reconnnend making a small ''waiting bet" when
the pack is neutral or the dealer has the advantage, and
making larger bets when you have the advantage. Ca
sino personnel look for this sortofbet-size management,
and can spotitbecauseitdiffers from a typical gambler's
variation in bet sizes.

If you wish to bet more when your advantage in
creases orless whenitdecreases, be certain thatyourbet
size variation looks like that of a gambler. A gambler
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often will try to capitalize on winning streaks. After
winning a few consecutive hands, the gambler feels
lucky and increases the bet size. Of course winning
streaks cannot be extrapolated.

In a similar vein, losing one hand does not make
losing the next more or less likel~ A few diehard gam
blersdouble upaftera lossagain andagainon the theory
that the nextwin will be big enough to wipe out a string
oflosses. There is no mathematical justification for this
behavior either; the gamblerwho doubles the bet after a
loss and reverts to a small bet after a win will be wiped
out for certain, though ruin may take a few days.

Actuall~you need notappear to varybet sizes at all.
You can win handsomely with an identical bet on every
hand thatyou pla~ Ifbet size variation identifies you as
a systemplayer, thenbet sizevariation is somethingyou
can do without.

Wonging
"Wonging" is a word made up byAtlantic City card

counters in the late 1970s. It means hopping from table
to table, playing only when you have an advantage.
When I wrote ProfessionalBlackjack in the early 1970s,
I was making trip after trip to Nevada in which I made
flat bets the whole trip, playing only positive counts.
Then it worked great, but then there were very few
people doing it.

Wongingstill works. Ratherthan sittingatone table
for long periods, walk around and look at the cards in
play at other tables. When you see a pack become
profitable, sitdownandplayatthattable. Whenthepack
turns unprofitable, leave the table. If you do not play
against unprofitable packs, you have no need for small
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waiting bets. Your waiting bet is as small as it canget
zero. Casino personnel do not equate leaving the table
with making a small bet. A small bet tends to look bad,
while leaving the table usually passes unnoticed. You
must, however, makeyour standardbet against freshly
shuffiedcards oneeina while lestcasino personnel catch
on to you.

The only justification for playing in unprofitable
situations is "advertising." Ifyou think that leaving the
table will look suspicious, then stay and play another
round. Only play in an unprofitable situation ifdoing so
will buy you more playing time. Otherwise, play only
when you have the advantage or when the pack is
neutral. Have patience. Do not playjust to be playing. If
you do sit down at a game in progress because you see
small cards, and then aces and lOs pop up to make the
count negative, get up and go without playing a single
hand. If you are already playing and the count goes
negative, you should leave the game. .

You are not trying to get in the most hands possible;
ratheryou want to playas manyfavorable hands and as
few unfavorable hands as possible. Not playing at all
costs less than playing against a negative count. Hop
ping from table to table with a uniform bet is more
profitable than sitting at one table and varyingyour bet
size, because when you stay at one table you have the
advantage only a fraction ofthe time. The rest ofyour
time canbe better spent lookingfor profitable situations
thanbettingsmallbecausethedealerhastheadvantage.

Jumping inwith smallbets is easyagainst multiple
decks; you find a dealerwho hasjust shuffiedand watch
a few rounds without playing. If the pack becomes
profitable, you jump in and play; ifit becomes unprofit-
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able, you leave; and ifit stays neutral, you can stay and
watch another round.

Against a single deck, or with big bets, subtlety is
required, and watching the cards without playing is an
art. Ifyou watch a single deck being shuffied, watch a
couple ofrounds being dealtand played, and then, when
the countisgood,jump inwitha bigbet,you willfind that
you are beingeyed suspiciously: Perhaps youractionwill
even cause the dealer to shuffle awaya profitable situa
tion. When looking for a profitable single deck, keep
walking as you are lookingatthe cards atvarious tables.
Never take root and stare. You may stop and watch, ifa
round is in progress, because you must wait until the
roundis finishedbeforeyoumake a bet. Whenthe dealer
is ready to deal the next round you have only two valid
options-betorwalkawa~Do notwatcha secondround
at that same table, because your watching may be
watched.You donotwantanyone toquestionthechastity
ofyour blackjack playing.

You may wonder whether betting exactly the same
amount each hand hour after hour and day after day
might be interpreted by casino personnel as unusual
behavior. It has never attracted any attention to me.

You may vary your bet size ifyou wish, but be sure
to do it in a manner that is not suspect. Do not appear to
bet bigger because the pack has turn.ed more favorable.
You want to be mistaken for a gambler. Alot ofgamblers
bet small when they first sit down at a table and bet
bigger after they have been at the table for a while. You
may do this too ifyou wish. For example, bet halfyour
standard bet on the first hand you play at a table, then
go to your full standard beton the next roundifyou stay:

You can usually switch back and forth between one
hand and two hands without attracting attention. For
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example: When the pack is profitable, bet two hands;
when it is neutral, bet one hand; and when it is lous);
wa1k.awa~

Ifcasino personnel watch you closely in an effort to
discover why you hop from table to table, you could give
them a reason for what you do. For example, you could
leave a table only when the count is negative and you
havejustlost a hand, andnever leave a table aftera win.
Yourexpectedwinratewillbe reduced slightlyifyou play
occasionally when the cards are unfavorable, but the
offsettingbenefitis that the pitbosses will attribute your
table-hopping to your losing a hand.

A similar disguise might be used for altering the
number ofhands you pla~ For example, ifyou play one
hand and lose, continue to play only one hand whether
ornotthe packisfavorable. Ifyouplay one handandwin,
then play two hands on the following round - if the
count is favorable.

You canincrease yourbetsize againsta fresh shuffie
withoutattractingadverse attention.Youmightconsider
doing so ifyou have been playing two hands and win
ning. Suppose you have beenwinning with two hands of
$200 each. Ifyou think that cutting back to one hand of
$200 when the dealer shuffies will look bad, you might
switch to one hand of$300. You now have only $300 on
the tableinstead of$400, butthe dealerandpitbossmay
think that you are increasing your bet size.

'Ib get more money on the table, you can double up
after a loss, or let a winning bet ride. Ifyou really want
to look unlike a card counter, play two hands ofunequal
bet size.

If the pit bosses think that they know why you do
what you do, and ifthey think that what you are doing
does notinvolve gettinganedge overthe casino, thenyou
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can play indefinitely: Read Ian Andersen's Turning the
Tables onLas vegas for an excellentdiscussionofplaying
without getting barred.

A reader who wants to be called J. S. says:
While walking through a casino, I paused at a $25

single-deck table where a player had a large stack of
greens infront ofhim. The dealerwas shuffling. I stood
and watched and after the third round had been
completed, I had a true count of+6. I placed twogreens
in theboxfor the nexthand I was dealta hardnineteen
against the dealer's upcard ofa 5. The dealer turned
over a 10 and hit it with another 10. At this point the
counthaddroppedto-1, soI pickedupmywinnings and
started to walk. The dealer looked at me with a big
question on his face. I responded to his unspoken
question: "I am really a $5 player. Why press my luck?"
He laughed, as did the pit boss who was standing
nearby, and I laughed Ofcourse, I was not laughing at
the same thing that they were!

Another reader says:
I have found that pureWongingitjust doesnotwork

for me for several reasons. First I am too much of a
degenerategamblerandsimplyenjoyplayingtoomuch
to exercise the discipline ofgetting up and leaving the
table whenever the count gets badAlso, pure Wonging
does not seem practical for use on ajunket. However, I
use a modification that has been suggested by other
authors, which seems useful. Specifically, I do not sit
downfor myusual hourofplayuntil the shoe hits a true
count ofclose to +1. Ijump in, get my marker, and play
two hands of $75-$100 each. I stay put for about an
hour, betting $50 to $300. I manage to have one "callof
nature" when the count goes strongly negative during
that hour. I also endmy play on a shoe that has turned
negative. This approach thus far appears to attract no
heat.
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A reader asks:
Is it better to Wong in at any plus count or to wait

until the count indicates at least a 1% advantage?

Ifthe countindicates a zero advantage andyou play
anywa~ you will be adding to your risk but not to your
expectedwin. Butyoumightfind thatplayingonlywhen
your advantage is large attracts unwelcome attention.
For cover you probably will want to play some hands at
less thana 1%advantage. Inshoegames I playwhenever
Ihave anykind ofadvantageatall, and sometimeswhen
I have a disadvantage butthecountis zero orpositive. In
single deck I even tolerate negative counts ifthe gameis
fast and the dealer is giving good penetration.

A reader asks:

Does the terrible disadvantage of the bad rules at
multiple decks indowntown LasVegas and Reno affect
the Wonging flat bettor?

You probably should avoid all games where your
disadvantage right after a shuffie is more than 0.5%,
unless you have something else going for you, such as
fabulous penetration.

A reader says:

Following your advice means a lot ofstanding and
watching, which gets me a cut I cannot live with. When
the count per deck gets to -1, I always leave; but I have
found that to keep from being identified as a counter I
must make some bets at neutral or slightly minus
situations. Otherwise I must jump about like a grass
hopper, and a 260-pound grasshopper attracts atten
tion. Thus I often place bets at tables with counts per
deckless than +1,orevennegative. What I need isa bet
ratio that will allow me to gain an edge while playing
and waiting for a high count.
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On negative counts: Ifyou cannot bet zero, then bet
the minimum you can get away with.

Thday'scasinoshaveseenmanycardcountersWong
ing from table to table playing only positive counts.
Casino pit bosses are aware that it is a winning tech
nique. They are watching for it, and when you come in
and use it yourself they might catch on quickly to what
you are doing. Soyou maynotwant tAl use pureWonging.

Ofcourse you want to use techniques that give you
an edge. But it is better to use a technique that nobody
else is using. Then the people who are watching you do
not know in advance what you are up to. They may see
you win and suspect you are up to something that gives
you an edge, butmake them watch you for a long time to
figure it out. You should try to play only positive counts
as much as possible. For sure the first hand you play in
any casino should be on a positive count. Whenever you
leave the table the count should be negative.

Jumping into a Game in Progress
A reader says:

I have been using optimal proportional betting and
"Wonging it." I fmd this method superior to changing
bets with thecount for tworeasons. First, I attract little
or no heat, except if I spend too much time at one pit.
Second, I have never liked losing big bets and then
having to try to catch up with small bets because the
counthas dropped;makingbigbetsevery time suits me
better.

I have a question. You talk about jumping into a
game inprogress.» Is this a dangerous way toplay?Can
you suggest some guidelines for this type of play?
Specifically, when I am playing six-deck. shoes, when
should I consider not playing the methocl- when one,
two, or three decks have already been dealt before I
arrive? Should I lowermy bet because ofthe additional
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riskoris there, in fact, no additionalrisk? Whatare the
dangers?

There is no additional risk and there is no danger.
The only problem with jumping into a game in which
cards have already been discarded and you do not have
a count of them is that the shuflle comes too soon.
Suppose for example six decks have been shuflled, two
have been cut off, and three have been used before you
start to count. You are only going to be able to see the
cards from one deck before the dealer shuflles. You will
be dividing your running count by five or six to getyour
count per deck. You never get to play against a big count
per deck ifyou get to see only one deck out of six before
the cards are shuffled.

The procedure I use is to check the discard tray
before I check the cards on the table. If the discard tray
has more than halfa deck already, I do notbother 11> scan
the cards on the table. I do not want to waste time on
situations where I have a small advantage for a few
hands and then the dealer shuffles; I would rather keep
looking for a situation where there are enough cards
remaining to be dealt so that there is a chance I can get
a big advantage for a few hands.

You might wonder why you find count per deck by
dividing by the number ofdecks unseen rather than the
number ofdecks remaining in the shoe. For example, if
you jump into a table after one deck has been played but
you do nothave a countofthatdeck,you shouldmentally
add one to the numberofdecks leftin the shoe every time
you calculate count per deck. The reason is ifyou see a
bunch ofsmall cards on the table, that means the cards
already used are likely to contain a slight excess ofbig
cards. Dividing by total number ofdecks unseen rather
than decks left in the shoe adjusts for it. If you have a
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n1DniDgcountof+10,therearefour decks leftintheshoe,
and you did not see the first deck, then on average the
deck you did not see contains two excess lOs and aces.
The four decks remaininginthe shoe onaverage contain
the other eight excess lOs and aces.

A reader says:

You write of watching for freshly-shuftled decks
before Wonging in. Later, in another context, you
mention the precautions to be taken when entering a
game afterunseen hands have been played. The impli
cation seems to be that either method is OK But I
always worry that I am playing a negative deck, even
though I have just counted a plus hand Should I ever
Wong in after unseen hands have been played?

Ifyou have a plus countafter watchinga hand, that
pluscountisyourbestestimateofthen1DDingcount. The
cards already used but unseen are NOT more likely to
contain a higher proportion ofexcess lOs and aces than
the cardsyet to be dealt So yes, itis OK tD Wongin after
unseen hands have been played. The disadvantage to
jumping in after unseen cards have been played is the
shuffie comes with too many unseen cards - those left
in the shoe plus those in the handsyou didnot see. Ifyou
watch from the first round, then the shuftle comes with
unseen cards limited tn those left in the shoe.

Wonging Full Tables
Ifyou happen to be walking by a table on the first

round after a shuffie, glance at the cards even ifthere
currently are no open spots at the table. This hint was
firstpublishedbyArnoldSnyderinhisBlackjackForum.
Ifthe count is very high, stand and watch more rounds.
If a spot becomes available, which usually happens, sit
down and play: Sometimes you will be frustrated; you
will count down a whole shoe and have a high count the
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whole time, but no spot ever opens. But often a spot will
open, andyou canjump rightin to a very high count. (Do
not waste your time Wonging full tables if casino rules
prevent mid-shoe en~)

While keeping track ofthe count at a full table, ifa
dealer on either side should happen to shuffie you can
countthat table down too. Yes, with practiceitis possible
to count down two tables simultaneousl~Try to stand
where you can see all the cards at both tables without
moving, but usually you will have to move around a bit
because players' heads get in your lines of sight. I have
triedkeepingthe countatthree different tables simulta
neously; but I do notdo it anymore because I cannot look
casual while doing the amount ofmoving around that is
required.

Sitting Out a Hand
Here is a variation of Wonging that works. Every

once in a while, sit out a hand or hands andjoin inagain
when you feel like it. Of course the hands you sit out
shouldhavenegative counts. Nobodyseems to care ifyou
sit out a few hands. Ifyou sit out too many; the dealer or
a boss might ask you to give up your seat to someone else
who wants topla~Sittingout an occasional hand with a
negative count is a winning technique. You might say
somethinglike"Maybe I will sitouta hand to change the
orderofthe cards.» I have never tried sittingout 100% of
the negative counts.

And ofcourse ifthe count goes too negative too early
but you want to stay at that table because of good
penetration or whatever, you will probably feel the need
to go to the rest-room. Come back to the table just as the
dealer is shuffling.
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Penetration
Penetration, or how far down into the pack the

dealer goes before shuflling, is extremely important. I
always knew it was important, but I learned from the
mass ofsimulations Ihave donethatpenetrationis more
important than I had previously realized.

The reason penetration is so important is that the
rare occasions when your advantage gets very high 
say5% ormore-are always toward the endofthe pack.
If penetration is lousy, or if a deck or two has already
been usedbefore you start counting, you are notgoing to
get a situation ofvery high advantage. And situations of
very high advantage are whatyou should be looking for.

Two-deck Example
Here is an example of the ~portanceof penetra

tion. You can get similar numbers yourself with Black-
jack Count Analyzer. Your advantage is 4.8% or more at
counts per deck of+8 or more. For one playerat the table
in a two-deck game, that count per deck occurs 0.7% of
the time with 52-card penetration, 3% ofthe time with
76-card penetration, and 40/0 of the time with 82-card
penetration.

Wonging Shoe Games
As mentioned earlier, the effect on your win rate is

the same as ifcards already dealt but not counted were
behind the cut cardand would notbe used. Forexample,
sitting down to playin a six-deckgame with one deck cut
off and one deck already played but uncounted is the
same as sitting down at a six-deck game with two decks
cut off. Six decks shuffled and one cut offis playable, but
six shuffied and two cut offis a waste oftime unless the
rules are so good that you have an edge with basic
strategy alone.
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Single and Double Deck
Onsingleordouble deck, penetrationis soimportant

that ifyou are in a casino where there arebig differences
from dealer to dealer on penetration, you ought to make
sacrifices to play against a dealer who gives the best
penetration. For example, in double deck you should
rather play at a table with a couple ofother players and
cards dealt almost all the way out than head-on with a
shuffle after only halfthe cards are used. Ifa dealer who
has been giving excellent penetration gets switched to
another table, and the relief does not give as good
penetration, you too switch to that other table.

At single deck you should seldom play with three
otherplayers, andyou shouldneverplay withmore than
three other players. The reason is at single deck, a full
table gets two rounds per shuffle at most. If the first
round contains a large excess of small cards, the dealer
might shuffle after only one round; the dealer thinks
there are not enough cards to deal another round, and
you feel like shoutingthatallhands willgetso manyface
cards that there will not be much need for hit cards.

Bewilling to starta game ata table where the dealer
is standing alone. But ifthe dealer shuffles earli~r than
you expect, do not wait around for a second shuffle. Stay
only if the penetration is good enough.

Casinos to Avoid
Inmany casinos, everydealergivesbadpenetration.

Do not even bother to play blackjack at those casinos. If
you happen to see a big excess ofsmall cards on the first
round after a shuffle at such a casino, jump in and play
until the count goes negative. But keep telling yourself
you are wasting your time because the shuffie will come
too early; robbing you ofthe rounds with the most profit
potential.
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The Flesh Is Weak
Playingblackjackismoreofa physical thana mental

contest. Your eyes and legs race to see which go badfirst.
Casinos are full of glare and smoke. If 6s and 7s start
looking alike orifyou cannot clearly see the cards at the
other end ofthe table, it is time 1n quit. When your legs
get tired you will feel like sitting down for a while. Do it,
butnotatablackjackgame.Youwill loseifyou playwhen
the count is negative. Periodic breaks are necessary: A
walk outdoors is therapeutic. Murine works. An hour of
stretching out on a bed with eyes closed will revive you.
You want as much playing time as possible, but it must
be effective playing time.

Errors
Card-counting errors costyou mone~ Ifyou bet less

or more than what you should and could have, or ifyou
make a strategyerrorbased on yourbad count, then you
have taken an action thathas a lower expectedwin than
ifyou had not made the counting error.

Watch Your Cash and Chips
Remember that blacIgack dealers are not the only

ones after your money. Occasionally casino customers
lose more than they can afford, and your fat wallet may
be attractive to such desperate people. Amoneybelt (the
kind you wear underyour clothing) can provide security
for some ofyour stake. At most hotels free safe deposit
boxes are available. If you wear pants and carry your
wallet in your pants, keep it in. a front pocket. Back
pockets areforpickpockets.You wantto take moneyfrom
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the casino and keep it for your own spending. It is bad
policy to donate it to a thief.

Drinking
Watch out for alcohol. You might think thatyou will

be watched less closely ifyou appear slightlyinebriated,
and what better way to appear tipsy than to have a few
drinks?

Abuxomcocktail waitress asksifyou wantacompli
mentary drink. You name your favorite brand ofScotch.
Aftertwo minutes, shebringsyou a liberal potion.Asyou
polish offthe drink, you notice that the dealer is picking
up the cards faster and dealing faster. You should not
really care, because you can count the cards faster than
any dealer can deal, but you are slightly annoyed at
being singled out for special treatment. The cocktail
waitress sees your empty glass and asks if you want
another ofthe same. Well, you say, why not? The second
drink is just as powerful and just as good. As you finish
it, the dealer again speeds up - amazing. This time you
are annoyedenough to leavethetableandwalkoutofthe
casino. At the next casino, a different dealer pulls the
same trick. Just as you have relieved your thirst with
another Scotch, the dealer picks up the tempo! Remark
able! Just your luck to run into to two ornety dealers on
the same da)T. You move to a third casino and notice that
itseemstohave hiredthe world'sfastest dealers.Youfind
a friendly dealer, take a seat, make a bet and order
another Scotcl1.Aftera couple ofquick rounds, the drink
comes, andyou enjoyit. Bynowthatnice, friendly dealer
is moving the cards so fast that you are no longer
confident ofyour count. You quit playing blackjack and
wanderbackto yourhotel room to think. ByGeorge, you
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cry to your swimming brain cells, get organized! They
make a muddled effort. The coincidence ofthree dealers
speeding up on you is troubling, and so was the last
dealer being too fast for you to count accuratel~Finally;
itdawns onyou that the dealers maynotbe speedingup,
but you may be slowing down! Alas alack, alcohol does
not fit in with winning at blaclgack.

Each drink makes the dealer seem to go faster. The
dealer does not really speed up of course, but your
reactions slow down with each drink. Your advantage at
blackjackis slimatbest.You cannotafford to give up any
partofthatadvantage. Thebestrule on alcohol is: Donot
drink at all while you are working.

You may not even want to order nonalcoholic bever
ages at a blackjack table, since ordering a drink ties you
to the table until the drink comes.

Playing Conditions
Playing conditions vary from hour to hour, day to

day, andcasino to casino. The bestplaying conditions are
when the casinosare crowdedenough sothatyou can get
lost in the crowd but not so crowded that you cannot
move. It would be ideal if each blackjack table had one
player. IT the tables are too crowded, you cannot get in
verymanyprofitable handsperhour. Ifcustomersare too
few, you are scrutinized carefully because the pit bosses
have nothingelse to do. Ifyou want to limityour playing
hoursbecause ofboredomorexcessiveexposure, then try
to play when conditions are best.

Ifyou are playing blackjack full-time, try to hit all
shifts. Ifyou are going to play only occasionall~ then try
to arrange your sleeping, eating, and loving in such a
manner as to hit the tables when the playing conditions
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arebest.Thehardpartisforcing yourselftogetoutofbed.
Once you are inside the casino, 3 AM looks just like 3 PM.

Stashing Chips
A reader says:

Onequestion hasbotheredme. Wouldyoucounsel in
favor or against "rat-holing" chips during casino play?
Las Vegas casinos so closely monitor my quantities of
chips that I usually attempt, on a $500 marker, to
squiITel away $100-$200 in chips during an hour of
play, in order to exaggerate losses and minimize wins.
In your opinion, does the risk outweigh the benefit,
particularly with "the eye in the sky"?

I do not like to have a large pile ofchips on the table
in front ofme. It attracts too much attention from other
customers. Ibuyinforonly$100to $300 atatime. Ifchips
start to pile up in front ofme, I stick some in my pocket.
But I am not sneaky about it. Sometimes I will ask the
dealer to exchange some of mine for chips of a higher
denomination, and I explain that I want to put them in
my pocket.

Gamblers often remove chips from the table and
stash them in pockets or purses. Therefore, doing so will
not mark you as a counter. However, casino people are
suspicious of customers who establish credit, take out
markers to buy chips, and then exchange chips for cash.
Ifsuch customers never payoff their markers, they are
stealingfromthe casino. Ithappens. Ifyou are playingto
front moneyinstead ofcredit, you should notbe suspect.
Ifanyone asks you why you are putting chips aside, you
canmake up a believable reason. Forexample, "Mywife/
husband gets the bonus every time I get a natural." Or,
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"I found a system that works. Every time 1 win three
hands in a row, I put a bet in my pocket."

A reader says:
After a very modest win, I was flabbergasted when

the cashier picked up the phone and told the pit how
muchI cashedin. I wasequallyfloored whenthecashier
at another casino picked up the phone, looked me
straight in the eye, and announced to the pit "eleven
green.» I had played conselVatively at both places, did
not up my bets, and thought I blended well. Quite
obviously, I was wrong.

Your experiences were not unusual. The cashiers
werenotusinganti-countertactics. In some casinos only
chips of$100 and largerdenominations are called to the
pit; at small casinos the attention starts with $5 chips.
The cashier calls the pit to give casino executives a
chance to react if something is wrong. It is protection
against counterfeit chips, and it is protection against
customers who use credit to buy chips and then attempt
to convert them to cash instead ofpaying offtheir casino
debts.

How Big to Bet
You may find thatjumpingintD the middle ofa shoe

witha bigbetdraws attention, evenifyou flat bet. Ifthat
is so, tty to find the point at which attention starts. For
example, the attention may start at $100 and become
more intense with higher bets. The attention of non
counting bosses might be a plus of course, since it can
result in comps. However, if you want to jump into a
positive count and betbig, but with as little attention as
possible, you mightbe better offstarting with a bet that
will notattract attention, for example, a betunder $100.
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You might find that jumping into a shoe with a bet
sequence of $50-$100-$150 draws less heat than with
$100-$100-$100. Even if the dealer calls out "checks
play;" the pitboss may not come to the table ifthe checks
belong to a person who is already playing at that table.

If you can play but do not want to make big bets
yourself, you can hire an assistant and use a technique
that has come to be called "play calling." You bet small
and count the cards, and on good counts you call in your
assistant to make big bets. Your assistant should be
someone unknown to the casino, but the assistant need
not be a card counter. However, to simplify the informa
tion-transfer procedure, your assistant should know
basic strategy: Then you need signals for only three
messages:

1. The count is high, so bet your money.
2. The count went down, so leave the table.
3. Deviate from basic strategy on this play:

. Shuffle Tracking
Here is something you can do to get a little extra

edge. Itisnottoo difficult. Ifyou see a large clump ofhigh
cards-ora large clumpoflowcards-rememberwhere
the clump is in the discards and follow its progress
throughthe shuffle. Ifthe shuffleisincomplete, andifthe
high cards are cut to the top or low cards are cut to the
bottom, you can bet big on the first round of the shoe.
Conversel~ ifthe low cards are cut to the top or the high
cards are cut to the bottom, it is time to change tables.
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Mirrors
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One more hint: Check out the ceiling. Are there
mirrors? Ifyes, you mightbeable toCOWltcardsata table
60 feet away: Do not be obvious about it ofcourse; raise
your eyes without tilting your head.

Casual or Hunch Deck
A reader says:

In the Reno/Lake Tahoe area, there is no way to
avoid constant attention, ifnot heat, with black-check
action. Ihave found a gamblingstyleofbettingatsingle
decks that is good for keeping the welcome mat out.
Depending on what I think ofthe bottom card (viewed
as I cut, by a hopefully undetectable motion ofarm and
wrist), I play either a "casual" or ''hunch" deck. IfI see
a 3, 4, 5, or 6, I playa hunch deck; with any other card
on the bottom, I playa casual deck.

A hunch deck starts with three hands, each bet at
the maximum. Sometimes the bets are graduated,
$300 on the first hand, $400 on the second hand, and
$500 on the third. My attention is rapt. I sustain this
betting level for three rounds if I maintain an advan
tage, however slight. IfI lose the advantage, I immedi
ately cut back to one hand of $100 or so.

Acasualdeckbegins withonehandof$100, andI try
to appear to be only slightly interested, chatting to
anyone who will listen. Ifthe COWlt WaITants it, I might
progress to higher bets.

I thus get a sort of1-15 spread, although with high
variance. I havefound the fluctuations frightening, but
the win rate has been large. I always get the seal of
approval from the bosses for this style of play. Even if
nervously, they comp me to the hilt.
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This isanexplanationofthe"hopefullyundetectable
motion of arm and wrist" I mention in my fIrSt para
graph. The deck is best situated at an angle of 45
degrees to a line drawn between the dealer and me,
withthe tiltgoingNW-SEfor a right-handedcut,orNE
SW for a lefty. I lift the cards off towards the dealer,
maintainingthe 45 degree angle ofthe deck as it sitson
the table. I lift the cards several inches.At the top ofthe
parabolic motion of cards from deck to table, a slight
rolling motion ofmy wrist enables me to catch sight of
the top right comerofthe bottom-card-to-be. I perform
the whole gesture quickly and with panache, so the
peek should be undetectable.

Another tip: When Wonging, I try to approach a
tablejust as the deckis beingcut. I often glimpse either
the bottom card or the burned card, and so pick up a
little extra knowledge.

Heat
Donald Schlesinger says:

During a long NewYear's weekend, the main pit at
Caesars Palace inLas Vegas was all $100 minimum or
highertables,youcouldnotaskfor amarkerofless than
$1000, andwhite ($500)chipswereascommonas silver
dollars. One Oriental lady played yellow $1000 chips
each night at a reserved table and began each session
by asking for a rack of chips, which, in this case, was
$100,000.At another table, one ofthe highest rollers in
Caesars's history was back in town after a three-year
absence. He hadlostmillionsatCaesarsandthepitwas
buzzing in anticipation of his play. Throughout the
casino the floormen watched all the play with their
customary detached, vacant stares as if they did not
know which $1000-a-hand player to observe first.

There is no casino in the world that I know ofthat
is more tolerant ofcard counters than Caesars Palace.
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During Christmas week I played with the kind of
counterI personallydislike. Hewouldbet $25 or$50on
bad counts and then suddenly, and without any at
tempt at camouflage whatsoever, spread to two hands
of$300 or $400 on high plus counts. He never spoke,
never smiled, never tipped, never lifted his eyes from
the table,and played for nothing but cash. He played
with absolute impunity for the entire week, back
countingtablesinthemainpit tohisheart'soontentand
never once received so much as a single word ofadmo
nitionfromthe pit. I haveneveryetseenanyone receive
heat at Caesars.

Heat is when the floorman turns his back on the
game and talks sUITeptitiously to the dealer. Heat is
when the shoe is suddenly cut in halfand/or shuffled
before the stop card is reached Heat is three bosses
convergingonyour table, where onewatches from first
base, one from third, and one leaves the pit to stand
behind you! Heat is when you get up and move across
the aisle to another pit and that floorman is already on
the phone talking to the one youjust left before you sit
down. at the new table.

Mydefinition ofheatis different from Schlesinger's.
I try to be sensitive to the times when the bosses are
saying to each other, "Heis winning, so he mustbe doing
something to get an edge. Let us figure out what he is
doing." So to me, heat is any attention I receive that is
excessive considering my bet size. I may keep playing
rather than leave when that happens, but that is still is
what I would call the onset ofheat.

Giving Your Name to Casinos
A reader says:

IwouldIike toknowwhy theyalways wantmyname
incasinos. I knowthat I donothave togive"it. Is itsmart
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to give my right name? Do they give information about
me to other casinos? What should I do?

I ama smallbettor. I went totheTroponthedayshift
and was followed by a countercatcherwho is short and
has a mustache and a light build He picked up on me
when I doubled down on ace-8 against 5. Do you think
it would be better to forgo some ofthese plays?

Bigbettorsareaskedfornames aspartofthecasinos'
promotional efforts. Since you are not a big betto!; the
casino people probably want your name because they
have identifiedyou as a card oounter. Whatyou do is up
to you: You can refuse to give a name, you can give your
own name, or you can give them a false name. I doubt
that they would share your name with another casino.

Ifdoubling down on ace-8 draws unwelcome atten
tion to you, then that is a play you should avoid. I
personallydo notdouble downon ace-8 orace-9 ifl think
my play is being watched.

Head-On Play
Hands Per Hour

You wouldratherbe the onlyplayeratthe table. One
reason ismore hands perhour; you easilyget inas many
hands in one hour ofhead-on playas in three hours of
play at a busy table, and ifyou play fast the ratio can be
higher.
Win Rate Per Hand

Anotherreasontopreferhead-onplayis thewinrate
is higher. The more players, the higher percentage of
your hands are right after the shuflle. And the more
players, the lower percentage of your hands that are
started with a small number ofcards left.
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Playing head-on at single deck, with average or
betterpenetration,you will getan. additional roundeven
after the dealerhas alreadyused halfthe cards.At a full
table you never get another round out of a single deck
after the dealer has used half ofit.

For multiple decks also, your win rate per hand is
higher with fewer players at the table, though the effect
is not as great as with single deck.

Changing Bet Sizes
In some European casinosyou canincrease your bet

by a multiple of 50 and nobody cares. In Nevada ifyou
alteryourbet sizeyou should do so onlygraduall)T. When
you are the only player at the table, the count changes
graduallyand so you can changeyourbet size gradually
and still be betting about the right amount. When the
tableisfull the count sometimes changes drastically; and
you maynotfeel comfortablejackingyourbetup ordown
as much as the count warrants. So you are more likely to
end up betting too much or too little at a full table than
when you are alone with the dealer.

Other Comments on Head-On Play
Ifyou have a head-on game and the dealeris giving

you good penetration, stay and play through negative
counts. Butifthe tablefills up, leave onthe nextnegative
count.

Though head-on games are best, you will generally
play with one to three other players at the table because
you will notfind enough head-ongames. But those other
players have to play quickl)T. Do not stay in a game with
slow players- on the nextnegative countyou shouldbe
gone.

You might prefer a high-limit table. Those tables
offerbetteropportunitiesforgettinghead-on games.And
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the other players, ifthere are an~ generally play faster
at high-limit games.

Entering a Casino
Whatshouldyou dowhenyou walkintoa casino and

do not see any games that are attractive? Answer: You
walkout. Donotplayevena singlehand unless sufficient
profit potential exists. Ifyou do not play any blackjack
then the people who work there do not pay any attention
to you, and next time you come in you will be a stranger
to them.

Heaveniswhenyoucanfind goodplayingconditions
at a casino you have never played or have not played for
years. You can go in and put on a good act and play
blackjack for as long as you wish.

Shoe Gam.es
Whenyoufirst entera casinowith shoegames, check

out the count at any table where the dealer has just
shuffled. Try to make your first bet in a situation where
you have an edge. Ifyou can not find a good count at a
table where the dealerhas just shuffled, start a game at
a table with a dealer butno customers and praythat the
empty seats do not fill up quickly:

Single and Double Deck
When you first enter a casino with single or double

deck, first check out the penetration at the games in
progress.Atsingle deckthis means checkingoutonlythe
tables withoneortwoplayerhandsinaction. Note which
dealers seem tobegivinggood penetration. Ifplayat one
ofthosegamesisfastenough,j oinin. Ifall thegameswith
good penetration seem to be too slow, start a game at a
table with a dealer and no customers.
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An Alternative To Wonging
InBeat theDealer,EdThorp sayshestartedoutwith

1:10 betvariation. When that attracted too much atten
tion,hecutbacksothathisbigbetwasa smallermultiple
ofhis small bet. Most authors since Thorp have written
as though 1:4 was large enough. I~k small bet varia
tion to the extreme in Professional Blackjack, recom
mending flat bets and Wonging.

Itis also possible to get awaywith the otherextreme
- to use betvariation, andlots ofit. You mightbe able to
get away with one hand of$25 on the worst situations
and have two hands of $200 or more on the best. In
casinos wherebetsover$100 attract11>0 much. attention,
you might be able to get away with $5 to $100.

Bet variation is tolerated better now than it was in
the 1970s. Perhaps this is due ro the increased number
ofAsian customers in casinos now. In Macao and other
countries in the Orient, huge bet variation is the norm;
if the table limit is 10 to 2000 in local currency; most
customers seem willing to bet 10 for a starter and
progress to 2000 if they hit a winning streak. Ifcasino
employees see enough poor players use huge bet varia
tion, then a card counter using big bet variation can
blend right in.

The trick to getting awaywith bigbetvariation is to
do it in other than a mechanical, by-the-numbers way:
For example, you mightoccasionallypop outa big beton
the first roundafter a shu1lle.lfyou are going $25 ro two
handsof$200,forexample,youmightsometimesbetone
hand of$100 or more on the first round. Ifyou bet $100
on the first round, then you might go up to $200 or drop
to$25 onthe secondround, dependingonthecount. Thus
yougeta $25 ro$200 spreadonthesecondround. Cutting
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backfrom $100 to $25 does not seemto attract attention.
Ifyou had bet only $25 on the first round you certainly
would attract attention betting $200 on the second
round!

Try to avoidany sortofa pattern.. Forexample,ifyou
realize that for the last ten minutes you have been
betting only one or two green chips each hand because
the counthas not gone veryhigh, you might pop outfive
greens on the first round after the shuffie. Your expected
win is negative onthatone bet, butitbuysyou the ability
to bet five or more green chips on the next good count.

Do not use bet variation in a mechanical manner. If
the count calls for abig bet, just grab a handful ofchips
and place themin the circle. Ifyou want to bet$200 and
you are betting quarters, for example, you may actually
have $200 out there, but ifyou did not grab exactly the
correct number of chips you might bet $175 or $225.
Peopledonot seemtopayasmuchattention tohowmuch
you bet as how you bet it. You would probably get more
attention carefully counting out $150 than by quickly
grabbing a handful ofchips that happens to total $225.

A side benefit from betting odd amounts is more
dealererrors. Forexample, once I bet$55 in$5 chips and
was allowed to insure the whole bet for just $25. The
dealer thought I had bet an even $50.

Bet what you can get away with rather than trying
to bet an optimal amount that depends on the count. If
the countisnegative, tryto bettheleastyoucangetaway
with. Ifyou have anedge, try to betas close to the optimal
amount as possible with the constraint that you want
your bet size to look natural to whoever is watching.
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Streaks
Try to be somewhat consistent with what casino

people expect you to bet. For example, ifyou have been
betting $100 perhandfor several hands andlosinghand
after hand, you probably should stick with $100 on the
next hand even if the count justifies a higher bet. But if
you cangive the impressionyouare"steaming,"thenyou
might jump to $300. Ifyou do increase your bet after a
series of losses, give the impression that you are emo
tional and the bet is impulsive.

Youwillhave losingstreaksandwinningstreaks. Do
not get overconfident after a big win, and do not get
discouraged aftera bigloss.You will continue to have big
~sandbiglosses, andyou cannotpredictwhich willbe
next. Ifyou play long enough, you will be rich. The long
run odds are withyou, even thoughyou will occasionally
lose in the short run. This book can turn you into a big
winner ifyou play long enough.

There will be times when everything turns out
wrong. You may get so discouraged that you feel like
doing the opposite ofwhat the system recommends. The
timeswill also come when the dealerorotherplayers will
try to dissuadeyou from doingsomethingthattheythink
is foolish. Chin up. Have confidence. The system works.
Let others think that you are playing foolishly and
throwing your money awa~You know better.

I should mention that there is no support for the
notion that streaks~nd to perpetuate themselves. Just
becauseyouhave wona couple ofhandsina rowdoes not
make you any more likely to win the next hand, and
losing a couple of hands does not make you any more
likely to lose thenextone. Butthere isa lotofsuperstition
connectedwithgambling, and the casino employees who
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are watching are among the most superstitious. Ifyou
can use their superstitions to justifyan actionyou would
like to take anywa~do it. And ifyou do something that
is contrary to their superstitions, you must realize that
you will arouse suspicions.

For example, suppose you have been losing hand
after hand. This happens, and all too frequently: The
people who are watching, including the dealer, are
probably expecting you to cut back on your bet size or
perhaps even leave the table. All ofa sudden the count
goes high, and you want to make a bigbet. Go ahead and
increase your bet size, but with the realization that your
big bet looks irrational to superstitious people watching
you. If the count stays high and you continue to bet big
and you continue to lose, you should leave the casino as
soon as the positive count disappears. The reason is you
will have aroused suspicions by betting high while
losing; casino employees think that is unusual behavior.
There is nothing you can do to get your credibility back.
But suspicions not confirmed seem to be forgotten. You
can come back the next day and everyone will act as if
nothing unusual has happened.

The bestsituationto be inis to bewinninghandafter
handandhave a highcount. Whenyou arewimringhand
afterhand, everyone who is watchingis expectingyou to
bet bigger. 'lb them, no bet seems too large after you win
five in a row. One thing you should tty to avoid doing is
cuttingyourbetbya small amountafterwinning several
hands in a row. For example, ifyou have been betting
$150 andwinningand the countjustifies onlya $100bet,
do not cutback to $100 because thatwould look unusual
to anyone watching. If you still have ail edge, you
probably should stick with $150. If the count went
negative, you probably should drop all the way to $25.
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Whenyou are winning, droppingfrom $150 to $25 looks
more natural than dropping from $150 to $100. When
you are on a winning streak and cutyour bet way down,
act as ifyou think your luck is about to change and now
itis the dealer's turnto win. Ofcoursethe real reasonyou
cut back is the count now is negative.

Best Game
Simulation results indicate that there are vital

differences in what your time is worth for different
playing conditions. Penetration is important. The rules
are important. How many hands you play per hour is
important. How much you can bet without attracting
undue attention is important. How much bet variation
you can get away with is important.

Though some books recommend playing half an
hour or 40 minutes and then leaving the casino, you
probably are better offfinding a casino with good condi
tions and then playingthere for several hours. Playonly
the very best games, meaning the games where you
think your time is worth the most per hour.

If all the casinos you can reach easily have lousy
blaclgack conditions, then save your money for a trip to
Las Vegas. That fabulous city has more than 60 casinos
competing with one another for your business, and
bargains always abound.

Double Exposure
Do not ignore double-exposure blackjack, which is

explained in chapter 11. You may not play double expo
sure often enough to be able to keep the strategy num
bers in your head, and much of the strategy is non-
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obvious. Take this book with you ifyou travel to casinos
because you will want to be able to play correctly should
you stumble upon a good game.

Here is an example. 1was wandering through High
SielTa at Stateline, Nevada, at 9 PM and came upon a
double-exposure game thathad notbeen there earlierin
the day: 1 stopped, checked it out, discovered that natu
rals paid 3:2, and decided it was worth playing. So I ran
back to my motel room, got out my book with. double
exposure strategy, and spent half an hour memorizing
basicstrategyandthemostimportantdecisionnumbers.
Then 1 returned to the High Sierra to play double
exposure.

Occasionally you can find a double exposure game
where you have an edge right after the shuftle. Every
time this has happened in the past, the reason for your
edge was naturals paid 3:2. This probably is a general
rule: Ifnaturals pay 3:2 at double exposure, the game is
worthplaying; andifnaturals payevenmone~the game
is not worth the effort of releanring double exposure
strate~The difference between 3:2 and even money on
naturalsis at least 2.3%, soyou can see whythis rule can
make the difference between worthwhile and notworth
while.

Ifyou find a good double-exposure game, itmightbe
so good thatyou canjustify staying and playing through
conditions that would cause you to abandon a normal
blackjackgame. When HighSierraintroducedits liberal
double exposure, 1changedmyplane reservation to stay
an extra da)T. That night I played blackjack until 4 AM,

which is way past my normal bed time. (I am a morning
person.) 1was getting very sleep~ and finally left when
a new player came in and slowed the game way down.
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Big Bet at the Shuffle
A reader named Fritz says:

Generally I pay little attention to other players at
the table, but now and then something attracts my
attention and I watch more closely. I often detect a
fellow card counter. What catches my attention? Pull
back oflarge bets at the shuffie! Here are my sugges
tions for various ways to handle this situation without
attracting unwanted attention.

1.. Let the bet ride and suffer the consequences.
2. Occasionally pull back a large bet and replace it

with a smaller one, not necessarily your minimum..
3. Replace a big bet with a small one, and then add

anotherchip after the cut. This can give the impression
you think it is a good cut and this will be your lucky
hand.

4. Replace your bet with a stack as tall or taller, but
ofsmaller chips and thus of less total value.

5. Pull back your bet and use the pause in action to
restack all of your chips as ifcounting your money.

6. Take your bet back at every shuffie, and make a
new bet only after the cards are cut and ready to be
dealt.

7. Leave the table.

Another reader says:
I tried Fritz's ideas about what to do with a big bet

at the shuffie. I drew backmy bet as the dealer started
to shuffie, and when he was about through I bet one
chip. Ifhe gave me thecards tocut, I advancedonemore
chip with an audible click. Inone case, with a full table,
I was given the cards to cut shuffie after shuffie by an
entranced dealer.

John Speer adds:
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Perhapsthisconspicuousactioncouldalsobeavoided
ifone made a habit ofpulling back the entire bet after
every win before placing the next bet.

Supervision
Do not worty if a pit boss camps at your table. In

many casinos this is the customary procedure at any
table with big bets. The only problem with having a pit
boss assignedto yourtable is almostall dealererrorswill
be caught.

When a new pitboss comes to relieve the old one, the
exiting pit boss generally tells the new one how much
each player has bought in for. If you think they are
talking aboutyou, you are right, but fear not. The bosses
keep track of how much you buy in for and how many
chips you walk away with, but I have never seen the
information put to any use except to decide whether to
offer you a free meal.

Sometimesa bosswill graba handful ofdiscardsand
examine them. Sometimes the backs will be examined,
sometimes the fronts, and sometimes the sides. Gener
ally the boss is lookingfor marks. Maybe s/heis checking
to see ifthe cards have been used enough and should be
replaced. It is rare that a pit boss will examine the
discards to find the count.

One caution: Ifa pit boss examines the discards at
your table, watch those cards! If the boss tum.s around
and removes the cards from your sight, get up and go at
the shuffie! The reason is that while the cards were out
of your sight they might have been replaced by a like
number of small cards, and thus aces and lOs will be
scarce after the next shuffie. This is cheating and it is
rare, but it can happen. No pit boss should ever remove
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cards from your sight. Even ifa cardis torn and mustbe
replaced, everything should be done openl~

What do you do when a boss recognizes you from a
previous trip and calls you by name? Smile, and act
happy to be recognized. Act like the boss is your friend.
Act like you want him to pay for your dinner. Come to
think of it, that might be a good way to act toward pit
bosses even ifthey do not recognize you.

Cover
The bestattitude to exhibitis thatyou are a gambler

out to have a good time.Actlike you are trying towin, but
actasifwinningislessimportantthanenjoyingyourself.

Supposeyou are playingblackjackin a casino that
cannotbaryou. Canyou thenbe openaboutbeinga card
counter? Usuall)) no. Evenifyou cannotbe barred, there
might be countermeasures taken against you. For ex
ample, ifyou are identified as a card counter you might
find the cut card moved up at every table you pla~So it
pays tD hide your ability at blackjack.

Talking at the Table
Try to interact with the other players at the table.

This is particularly true when you are playing for long
hours at the same table. When you are engaged in
conversation with other players, the bosses seem to
ignore you as if you could not possibly be playing a
winning game.

One time a player asked me to stop talking so he
could think.And he was not even a card counter. Hejust
had to add his fifteen points and decide whether to hit or
stand. Iwonderifhe would havebelievedmeifl toldhim
that while I was talking with him I was counting cards
and playing my own hand according tD the count.
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I do not talk to a pit boss unless I am spoken to first.
I do not want to make myselfanymore memorable than
I need to. But then, I seldom seek comps.

Masking Your Intelligence
Chances are, you are way above average in intelli

gence. Mostcard counters are. So work on looking smart
enough to have made the money you bring to the table,
but not smart enough to know how to make money at
blac1gack.Anexampleis eyecontact. Thoughyou can see
things at a glance, when you play blac1gack you may
want to look at everything twice as long as you need ro.
You want to give the impressionyou are thinkinghalfas
fast as you are. And though you may know in an instant
how you want to playa particular hand, pause as ifyou
are thinking about every decision. Also, you might con
sider masking your intenseness and your competitive
nature.

Masking Your Experience
Oneproblemwithhavingplayedthousandsofhours

ofblackjack is you become adept at handling cards and
chips. Picking up your cards quickly helps speed up the
game, butit also marks you as a person who has spent a
good deal of time with cards in your hand. So try to
fumble a bit when picking up your cards. Same with
chips. Keep them in stacks, but not neat stacks.

I am trying to break myselfof the habit ofnoncha
lantly playing with small stacks of chips. If my fingers
playfullyinteIWeave two stacksofsixchipseach tomake
one stack of twelve chips, anyone who is watching me
knows I havehadchipsinmyhandsa lot. 'Ibthat, Donald
Schlesinger says:

You cannot always look as ifyou are playing for the
first time. Someexperiencedjunketplayershave played,
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handled cards and chips for 30 years, and still do not
have a clue about the game itself: Ifbosses would not
suspect a chip-interweaving crapshooter, why should
they be more suspicious of his counterpart at the
blackjack table?

Using an Alias
I used to use my own real name in casinos. One

negative thing I personally have noticed aboutusingmy
real name in casinos is: When I wanted to write a book
about blackjack, I had to select a pen name. ff I could do
it over again I would have used a false name in casinos
so I could use my real name on my books.

One problem you might have in using an alias is
forgetting who you said you were. And even when you
remember who you are supposed to be, you sometimes
might be slow in responding to someone calling you by
name. A person ought to know his or her name well
enough to be able to recognize it immediatelyifsomeone
uses it.

Asolutionis to use only names ofrelatives and good
friends. You can use the same few names over and over.
Generally I use the name of my grandfather on my
mother's side, a brother-in-law, or a neighbor; Now I
never forget who I am supposed to be.

There is notmuch communication between casinos.
You can use a different name in each casino ifyou want.
Ifyou do, you should keep track ofwhich name you have
given to whom, so you can be consistent. The only
problem you might run into is there is some movement
ofpit bosses from casino to casino. It might be awkward
iftwo pitbosses in your pit each know you by a different
name.

Sometimes I am two different people in the same
casino. I use different names for day shift and swing
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shift. During the time ofshift change when both sets of
pit bosses are present together, I will not be there. I will
be eating a meal and changing clothes. If I wear out my
welcome on one shift it will not automatically carryover
to the other shift.

Clothing
Some books on blackjack advise you to dress differ

ently in different Las Vegas casinos. They advise wear
ing fancier clothes on the Strip than in downtown
casinos. Well, I dress for comfort. I wear the same clothes
downtownas ontheStrip, andhaveneverhad a problem
with it.

On a few occasions I have had casino pitbosses look
down at my shoes. I suspect that the reason for the shoe
inspection is not fetishes, but hidden computers. The
hidden computers I have seen and heard about require
the user to input information by moving his toes up and
down to activate switches in his shoes. So I suspect the
bosses lookat my shoes to see ifl couldbe usinga hidden
computertoaidmyblacIgackpla~Myshoeshavealways
passed their inspection. If your shoes seem to attract
special attention, then you might change shoes. Or wear
shorts, because thehidden computers I know abouthave
wires leading from the shoes to the power source and
output device elsewhere on the bod~

By the wa~ do not use a hidden computer to play
blacIgack. In some jurisdictions, notably Nevada, use of
such a device at a casino game is a felony; as illegal as
cheating.

Disguise
I never disguise myself when I play blacIgack. The

only time I wear a disguise is when appearing in public
asStanfordWong. However, Ihave beenincasinos at the
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same time as friends who were in disguise, and I have
neverrecognized a one. Thenextday I wouldhear, "I saw
you inCaesars. I was in disguise. I walked right in front
ofyou. Didn'tyou recognize me?" No, I did not recognize
the person. So I know that disguises do work.

Keno
Some pros report that a short play at a game other

than blackjack provides good cover. Some like to carry a
keno ticket to a blackjacktable. Theyhope the pitbosses
think that anyone foolish enough to play keno cannot
possiblyplayblackjack well enough to have anedge.You
do notneed to playkeno yourselfto sport a keno ticketin
your pocket; you can recycle someone else's losing ticket.

Fitting In
These are the words of the Smiling Spy; writing

aboutAtlantic City:
I have been playing full-time for nine months and

have tried many playing styles to remain one jump
ahead of the casino people. Clean-shaven, I have an
image as a friendly "dumb" player throwinghis money
away. With a beard, I fmd I am suspected before I sit
down solely on appearance, even though I dress well
and try to look rich.

I get the least heat playing the $100-minimum
tables where, remarkably, there are some ofthe worst
players. Playing a black check ($100) at a low-limit
table brings immediate attention. The dealer calls out
"black in action" and the floorman rushes over to stare
at me. At a high-limit table, purple-check ($500) action
does not raise an eyebrow; the attitude toward big
actionthere is blase. Wmning$1000atalow-limittable
will create an anxious atmosphere, but winning $3000
at a high-limit table passes unnoticed
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Peter Giles says:
I have been playing $25 to $100. I am afraid ifI up

my bets I will have to play more conservatively. This is
common, and I usually opt for a smaller bet and a
greater advantage.

Marvin French says:
I wear a "player number" button from one casino

when I visit another. They think I am a junket cus
tomer.

A reader asks:
Doyou usually go tothe cashiertocashinchipsafter

winning a substantial sum or do you go back later?

I always go to the cashier and cash inmy chips right
after I finish playing. Mylogicis thatmostgamblers who
have lucky wins would rather brag than sneak out as if
ashamed. I want to appear to be a lucky gambler.

Another reader says:
I have been trying hard to camouflage my counting

and betting variations at the casinos, but I have by no
means perfected it. I thinkseveral things give me away
or attract attention. I am young, white, and bearded;
my eyes follow the turned over cards; I am quiet; I
concentrate intensely. My question does not center
around the corrections to these problems as much as
what many dealers do when they suspect me ofcount
ing.

The dealers in various casinos repeatedly have me
cut the cards, whether I am winning or losing, no
matter how many others are at the table. Is this some
kind of"inside" signal to the floorman or the "eye in the
sky" that I am suspected of counting and should be
watched more closely?

Having you cut the cards is not a signal to have you
watched.
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This is what Arnold Snyder says in an article that
originally appeared in Card Player:

Card counters live in fear ofdiscovery. That is what
makes it fun. The cops-and-robbers aspect of profes
sional blackjack lends an air of play-acting, with a
secret hint of danger, to the mundane recreation of
gambling. You just cannot get the James Bond rush at
a crap table or a bank ofslot machines. Adults in our
society, other than real cops and robbers, do not often
get a chance to pretend they are not what they appear
to be.

Unfortunately, most camouflage comes with a price
tag. When you make "dumb" plays for the purpose of
confusing the bloodhounds on your trail, it costs you.
Holdingdownyourbetting spread, insuringyournatu
rals, not taking advantageofsurrenderor softdoubling
opportunities, and so on, are all excellent methods of
hiding your counting abilities because, in fact, you are
relinquishing varying amounts ofyour potential gain
from counting. Ifyou make too many ofthese types of
camouflageplays,younolongerwillhaveanadvantage
over the house. What is the value of eliminating the
possibility ofdiscovery ifthere is nothing worth discov
ering? Ifyou do not utilize the information you gather,
then gathering the information in the first place was a
waste of time.

Some camouflage, however, is cost-free; and ironi
cally, this cost-free camouflage is often the easiest type
ofcamouflage to pulloff Misplays, as a form ofdisguise,
require a knowledge of, and attention to, how much
these plays cost, so that you do not kill your edge. Cost
free camouflage, on the other hand,· is not based on
misplaying hands, so it is a no-brainer exercise.

What iscost-free camouflage?Rather than misplay
ing your hands, you allay suspicions by the image you
project, the way youlook, exploitinggeneral prejudices
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andpreconceivednotions thatexistwithin thecommon
pit boss/casino security mentality.

Let us dissect these biases.
1. Age: young. Ifa young man and an old man are

playing at a blackjack table, all other factors being
equal, theyoungmanwillbe suspectedofcardcounting
sooner than the old man.

2. Sex: male. Ifa man and a woman are playing at
the same table, all other factors being equal, the man
will be suspected sooner than the woman.

3. Race: Caucasian. A white player spreading his
bets will be suspected sooner than a black or an Asian
player. This racial prejudice, as a matter offact, even
extendstocasinosinothercountries.Asiancardcounters
often find the casinos ofKorea, Macao, and otherAsian
countries to be profitable, heat-free venues for their
action. Their betting spreads and strategy variations
arevirtually ignored. White players, onthe otherhand,
and especially Americans, are immediately suspect if
they playfor bigmoney, and they often find themselves
persona non grata ifthey spread their bets even mod
erately, or win any substantial amount ofmoney.

4. Nationality: American. This is tied into the
previous factor. All the notable books on card counting
have been published in the United States, and few are
obtainable in bookstores outside of this country. This
fact does not escape the notice ofcasino managements
in foreign countries; nor is it ignored in this country. In
fact, there have been some sophisticated and well
bankrolled European counting teams that have at
tacked the casinos ofthe world, including those in the
UnitedStates. Inmany cases, these teams have gotten
away with incredible betting spreads for lengthy peri
ods oftime before anyone in the pit took notice.

5. Demeanor: introverted. You put a quiet,
thoughtful player at the same table with a gregarious,
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talkative player, and the quiet playerwill be suspected
ofcounting before the talkative one.

6. Dress code: stylish-casual. A player who is
nicely but casually dressed will be suspected of card
counting before any other fashion type. Card counters
do not wear three-piece suits; nor do they dress like
outlaw bikers. They do not look like hippies or punks.
They are not decked out in Western gear. And they are
usually not shabby, not if they are playing for serious
money.

7. Body type: ectomorph. You put a fat man and
a thin man at the same table, and the lanky guy will
draw the heat first.

Now I am aware of the fact that there are many
exceptions to all of these prejudices. I know that fat
counters, female counters, non-white counters, and so
on, have all been discovered and barred at one time or
another. And I am sure there are some pit bosses and
security personnel who will state emphatically that
they watch only for playing styles to determine which
players pose a real threat to theirtables. Butallofthese
prejudices do exist in the general casino security men
tality. I have heard so many stories from so many
players whohave found thatone ormore ofthese seven
factors have contributedto their longevity (orlackof)at
the tables, that I believe these biases to be real. Most of
them (but not all), as a matter of fact, are based on
truths.

Looking at these seven bias factors, we now can
draw a picture ofthe player most likely to be suspected
ofcardcounting, as well as the player least likely to fall
under such suspicion.

Most likelycardcounter: ayoung, white,Ameri
can male, who is thin, stylishly dressed, and playing
quietly by himself:

Least likely card counter: a heavy-set, gray
haired, non-white woman, who speaks with a foreign
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accent, is loud and talkative with friends or other
players at the table, and is dressed in some unusual
cultural outfit, or simply cheap, unstylish clothes.

The more a player looks like the "most likely card
counter," the more slhe will have to employ costly
"misplay"camouflage. Themorea playerfits the image
ofthe "least likelycardcounter," the more freedom slhe
will have to play accurately and with a wide betting
spread according to the count.

All this is wonderful news foryou cardcounters who
have been struggling for years for picayune win rates
with constant heat. You canforget those costly camou
flage playsthathavebeeneatingawayatyourlong-run
expectationthese manyyears. Justwalkin lookinglike
a 70-year-old grandmother; wear a sari and a ba
bushka; rant loudly in some language other than
English, andyoucanreallytake thosecasinosfora ride!
Happydaysare here again! Wmningwasneversoeasy!

(Arnold Snyderpublishes a quarterlynewsletter for
blaclgack players: Blackjack Forum. For information
about it, write to RGE Publishing, 414 Santa ClaraAve,
Oakland, CA 94610.)

Summary
First, patronize casinos that give the best penetra

tion.
Second, use as much bet variation as you Can get

away with. Your edge comes from bet variation, butyou
do not want to be identified as a card counter.

Third, be aggressive about leaving tables on bad
counts. 'fryto arrive at a newtable aftera shuffie, justas
the first round is being dealt; you want to be too late to
make a betbut early enough to see all the cards that are
used. On the next round you may have to make a bet
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before the countjustifiesyour playingto assure yourself
ofa spot at the table in case the count goes high.

Fourth., develop your own style. You can win more
money more pleasantly ifyou are the only person using
your particular playing style. So use this book only as a
source of ideas that work. Use your imagination and
experiment. Ifsomething that gives you an edge works
for you, then use it!

The people who are watching you do not have to
know the real reason for your actions, but they need to
think they do.
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CHAPTER 5

WINNING FASTER

Unusual Circumstances
Yourbet is not lost until the dealer picks it up. ffthe

dealer errs in your favor, keep the mone~Never cheat,
butnevergivemoney to thedealer. Ofcourse,ifthe dealer
makes an. error in the casino's favor, speak up and get it
corrected.

Lookforgifts. The dealerisnot supposedto showyou
either the card on the bottom of the pack or the burned
card (i.e. the card turned under). Enough dealers are
careless, however, to make it worthwhile to look at the
pack after it is cut. Seldom will you see both the bottom
card and the burned card, but you will occasionally see
one or the other. Whatever you see, you count.

In some casinos, a dealer showing a 10 must check
the hole card to see whetheritis an ace. Ifthe dealer has
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to look twice or extra long at the hole card, it may be
because the hole cardis noteasily distinguishedfrom an
ace. When this happens, a dealeris likelyto have a small
card suchas a 2 through6in thehole, whichwouldmake
the dealer's total twelve through sixteen. Ifyou know for
certain that the dealer has a rotal of twelve through
sixteen, get as much money on the table as possible and
do not take a chance ofbusting; i.e. split all pairs except
5-5 and 10-10, double down with eight, nine, ten, eleven,
and any soft total, and stand on hard twelve or more. If
you are not positive but merely think that the dealer is
likely to have a small card in the hole to go with the 10
showing, you should be more likely to stand with hard
fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, or soft eighteen, and more
likely to double down with ten or eleven. Whatyou do in
a particular instance depends on your judgment as to
how muchinformation the dealer has unwittinglygiven
you. See Steve Forte's Read the Dealer, Ian Andersen's
Turning the ThblesonLasvegas, andmyBasicBlackjack
for more discussion of"tells."

When the dealer's upcard is an ace, whether or not
the dealer is slowin checking the hole card is ofno aidin
deciding how to play your hand.

When you are playing more than one hand and the
dealer shows any card except an ace, you must finish
playing your first hand before looking at your second
hand. When the dealer shows an ace you maylook at all
of your hands before deciding whether or not to buy
insurance. Byall means, lookatandcountallofthecards
allowed.
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Break-In Dealers

117

Peter Giles says:
Break-in dealers often reveal the burn card or the

bottomcard. It isnotunusual tofindone whowillreveal
both. Occasionally one will reveal the hole card to first
base when checking for a natural. Sometimes you can
see the topcard before it is dealt. Ifyoucanconsistently
see the hole card or the next card to be dealt to you, it
is hard to lose. IfI could do this every day I would not
bother to count.

The psychology of most break-ins is not hard to
understand once you have known a few. Many ofthem
get canned on their first job and have to start over.
Almost all of them are apprehensive at first. The
schools usually send them out before they are ready to
deal. Theygo to thetable nervous andtense, andthe pit
boss usually aggravates this condition by jumping on
them for making mistakes. There are a few floormen
who are understanding and patient, but this is not the
general rule. The basic psychology is this: The average
break-in has two goals. First of all, he wants to deal
properlywithoutmistakes; he isonstage, andhemows
it. During the first week or two he gets more heat than
a card counter. Second, he wants to win; almost all of
them feel that winningwillget them approvaland thus
job security: Oddly enough, this is sometimes true.
Many dealers have been fired for being unlucky. There
is always another reason on the termination slip, of
course; but the truth is that many pit bosses are
superstitious.

Outside of sometimes catching hole cards and top
cards, the thirdbiggainfrom playingagainstbreak-ins
is that they usually make the best tells. (Ofcourse this
helps you only ifyou are playing in a casino where the
dealers check hole cards under lOs.) I once found a
dealer who looked like he would vomit when he was
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stiff I have seenseveralfemale dealers breakdownand
cry in the back room when they lost. Spotting these
symptoms is often an art. Most break-ins try hard to
look cool and indifferent or tough. It is mostly show.
Beneath the facade, the emotions are seething. Some
times there is no facade - just raw human feelings.

The fourth gain from playing break-ins is due to the
fact thatthey lmow a little butnot enough. This is quite
often true ofmore experienceddealers also. They lmow
thatcardcounters exist andthat the game can actually
be beaten. Most ofthem have the crudelmowledge that
counters win by varying their bets orjumping in when
the deck is hot. They rarely lmow anything about
beating the game. (I lmow a few experienced dealers
who are up on the game, and they are usually playing
blackjack when they are not dealing.) Dealers are
generally taught to shuffle when players up their bets
orjumpin in the middle ofthe deck. Thorp was the first
to develop a ploy for dealing with this kind ofdealer
see the next" section.

There are other advantages of playing break-ins,
but these are probably the most important - in gen
eral. Theyalsomakemore incorrectpayoffs. Ingeneral, .
they make better targets for warp players, front load
ers, andspooks. Theyare the primetargetsofthose who
cheat. It takes a while for dealing to become natural,
andduringthis periodtheyare notveryalert to players'
tricks in general.

The bestway to find break-insis toget alineonthem
through one of the dealing schools. A second good way
is to lmow which casinos hire them and to be on the
lookout. Many casinos hire break-ins because they like
to teach their dealers themselves. Most ofthem break
in on the graveyard shift. You will rarely find one at a
major Las Vegas Strip casino. Occasionally someone's
nephew or the pit boss's girl friend will get "juiced" in,
but in general a year's experience is required, often
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more. Novice dealers can usually be found at a new
casino. This is notalways thecase, though, particularly
at majornew casinoson the Las Vegas Strip. These are
coveted jobs due to status and better tokes. When a
promising casino opens on the Strip, half the dealers
downtown have their applications in.

The time ofyear oftenmakes a big difference. As the
tourists come in and more tables are opened, you are
likely to find break-ins anywhere.

You are likely to find break-ins at any casino that
does not do much business. The reason for this is tokes
are not good at such a place, and the casino cannot be
choosy. The more business the better the tokes, and
experienced dealers gravitate toward places with big
gertokes.

Forcing a Shuffle·
Peter Giles says:

I have found, after almost two years of playing
blackjack, that Thorp's section on "punishing fakes"
(page 127 ofBeat the Dealer, 1966 edition), is one ofthe
best techniques around to win at blackjack.You simply
raise your bet when the deck is bad and let the dealer
shuftle up and startover. As anexperiencedplayerwho
knows most of the ways to get an added advantage, I
can say for sure that this is the only thing you can do
every day. Break-ins are best, but many experienced
"fakes" will do the same thing. When you want the
dealer to shuffie you raise your bet, and then you pull
it back when slhe does shuftle.

There is an elderly male dealer working days at a
largeLasVegascasinowhothinks he is reallytough. He
will actually shuftle after the first hand on a two-deck
gameifyouraiseyourbet. Ifyoukeepitthe samehewill
deal the cards all the way out. This is only ifyou are
suspect, of course. He obligingly appears at my table
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every time I play there.Apparently thehouse thinkshe
is tops. I enjoy table-hopping without changing tables.

Team Play
'Thamplaywas popularizedbyKen UstoninThe Big

Player. Bryce Carlson, author of Blackjack for Blood,
says:

I was in Las Vegas over the NewYear holiday with
a team. of three attractive young girl counters. We
playedsixdecks exclusivel~ In25 hours ofplaywe won
$15,000. I was very impressed with the naturalness of
team play with six decks. There is none of the frenetic
running around typical offour-deck team play.

Marvin French says:
A black-chip bettor playing with a $2-betting com

panion at a $2 table will win faster ifthe $2 bettor does
an awful lot of hitting and splitting when the deck is
negative.

A corollaIy is that the $2 bettor must get out ofthe
way when the count is high - perhaps run over to the
crap table every five minutes or so. There is an act for
you - a two-game-playing $2-betting drunk running
between the 21 table and the crap table, while his
blackjack-playing partner flat bets $100!

Craps ata crap tablehas a negative expectation. For
zero-expectation craps, how about a $2 bettor with
diarrhea on positive counts?

A reader says:
Here is an example of something that happened

three times.Mter a sizeable win, my wife and I divided
our chips equally before cashing them in. When I
cashed in $400, the cashier got on the phone and gave
a general descriptionofme. My wifecashedin$400and
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no phone call was made. I think I should have my wife
cash in all the chips.

Seeing Faster
Peter Giles says:

I enrolledin dealer's school to see what I could learn
to aid my game. I found that many break-ins are very
nervous and overanxious. I discovered a new trick for
this kind ofdealer. Ifyou move your cards forward as
thoughyou were getting ready to scratch for a hit, they
will oftenstart sliding the top cardforward in anticipa
tion.Asmostschools teachtheirstudentsto tiltthe deck
back(socard-markerscannotseethemarks),itisoften
easy to get a peek at the top card Alittle training with
a tachistoscope and nothing can slip by you - burn
cards, bottom cards, hole cards, top cards - if it is
flashed before your eyes, no matter how quickly, you
can pick it up.

As a tachistoscope is primarily an educational tool,
it can be obtained at educational supply houses. It is a
fairly simple instrument - basically a slide projector
with a timing device, accompanied by a screen.

When I started using a tachistoscope, I knew little
more about blackjack than that it existed. This was
somewhere in the mid-sixties. I was on a mission of
conquest, as usual, and the enemy was myopia. I had
heard thatAldous Huxley had become nearly blind
he could read the large E on the standard eye chart at
three feet - and had acquired 20-20 vision by the use
ofsome very simple drills designed to relax and make
proper use of the involuntary muscles in the eyes.
Somewhere in the twenties a man by the name of
William Bates decided that modem optics was on the
wrong track. He came to the conclusion that almost all
visual problems were psychological in nature, and he
spent most of his life proving it. Huxley contacted his
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chief disciple, a woman by the name of Margaret D.
Corbett. With her help, he corrected his vision.

Myvisionwasnot thatbad, butI wasveryinterested
in the prospect of throwing away my glasses. I read
Huxley's book on the subject, The Art of Seeing, and
came to understand why I was near-sighted The book
is an excellent work on the relationship of vision to
psychology, and anyone who wants tocon-ect his vision
should read it. Unfortunately, the book does not really
tell you how to do it. So I picked up Corbett's Help
YOurselfto Better Sight. With this book and my tachis
toscope as aids, I managed to function quite well
without glasses in about three months. However, more
timewasnecessarytomakethechangespermanent.As
the drills were very tedious and time-consuming, I
relaxedmy discipline 8n.dina few months had to resort
to wearing glasses again. Ifyou want the effects to be
permanent, you must continue with the exercises that
brought them about for about anotheryearortwo. I got
bored.

Getting back to blackjack, a playerwith glasses can
see just as well as a player with normal vision. Their
mutual apparatus is about equal. But there was a side
benefit to using the tachistoscope. Even though I
settled for glasses,· I found that I could still pick up an
image with enormous speed. I manage to see my share
ofhole cards.

The distinction to be made is between accuracy and
quickness. A tachistoscope will not help you to see
better; it will help you to see faster. It does not matter
whetherornot you wear glasses. As the cost shouldnot
be high, the only question is whether or not it is worth
the time. For a professional who plays a lot, wants to
round out his game, and take advantage of every
opportunity, I highly recommend its use.

Manycounters use flash cards tohelp learnstrategy
variations. It would be possible to make up a set of
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tachistoscope cards to flash on the screen. However, the
present material, which usually consists ofwords and
phrases, suffices. If you can improve your speed in
picking up a word or phrase, you will find that you can
pick up other things faster too. You are developing a
technique that is general to use in specific circum
stances. It does not really matterwhat you flash on the
screen. Ifyou can pick up words in 1I250th ofa second
thatyoucouldsee beforein 1/10ofa second,youwill find
that this ability cani.es over to any object you happen
to be viewing during the course ofeveryday life.Allyou
have to do is keep moving the timing device a little each
day(orweek). Whenyouconquerone speed, move onto
the next.

All you have to do is look at the screen. Do not try to
get faster. Rely on time. Ifyou try, itwill slowyou down.
You are trying to make an improvement in an involun
tary mechanism, and at best, any voluntary action on
your part will get you nowhere. Keep your timer set at
a speedjustaboveyourcapacityat the moment, always
forcing the involuntary mechanisms to perform just a
little bit better. Do not try to make rapid jumps over
night. Be patient. In a week or two you will see some
improvement. In a month or two you will be patting
yourself on the back. Sooner or later you will start
seeingsubliminal flashes at the movies tellingyou how
much you love popcorn. You will be able to watch the
cocktail waitress and still pick up the burn card inyour
periphery: When you are satisfied with yourself: keep
watching the screenfor a little eachday. Thelongeryou
watch it, the less you will lose when you stop watching
it.

An eye doctor says:
I have some infoImation on what Peter Giles is

talking about. I am an eye doctor and I specialize in
visual therapy, which includes reducing nearsighted-
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ness andimprovingpeople's perceptualskills andabili
ties. Two other doctors and I did a visual scan on the
Atlanta Braves baseball team, checking all of their
skills. We also work with some professional football
teams. Weuse tachistoscopicexposure in trainingthem
to see quickly and accurately and take in a whole
picture all at once. So I am quite familiar with tachis
toscopes. I have designed some visual therapy instru
ments.

Here is a technique for learning to catch glimpses of
cards Using a deck ofcards instead ofa tachistoscope.
Takeonecardandwithoutlookingatit, turnitoverand
place it in the middle ofthe deck. Hold the deck design
side up. Ri:ffle through looking at the upper left hand
comers. You can either slow down or speed up the
riflling ofthe cards to suit your own particular skills.
Youcan getwhereyoucanexpose thatone face-up card
for just a fraction ofa second and catch it. Sometimes
you can even get it subliminally. For example, ifyou
riftle through and you think you mayor may not have
seen the card, just make a note of the first card that
comes into your mind. Then riftle through again but
slowerandsee ifthe cardyou noted is not the cardthat
is face up. Youonly sawit fleetingly andit registeredon
the subconscious rather than on the conscious mind.

PeterGriffin, authorofThe Theory ofBlackjack and
Extra Stuff, uses a .substitute for a tachistoscope. He
practices counting with half-size cards smudged with
dirt. He says:

I use a miniature deck left at my mother's house by
my sea-faring brother years ago. I used to scrape the
dirt offperiodically; it comes offmost easily in the dry
summer months. But the dirt just reaccumulated so I
do not clean them anymore. I like them to practice with
for two reasons. First they are smaller than nonna!
cards, less thanhalfthe area. Second, the filthobscures
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the denominations if I go through the deck rapidly: I
liken it to preparing to hit a 16 inch softball by
practicing against grey golfballs hurled at 100 mph at
dusk.

Donald Schlesinger adds:
There are dozens of software products, including

Stanford Wong's, that deal cards atvariable speeds for
practicing counting.

Tricks from Daniel Forbes
Daniel Forbes says:

I spent a great deal of time at a new Atlantic City
casino. The personnel were virtually all new. Dealer
errors were rampant. Betting black checks virtually
guaranteed careful perusal of payoffs, but betting
green was heaven. The dealers were instructed not to
make any conversions between different denomina
tions ofchips, but the faster ones often tried andfailed,
much to our liking. All the usual tricks worked 
betting odd amounts, chatting during payoffs, placing
new bets in circles after busting and waiting for the
dealer to bust to pay the whole table, etc.

Here is a new trick. When the cut card came flying
toward me, I fielded it cleanly and slid it under my
stacks ofchips. After the hand, another counter at the
table failed to putup a betAs the dealerwaitedfor him,
he uttered something about the cut card I intoned,
"Shut up and bet up." He quickly placed two more bets
and we played on.After three rounds, I allowed the cut
card to reappear. The other player was hysterical and
ran to tell his friends what he hadjust seen.

Early Surrender
This one comes from Peter Giles:
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I hadnotbeen toHenderson inovera year, so I drove
out to investigate a new casino. When a new casino
opens I am usually there to greet them. They usually
have to pull dealers out of school before they have
finished the course, and there are usually some defec
tive slots. I didnotexpectmuchfrom thiscasino, itbeing
so small.

Itwasdealingtwo-deckblackjack. Duringthecourse
ofplay I asked ifI could surrender a hand. The owner
was all for it, but said that ifthe dealer had an ace up,
I hadto surrenderbefore he checkedfor a natural. The
owner obviously did not know much about the game
and thought that was to his advantage. He did not say
what the situation was when the dealer had a ten up,
but I had no trouble throwing in a hand before the
dealer looked at his hole card.

The limit was $25, but if the owner was there he
would sometimes let you play $40 or $50 ifyou were
ahead and he was anxious to get his money back. He
watched the game with grave concern ifthere was any
substantialbetting. Hecouldcount a little butwas slow
and unsure ofhimsel£ I liked to talk to him, keep him
distracted, act a little goofy, and not vary my bets too
radically.

When I left that club, I walked across the street to
another casino that had surrender. Greedy for advan
tage, I asked the dealer ifI had to surrenderbefore she
checkedfor a natural. She didnotknow andcalledover
a :floorman. He gave me the same answer that I had
receivedacross the street. I smiledandsettled infor the
afternoon.

Delayed Raise
This one comes from Bob Fisher:

I havecome up witha bettingcamouflage technique
that I have not seen in any book. I use it for any
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multiple-deck game. When the count turns good, I do
not increase my bet immediately, but continue to bet
the same amount for one more hand On the next hand
I jump the bet ifthe count is still favorable.

Logic: I suspect that many pit bosses are lazy when
they look for counters. Specifically they do not remem
ber the count from roundto round, but rathercount the
cards on the CUITent round only, getting the change in
running count. Such a lazy pit boss will not catch me.

Cutting for Advantage
A reader says:

I like to play blackjack at a casino that does not do
a thoroughshuffle,makingitpossible forone tonote the
count at the shuffle point, and watch how the dealer
shuffles, followingthe stackofpreviouslyunusedcards.
Ifthe count was, say, -10 at the shuffle point and you
then cut the cards, you can cut the same unused cards
to the back of the stack. Conversely, if the count had
been+10,youcouldcutsuchthat theunusedcards(and
hopefully more aces and lOs) are the first dealt andyou
can increaseyour first few bets accordingly. The person
sitting in third base gets the cut card more frequently,
since ifthe dealerdeals thecutcard tohimselfhe passes
it to third base to cut.

On my second trip my husband went with me. He is
not a counter, but plays basic strategy while I use the
high-low. We sat togetherat a $2 table, he at thirdbase,
me next to him where I could see the cards a bit more
easily. Between us we received the cut card about half
the time. Whenever my husband got the cut card, he
asked me to cut "for luck" and I did so according to the
count. Once, when the deck was neutral at the shuffle
point, I told him to go ahead and cut.

We had a relatively new dealer who was making an
abnormally large number of mistakes, such as not
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paying off blackjacks correctly, misadding cards, etc.
Once he counted twenty-one on his five-card hand,
beating the table, only to be informed by one of the
players (fortunately) that he really had a twenty-two.
Wehad towatchhimextremelycarefully, asmostofthe
mistakeswereinthehouse'sfavor. Somemistakeswere
inourfavor. Onetimehepaidoffmyhusband'snatural,
and my husband left his standard $2 bet. After the
dealer busted he paid off the entire table, giving my
husband another $2.

Another reader says:
Mylast trip toTahoe suggesteda blackjackproblem

that may have some application as well as being of
theoretical interest. In a casino where one cuts the
cardsbyinsertinga coloredcard, I encountereda dealer
who held the deck in BUch a way so I could always see
the bottom card ofthe deck before I cut. The question
is: As a function of the card seen and the number of
players at the table, where shouldone cut the deck and
how shouldone use the knowledge ofthis one card? Of
course one can cut so that small cards go to the bottom
and are not used, leading to a slightly favorable deck,
andlarge cards are cut close to the top, but I think that
onecandobetterbyincorporatingtheknowledge about
the locationofone cardinto one's playing strategy (i.e.,
either by strongly suspecting that the "known card" is
the dealer's hole card, or maybe the next card to be
dealt.) I would be curious to hear any comments you
might have.

Some professionals have perfected the ability to cut
exactly the number of cards they want. For example,
with seven player hands in action, they do a seventeen
card cut; the cutcardis inserted exactlyseven~encards
from the bottom.. After the cut, the known card is seven
teenth from the top. One card is bmned, fourteen cards
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go to theplayers, andone cardis the dealer's upcard. The
known seventeenth card is the dealer's hole card.

Peter Giles says:
Sometimes I try tocut thecards sothat my firstcard

will be an ace or 10. Griffin's Theory ofBlackjack says
ifI can cut myself a 10 I have an advantage on that
hand of 13%. With an ace my advantage is 52%.
Averaging these numbers, with four lOs to one ace,
means my average advantage ifl can cut myselfa 10
or ace is around 21%. If I stay in practice, I can cut,
glance at the bottom card, and about 80% ofthe time
drop it plus one more card to be burned. Ofcourse I sit
at first base. My favorite game is using this technique
with a dealer who shuffles every time I raise my bet.
Then I can not only get rid ofunprofitable situations,
but I get to cut more often.

After You, Dealer
Marvin French says:

Three times I got to play my hand after the dealer's
hole cardwas exposed. First a dealerpeekedundera 10
and flipped over a 4! We all have experienced the
"double dip" look at a 4 in the hole under a 10, but this
is the first time I have seen the 4 turned over. I was
playing two hands. The first, with a toke, totaled nine.
I couldnot double down, so I hit andcaught an ace. The
second hand was fourteen, so I stood. Instead of me
breaking, the dealer broke and I won.

The second time was at the MGM. A super-fast
dealer did not wait for me to double after splitting 7-7
againsther6, whenI caughtanaceonthe second7. She
flipped up her hole card, a 10, before I couldeven blink..
I screamed for the pit boss, who let me double down.
When the dealer broke I won.
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The third time was at Sundowner. I wanted to
double down on ten against an ace because of a high
count. I stupidly laid my hand face down as I reached
for my wallet. The dealer thought I was standing and
turned over her hole card, a 4. The pit boss was
understanding and said I could stand, hit, or double. I
doubled, and this dealer also broke.

Cover Plays
Ifyou are playingblackjackin a casino in which the

dealers checkholecardsunder lOs, tells are a possibility;
thatis,youmaybeableto learnaboutthehole cardunder
the 10 by watching the dealer closely after s/he checks
under the 10. For this reason, most casinos no longer
have their dealers check hole cards under lOs. But in
case you encounter such a situation, here is a story from
Peter Giles:

I had 4-4 once when the pit boss was watching the
game. The dealer had 10 up and I read her for 9 or 10
in the hole. I laidmy two cards side by side on the table
for a split. I got about halfway out with my chips and
thenstopped. "Waita minute," I said, "I thinkI'lldouble
down." Then I stopped again and fmally threw in my
cards. "I surrender," I said. The pit boss laughed - as
well as the otherplayers and the dealer. Someone said,
"Go get 'em, Tiger!" I acted emb8.ITassed. But I smiled
when the dealer showed twenty.

Later, when the pit boss was watching again, I had
a four-card soft twenty-one. I looked at the cards as
though I were trying to add them up. I finally threw
them in for a bust. The dealer dutifully placed them
under my chips for me.
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Dealer Errors
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A reader says:

Formylast 150hoursofplayinAtlanticCity, playing
twospotsperround, I receiveda grandtotal oftwogifts.
Both times, against different dealers, I sUITendered
$75 bets, handing the dealer $12.50 in chips. The
dealers were so grateful for my help that they left my
$75 untouched.

Bosses on Commission?
A reader asks:

Do pit bosses or any pit personnel receive a commis
sion or bonus basedon the profitoftheir particularpit?
They all seem to be very concerned over anyone with
even the slightest win!

Pit bosses get salaries, and the dealers get salaries
plus tips. Many pit bosses are afraid ofgetting chewed
out iftheir pits lose. Many dealers are afraid of getting
chewedoutiftheirtables lose. Casino employees haveno
job security:

Some casino managements are more enlightened.
They strive for a friendly, relaxed atmosphere. Their pit
bosses are happy ifyou win and sympathetic ofyou lose.
These casinosgetmorecustomersandmakemoremone~

Biorhythm
A reader asks:

Have you checked your "biorhythm" against win
ning and losing days? Ifyes, what were the results?
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I checked and found that my winning and losing
days do notruninregularcycles. Ifthebiorhythmtheory
is valid you cannot prove it by my wins and losses.

Predicting wins and losses is just like predicting
stockmarketups and downs-youknow theyare going
to happen but you never know which is going to happen
next. You can look back. and see cycles, but you cannot
project these cycles into the future.

Grossman Wins
Howard Grossman wrote this in 1981:

On the blackjack scene I can offer two interesting
items. The first is the fact that my play coupled with
Peter Griffin's single-deck double-exposure strategies
has stunned the Las Vegas "21" machine society: The
playagainst the slotmachines nettedmyfriendandme
about $10,000 between the $1 and 25-cent slots in
about two months. The "Wide Open" machines have
since been changed or removed Now the player can
double only on ten oreleven andno splitting allowedof
mixed lOs. I have been baITed at two places from
playing these machines.

The second item is even more exciting. I am playing
a $40,000challenge match against the NevadaPalace.
It started Wednesday, 5-13-81, and will continue until
I win $40,000 or lose $40,000 or more and wish to give
up. The rules ofthe match are a one-deck game, dealer
hits soft seventeen, withall the otherstandardoptions.
I canbetanywhere from $100ononehand to twohands
of$400 each. The dealer deals three rounds and then
must shuflle. As ofFriday, 5-15-81, I am up $18,500.
There will be some local media coverage ofthe match
and I hope the Nevada Palace will get some good
publicity.
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(later)
The Nevada Palace match lasted four days and I

won almost $25,000.As my win steadilyrose the owner
became very tense and realized he had made a losing
deal. The end result was that he hired me as a consult
ant and host at a nice salary.

Hitting Busted Hands
Marvin French says:

Acounterfriendofmine willsometimes keephitting
a busted hand when the count is minus. He just keeps
going until the dealer wakes up to the fact that the hit
cardsalone exceed21. Such"stupidity" usuallyamuses
dealers, whoshake theirheads as myfriend apologizes.
We are going to have a contest to see who can achieve
(1) the highest total of hit cards and (2) the highest
overall hand total.

Halloween Treats
One Halloween I was in Reno. Halloween was on a

Sunda~ and over the whole weekend I saw casino
customers infull costume, includingmasks. Soifthereis
a casino you would love to play but you do not want to
make an appearancewithyourface showing, Halloween
isyouropportunity! Investina costumeandamask. Who
would suspect a fluffy white rabbit with chips in his
Easter basket to be a feared card counter?

Cut-Rate Insurance
A reader says:

Acard-counting friend ofmine playing at a six-deck
$3 tableatAtlanticCity takes insurance everytime the
dealershows an ace as itonlycosts $1. I waitfor a count
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per deckof+3 before insuring, and believe I am correct
butcannotjustifymybeliefmathematically. Couldyou
help?

The answer depends on whether $1 of insurance
protectsthewhole$3betorjust$2 ofit. Whenyourfriend
hasa betof$3anda winninginsurancebetof$l,does the
dea1ertake a dollar or doesyourfriend keep his $3 betas
well as his $1 insurance?

If$1 ofinsuranceprotectsonly$2 ofthe bet, thenyou
are correct in waiting for a count per deck of+3 before
buying insurance. The mathematics, 1D a non-counter,
shows an average of 96 wins of $2 each for every 215
losses of$1 each, for a net loss of$23 in 311 insurance
bets.

However,ifthe$1 ofinsurancesavesall $3ofthebet,
then the correct decision is to insure virtually all ofyour
$3 bets. Those 96 wins become $3 each, yielding a profit
of $73 per 311 insurance bets. Insurance would be
worthwhile at a count per deck as low as -7.

The reader responds:

Table 13
How $3 and $3.50 Bets

Get an Edge
Bet Size & Number ofDecks

$3.00&6 $3.00&8 $3.50&6 $3.50&8
basic strategy edge -0.45% -0.48% -0.45% -0.48%
gain from $1 insurance 0.60% 0.60% 0.86% 0.85%
gain on naturals 0.34% 0.33%
overall player edge 0.15% 0.12% 0.75% 0.70%
expected win per 100 hands $0.45 $0.36 $2.63 $2.45
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Thank you for the mathematics on insuring a $3
hand $1 ofinsurance saves all $3 ofthe originalbet. So
insurance is a winner. $1 ofinsurance will also save all
ofa $3.50 bet.

That means a $3 or $3.50 bettor should virtually
always take insurance. Furthermore, the gain from the
cheapinsurance more thanmakesup for thecasino edge
offthe top, so a $3 or $3.50 basic strategy player has an
overall edge over the casino! The amount of the edge
.varies with the number ofdecks as is shown in table 13.

The gain on naturals in table 13 occurs because a
$3.50 natural wins $5.50 instead of $5.25. This extra
$0.25 on every untied natural is a gain of about a third
ofa percent.

$3.50 appears tobe anattractivebet.You will notget
richbetting$3.50 perhand andinsuringatevery oppor
tunit}; butyou do have an edge of0.70% to 0.75%, which
means an expected winperhour ofa couple ofdollars for
basic strategy alone. Ifin addition you count cards and
bet more when the countjustifiesit, you mightbe able to
get your expected win per hour up to a respectable
number.

$2.50 Chips Hard to Get
Samuel Rothschild says:

$2.50 also is an attractive bet. $1 will insure all ofit,
and a natural pays $4.00. These bonuses are available
only in Atlantic City; elsewhere, rounding is done in
favor ofthe casino. In Nevada, a naturalon a $2.50 bet
wins $3.50 if there are no 25-cent pieces to pay $3.75.

At least one Atlantic City casino has 25-eent pieces
on its games, and in these games $2.50 is not an
advantageous bet because naturals pay $3.75.
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$2.50chipsare difficulttoget. Thedealershave been
instructed to use those chips only for payoffs on natu
rals; they will not sell $2.50 chips to bet. I tried to buy
ten pink ($2.50) chips for a green ($25) chip; the dealer
called over a floor person, who refused to sell me the
chips.

Also, $2.50 chips are difficult to keep. Whenyou bet
$3.50(a$2.50chipanda $1.00chip)andwin, the dealer
always will pick up the $2.50 chip, leaving you with a
$5 chip and two $1 chips.

Betting $3.50 hand after hand obviously is not
possibleifthecasinowillnotsellyou thenecessarychips.
But if the table does not have 25-cent pieces, any bet
containing an odd $2.50 has an expectation ofan extra
pennydue to the 25-centbonus paidonnaturals. You can
pick up a penny here and a penny there by trying to get
$2.50 chips and then betting them singl~ Ifyou always
bet an odd number ofdollars, then eveIY time you get a
natural you will geta $2.50 chip. Everytimeyoubetthat
chip, your expectationis to win an extrapenn~This will
raise your win rate by $0.05 or $0.10 an hour.

Who Barred You?
What can you do if you want to play at a table

(perhaps after seeing a big excess of small cards), but
everyspotis taken? One prochecks outtheplayersat the
table to see ifany ofthem appear to be proficient. Ifhe
sees someone he thinks is also a counter, he quietly tells
thecounterthathisactionisnolongerwelcome!Afterthe
counter vacates his seat, the pro sits down and plays!

I certainlyam not advocating thatyou bar counters
to get their seats. But if you are barred yourself, you
ought to be aware of the possibility that the person
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asking you to leave might be other than a casino em
ployee!

Other Opportunities
Keep your eyes open for other opportunities. For

example, a few years ago at Bingo Palace inLas Vegas a
pit boss ocrasionally showed the dealer's hole card! It
happened to me. The dealer's upcard was 3. The pitboss
flipped the dealer's two cards over, and then the upcard
was 4 (and the 3 was the hole card). Since I knew that I
was playingagainsta totalofseven, Ihitmyhardfifteen.
I asked the dealer about this strange action of the pit
boss. The answer was that Bingo Palace pit bosses did
this frequently as a form ofadvertising.

Peter Giles says:

I found a dealer who simply could not add to 21. I
bustedseveral times andput mycards under my chips.
She paid me every time. Everyone was laughing and
she was looking around blankly, perhaps wondering
what the joke was.

Sorting Edges of Bee Cards
On page 44 ofCasino Management, Bill Friedman

suggests a novel way ofgetting an edge at blackjack. It
amounts to sorting edges of Bee cards.

Examine the two ends ofthe back ofa Bee card. Are
they identical? In some decks they are, but in others
every card in the deck has a leading edge that is easily
distinguishable from the trailing edge. Likewise the left
edge is different from the right edge. Friedman suggests
thatasyouplayatagamewithsuchcards,you aligneach
card so that the backs ofthe cards have meaning to you.
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Though Friedman did not use his system himself, I
know a pro who has used it in a casino with good results.

Ofcourseyou mustbeable togeta goodlookateither
the next card to be dealt or the dealer's hole card to use
theinformationin the sortededges. In hand-heldgames,
most dealers show you neither the back ofthe pack nor
the hole card long enough for you to read the edge. With
some dealing-shoes, a person with good eyesight can see
the edge ofthe next card to be dealt.

There are problems. You have to work outa method
oftunringa cardendforendwithoutbeingobviousabout
what you are doing. The dealer will maintain your
alignment ofthe cards, except that some dealers rotate
part ofthe deck during the shuffie, the countermeasure
suggested by Friedman. However, pitching a card to a
customer often rotates it. This means the aligning pro
cess must be continuous, so you will either have to play
head-onorwithfriends whoalignthecardsthesameway
you do.

Assuming it works, how should you sort the cards
and how much canyou gainusingFriedman's system? If
you can see the edge ofevery card in the shoe before it is
dealt, the strongest play probably is to sort lOs and aces
versus other cards, and have first base make a big bet
whenthefirstcardtobedealtisanaceor10.Thewin rate
would be enormous.
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CHAPTER 6

TOKES

Some players occasionally"toke" a dealer, i.e. give a
tip to the dealer. Dealers at a casino generally pool their
tokes and share them equally: No dealer has ever been
known to toke a player. Exceptionally greedy dealers let
you know inunmistakable terms that they expect rokes,
particularly from winners. Even if you play only one
hand,win, andwalkawaywithouttokingyousometimes
get a sarcastic "Thank you."

Most Tokes Are Shared
Generally a toke you give to a dealer does not go

directly to the pocketofthatdealer, butratherisputinto
a pool to be shared with other dealers.

If you like to toke, you probably have a greater
chance of getting value for your toke if you patronize
casinos where the dealers keep their own tokes, as they
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do ina few northern Nevada casinos. Fora current listof
casinos where dealers keep theirown tokes, see Current
Blackjack News.

My Advice on Tokes
The problemwith tokes, at leastinmyexperience, is

they are not cost effective. When you tDke you give up
value but you do not receive any value in return. The
honest dealer dispenses no favors in return for a toke.
Thkingwill not stop a dealerfrom shuftling onyou ifyou
have been identified as a card counter. Thlting will not
causethedealertodealdowncloser to the endofthepack.
Thking will not cause the dealer to make an incorrect
payoff A toke may make a dealer smile, but will not
change the expected value ofthe next hand. Usually a
toke does not even make the dealer smile. You derive no
benefitfrom a tDke-itonlyreduces the size ofyourwin.
Thkes are an unnecessary cost ofdoing business.

Ialmostnevertoke. Igainmoreindealererrors than
what I give up in tokes.

I like the joke that Peter Griffin, author of The
Theory ofBlackjack, heard from a dealer in Las Vegas:

What is the difference between a cardcounterand a
canoe?

The answer: Acanoe sometimes tips.

Smile
I find that being friendly is enough to get me a good

game. I use a smile and small talk in lieu oftokes. Most
blackjack players seem to ignore the dealers as if they
were not human beings. A simple "Hello" is generally
effective inbrighteningup a dealer. I try to be sucha nice
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person that the dealer does not mind if I do not toke.
Smiles I can afford.

I always act happy in a casino. Nobody likes a
grouch. I try to be such a nice person that nobody cares
if I win. It sounds corn~but it works.

Here is an example. I was playing blackjack at
Harrah's and losing hand after hand. A supervisor was
campedatmytableandactingsympathetic. Thena little
old lady walked up and I finally won a hand. She
innocentlyaskedme how I was doing. I looked atherand
smiled and said, "Since you got here I have won every
hand." The supervisor practically fell over laughing.

If I am. too tired 11> keep a smile on my face, I quit
playing blackjack until I am. properly rested.

Benefits of Tokes
Some blackjack players disagree with me; they

think theygetvalue for theirtokes. See, for example, Ian
Andersen's Turning the Tables on Las ~gas.

Here is a Daniel Forbes contribution:

Myplane backwasscheduledtodepartlatemorning
and I debated further playas I arose. After washing up
and shaving, I returned to the Sahara to play once
again at what was by then early Friday morning.

I settled in at one of the single-deck games ($25
minimum)andspreadfrom $25 to whatever I couldget
away with.An attractive young woman was playingat
third base; she was the only otherplayer. It OCCUITed to
me she might have been a counter, but a deck or two
later confirmed she was not. I slowly drilled the casino
as she lost. Not long after, a clean-facedyoung man sat
down andplaced two $50 bets.Aftera few hands, itwas
obvious he was counting. I began to show him mycards
immediately, and he shortly thereafter reciprocated
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Because 1was more than able and all too willing to bet
2 x $150 or more at positive counts, we began sharing
any and all information available to us. Then it hap
pened

While most counters refuse to toke (I love Griffin's
counter/canoejok.e), 1 am of the Andersen school. The
dealers changed; our new dealer was a young man.
Aftera few hands, he beganblind-discarding(whenthe
dealer busted, players' hands were scooped up without
being turned face up first). I was not sure whether this
practice was aimed at me or not, but the other counter
walked immediately. Afew hands later, 1put up a toke
forthedealer, andtheblinddiscardingpracticestopped.
1 went on to a $700 win.

Lest we debate endlessly the toking question, I will
confess toover-toking. 1do spenda great dealoftime on
junkets, suckingup whatfreebies areavailable. 1guess
the toking habit comes from trying to show the money
means little tome.Andthe resultshave paidoff, I think.
1willadmit it is useless ifthe dealer does not checkhole
cards under lOs except for cover (except I do think 1
have purchased a few deeper cuts from knowing deal
ers), but as the counter/canoejoke indicates it is prob
ably great for cover.

Cost of Not Taking
Hustling for tokes is something many dealers do

routinel~ Whether itworks for them or not on a particu
lar customer they forget quickl~ I do not think a dealer
has everrememberedwhether I toked last time I played.

Sometimes after I have played a few hands without
toking, the dealer will give me a gentle hint about
sharing my good fortune by donating"somethingfor the
boys." Ijust keep smiling and act as ifl do not hear or do
not understand the hint. Usually the dealer stops hus-
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tlingme and accepts thefact that I am. one customerwho
has better uses for my money than giving it to a dealer.

Sometimes the hustle is not roo subtle. In Germany;
I am told, a dealer will shake the toke box in front of a
winner to demand a toke. The most gross I personally
have witnessed was at the Flamingo in Las Vegas, long
before it became a Hilton property: While making a
circular motion with his palm on his shirt pocket, the
dealeropenedhis mouth and stuckouthis tongue asifhe
were begging for food.

TheworstreactionI haveevergottenfrom nottoking
was the incident at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas that I
mentioned in chapter 4. Dealers at Caesars Palace are
accustomed to generous tokes. After ignoring a blatant
toke hustle, I got ace-7 and doubled down. The dealer
called out "Doubling down on soft eighteen" as if I were
making an unusual play: The very next hand, when I
again got soft eighteen and again doubled down, the
dealer sangoutina loudervoice, "Doublingdown on soft
eighteen like he knows what he is doing." I finished the
shoe because the count was good, and at the shuflle took
my chips to another table.

Exceptfor sarcasticcomments, Ihave neverhad any
adverse reaction from not toking. When I get a sarcastic
comment I neverreplyinkind. When I leave a table with
a big pile of chips and the dealer says "Thank you, sir!"
in a loud voice, I just smile and say "Thank. you" tD the
dealer.

How Much Do Dealers Receive?
The only published figure I have seen is for dealers

at the Las Vegas Hilton in 1977. Inflation since then has
certainly boosted the dollar amount. In 1983 Las Vegas
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Today had a shortitem with facts from a trial ofa dealer
accused offiling a false income tax return for 1977. The
dealer, James Hawthorne, declared $300 in tip income
for the entire year. Victor Pe~ a Las Vegas HiltDn
floorman who was a blackjack dealer in 1977, testified
thattips averaged $88 per day thatyear. He was testify
ing under a grant ofimmunity because he himselfhad
declared only $44 a da~

Dealers' Tips Are Taxable Income
A letter from a reader says:

TheIRS isforcing dealersat thePlazato report their
tip pool and be taxed accordingly. They are having to
paybacktaxes now. Is the IRS pressuringothercasinos
and do you think this could lead to dealers demanding
to keep their own tips so as to avoid tax reporting?

I am in favor of voluntary compliance with the tax
laws. However, it appears that dealers as a group have
beenreluctantto oomplyvoluntarily: I amsurprisedthat
the IRS has been treating them. so gently - offering to
forgive them for past tax evasion ifthey will promise to
obey the law in the future. In previous cases of tax
evasion the IRS has seemed to prefer sending people to
prison.

IRSpeopleareprobablypressuringcasinos tohandle
tips ina mannersuchthatthe totalcanbereportedto the
IRS. Given the reluctance ofdealers to voluntarily com
ply with tax laws in the past, I doubt that the IRS would
allow dealers to keep their own tips and thereby more
easily evade taxes.
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Some Readers Disagree
The above exchange prompted a few letters from

other readers. Axel Freed, a highly-skilled, successful
blacIgack player, says:

I generallywillnot toke duringplay, but if!have had
a profitable andpleasantsessionI will leave something
when I cash in. Some dealers, however, expect tokes
whenever a player is betting big and winning. One
youngmaledealerwasparticularlyupsetthat I was not
toking, andshowedit in the way he slammeddown the
cards. The session was profitable but unpleasant, so I
did not toke when I left.

Another reader says:
From personal experience I disagree with your

position on tokes and support Ian Andersen's toIring
policy. TherearemanyoccasionsI canrememberwhere
a dealer dealt further into a deck when I was toIring. I
am confident that the dealers knew the rudiments of
counting, for they would let tokes ride at the appropri
atemoments. Furthermore, these samedealersshu.ftled
earlier when the count was negative.

Secondly, I table-hop, makingit difficult for the floor
people to keep trackofmy wins and losses. Many times
floor people ask dealers how I did, and people playing
with me have said that dealers are sometimes ques
tionedabout whetherI wascountingornot. From what
I can tell from my fellow players, and from the dealers
themselves, the information dealers give tofloor people
is always favorable to me. I do not think this would be
so ifl was a 'non-toker.'

Inconclusion, I donot believeit isfinancially unwise
to make a bet for a dealer, particularly in a highly
favorable situation. You can let a relatively small tip
ride onyour bet until it reaches an amount that is truly
appreciated
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My advice to that reader is go ahead and toke ifyou
want to. Keep a pencil and paperhand}; and write down
the amount ofeach toke as soon as you give it. 1btal up
yourtokesatthe endofeachdayandatthe endofthetrip.
You have to know how much you are tolring in order to
make an intelligent decision as to whether you are
getting value for your mone~

You also need to know how good a game you can get
without tolring. Therefore, you should make atleast one
trip without giving a single toke.

At one time I too thought that tokes were necess~
But I tried not tolring and found to my surprise that I
couldgetasgooda game. So I stoppedwIringentirely, and
still do not toke.

Dealer Tokes and Waitress Tips
Donald Schlesinger says:

I would like to raise a side to the toIring controversy
thatnoonehas yet mentioned. Wouldyou normallyeat
in a restaurant and not tip a satisfactory waitress?
Would you normally take a cab ride and not tip a
satisfactory driver? If the answers are "No," then the
reason has to be one ofsocial acceptability andcustom.
Cab drivers and waitresses could not work at those
professions without counting as expected revenue the
tips that go with the job. And saying that they provide
a service is not the answer. The gas station attendant
provides a service when he washes your windshield. In
the United States it is not customary to tip him; in
France it is. Tlle theater usher who takes you to your
seat never gets tipped here; in France he always does.
The point I am making is simple. Dealers' salaries are,
as you know, inadequate for survival. Tips at the
fashionable Strip hotels provide roughly 65%-75% ofa
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dealer's income. It is a platitude to state that dealers
could not exist without tips. Since tipping in a shoe
game cannot buy the player any advantage whatso
ever, I am fully aware that when I do tip I do it solely
because I believethe dealers workhard, have no union,
no job security, and work for tips.

Schlesingeris entitled to hisopinionofcourse. I have
seen published comments on the subject by dealers
themselves, andtheydenythatthetokes theyreceiveare
akin to the tips earned by waitresses and cab drivers.
Dealers insist that their tokes are gifts and not custom
ary payments for services. This has been their major
pointintheirargumentwiththe IRS overtaxes on tokes.
Since I want to walk out ofa casino with as much money
as possible, it is in mybest interest to agree with dealers
that wkes are gifts and thus optional rather than cus
tomary:

I amgenerous with waiters and waitresses, and I do
tip cab drivers. However, I rarelytoke dealers. I hopethat
toking does not become customary because it effectively
raises the house percentage on games. This is easiest to
see in casino poker games. A sign specifies the rake, and
the dealer takes that amount out ofevery pot. However,
thewinnerofeverypottips thedealeranother$1. I asked
som~poker players what happens ifyou do not tip, and
was told the dealer mightget revenge. Forexample, you
mightfind yourselfdealtoutofthe nextpot. The manda
tory $1 tip effectively increases the rake by $1.

Donald Schlesinger replies:

I am veryclose to severaldealers inLas Vegas. They
argue that tokes are "gifts" because that is the argu
ment that is necessary for them to present to the IRS.
It is totally irrelevant to the player.

Daniel Forbes agrees with Schlesinger:
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You played a semantic game in recounting the
dealers' clever attempt to avoid taxation oftokes. Gifts
andtipsarenot thesame tothe IRS. But, comeon, tokes
are tips. I agree with Schlesinger: When you come in
contactwithpeoplewho provideyouwith a service, and
the service is proficient, you tip. Especially people who
help you make your living. I look at tokes as a cost of
doing business.

I do notagree withthe logicthat says casino custom
ers should ignore anything dealers say to the IRS.
Dealers have publicly claimed that dealing is not a
service for which tipping is cus1n~and casino cus
tomers are entitled to consider those statements when
making th~irdecisions regarding how much to toke.

Schlesinger says:

What is altogether a certainty is that dealers must
have tokes to live. They acceptjobs as dealers with the
expectation of the major portion of their earnings
coming from tokes.

Dealers are overpaid. There are more people willing
to be and capable ofbeing dealers than there are jobs for
dealers. Overpayment is the reason that "juice" (having
a friend in a position to influence a casino executive's
decision) is required to get a job dealing at a major Strip
casino. The pay (salary plus tokes) for dealing is so high
thateverytime thereisanopeningfora dealer, the casino
can select from among a large number offully-qualified
hopefuls. Ifdealers were notoverpaid,juicewouldnotbe
required. Though some readers claim that dealers are
underpaid, theyhave offeredno evidence to supportthat
claim.
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Tokes When the Dealer Checks
the Hole Card

At most casinos, the dealers do not check hole cards
under lOs. This practice was started by Howard Gross
manatNevada Palace inEastLasVegas inMayof1981,
butdidnotreallycatchonuntil startedatCaesarsPalace
in Las Vegas in November of1982. Before, dealers at all
casinos in Nevada checked hole cards under lOs as well
as under aces. Here is a reader's letter from 1980:

I would like to compare experiences with other
players onthe value oftoking. I find that with the right
dealer it is extremely useful to toke, perhaps especially
onthebigbetsforoneseI£ Whenthere isa 10upitisvery
commonfor there tobe an involuntarygestureconcern
ing the strength ofthe hand The eyes sparkle happily
for an instant, the jaw tightens almost imperceptibly
(oh-oh, betterhit that 16), etc. Ifthe benefits concerned
only the toked hand, I guess it would not be profitable
business, but they tend to flow over onto all the hands,
at least in some cases.

This is a letter from Daniel Forbes from back when
dealers checked hole cards under lOs:

I keep a book on dealers and theirhelpful hints. The
coldest, cruelest dealer can change with a toke or two,
if the toking is done properly.

Manydealers canspota counteralmost as fast as we
counters can spot each other, and it is human to want
a piece of the action. If a dealer continuously hollers
"checks in play," "green action," "black in play," "dou
bling (or hitting) soft eighteen," etc., your active life
span as·a player is diminished. On the other hand, a
dealer who quickly bypasses your humble sixteen to
expose a hidden 4 under his 10 is giving you a big edge
over the house.
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Anexample. I located a dealer who gave unfailingly
accurate hole-cardinformation, evenwhen floor people
were watching and I was betting the table maximum.
It was easymoney. When the reliefdealer came on, she
knew I was a toker and was very friendly. In the midst
ofa high count, I was playing two hands at the table
limitandsheshoweda 10. Ihadtwostiffs. Sheexhorted
me to "go for it!" and I did, busting both hands. When
she turned over a 3, I was devastated! I quickly cut my
bet size and bet small until the first dealer returned
Later, I told the fIrSt dealer what had happened She
must have talked with the second dealer because the
second dealer is now a little smarter, the shift makes
more tokes, and I am slaughtering the place. Give me
dealerhelp and I will give up counting and still do very
well, thank you.

Now you understand why casinos have had their
dealers stop checking hole cards under lOs.

Marvin French says:
A friend impressed a lady Strip casino dealer so

much that she was peeking at all the down cards in
order to help him. Her toke was a dinner at a nice
restaurant.

Dealers who voluntarily disclose the values oftheir
hole cards in exchange for tokes are cheating. They risk
being fired and they risk being arrested. Whether the
customer is risking arrest in such a situation I do not
know. I have never bought a dealer's help, will never do
so, and would not advise any ofmy readers to do so.

What One Dealer Did For a· Toke
The scene was Westworld, a three-table casino in

Henderson, shortly after midnight one July evening in
1979. I was warehing, checking out the game for my
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newsletter. One blackjack table was open. It had four
customers, eachbetting $2 or $3, and eachbetting $1 for
the dealer.Thepitboss wascountingthe chipsatanother
table that had just been closed.

The dealer showed 10 and checked the hole card. All
of the players had totals of twelve to fourteen, and all
appeared to want hits. The dealer drew one card out of
the shoe, saw that itwas an ace, and gave it to first base.
She drew another card out ofthe shoe, saw thatit was a
10, turned over her hole card, and gave the 10 to herself
tobustherhand. The players didnotcomplainaboutnot
getting the hits theyhad wanted. The dealerpaid offthe
bets, taking $1 and leaving $1 on each toke.

On the next round, the customers kept their same
bets and the $1 tokes were still riding. The dealer's
upcard was a 5. First base had hard fourteen and
motionedthat the handwas good. The dealer took a card
out ofthe shoe, saw that it was a 7, and gave it to first
base. First base's frown turned into a smile when she
realized that the dealer had given her twenty-one. The
dealer continued in this manner, hitting or not hitting
the players' hands depending on whether the next card
out ofthe shoe would bust a hand. This continued until
the pit boss came over to supervise, at which time the
players had to play their own hands.

Insuring a Toke
Here is a play I obseIVed in August 1979 at the

---:. -

Sundowner in Reno, a place where: the dealers were
keepingtheirowntokes. Thewomannexttomebet$2for
herselfand $1for the dealer. The dealer's upcard was an
ace. The woman bought $1 ofinsurance. The dealer had
a natural but did not pick up any ofthe woman's money:
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The woman told the dealer that $1 ofinsurance should
protect only$2 ofthe betand apologized for losingthe $1
toke. Thedealerhushedherwith"Wedon'tdo itthatway
here," and let the toke ride for the next hand. The
customer looked confused, picked up the toke, and putit
with her other chips. The dealer told her to bet it again,
so she did. The dealer wanted that toke.

Tokes for Bosses
According to an article in the 7 October 1985issue of

the Las ~gasSun, floormen, pit bosses, and the casino
manager at the Riverside in Laughlin all get a share of
the tipsearnedbythedealers. OwnerDonLaughlin says
this system eliminates rudeness toward cusOOmers.

Dave Douglas, formerly a dealer at a Strip casino,
agrees thatbosses who geta share oftokes are friendlier
to cusOOmers. Douglas once workedatacasino where the
dealers agreed to cutthebosses infor a share oftokes. He
says tokes increased dramatically and stayed high be
cause the bosses were hustling customers to "show their
appreciation" to the dealers. Douglas gota smallershare
ofthe pie when it was sliced to include the bosses, but it
was a biggerpie so Douglas made more moneywhen the
bosses got tokes. It sOOpped when the owner found out
what was happening and fired most of the bosses. The
ownerdid not like his employees competingwith him.for
the customers' mone)'. The owner also was conceIned
aboutthepossibilityofbeingcheated; when a bigwinner
is a bigtoker, bosses sharing tokes have less incentive to
inquire into whether the win was due to luck.
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CHAPTER 7

TOP

MONEY-MAKING

OPPORTUNITIES

Over the years casino customers have had many
great money-making opportunities. This chapter de
scribes a few of the best ones that have popped up
recent1~Something similar may be going on someplace
as you read this, and similar opportunities are sure to
appear in the months and years ahead.

Ifyou want to find out about money-making oppor
tunities like these as they occur, the best source is the
newsletter in which most of these items first appeared.:
Current Blackjack News. Itis published by Pi Yee Press,
7910 Ivanhoe #34, La Jolla, CA92037-4511.
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May 1978
Resorts International opened its doors as Atlantic

City's first casino. Its rules for blackjack included early
surrender, giving the player an edge of0.2% right after
a shuflle. Hugebets were common. Bigbetvariation was
tolerated. A skillful card counter had a huge income
potential. ThegoodruleslasteduntilJuneof1981, when
early surrender bit the dust.

February 1979
The best-ever long-lasting blackjack rules in the

world might have been those at the Olympos in Inchon,
South Korea. February of 1979 is when I discovered
them, but they had been in existence for some time.

You had a considerable number ofoptions, and best
ofall is ifyou got five cards without busting, you could
turn in your hand for a halfwin. Four decks were used,
the dealer stood on soft seventeen, double down was
allowed on any two cards including after splitting, you
could late surrender on any number ofcards except you
couldnot surrenderagainstan ace, 6-7-8 suitedand 7-7
7 paid triple, aces couldbe resplit, penetrationwas good,
and the maximumbet was high. Basicstrategygave you
an edge of 0.4% at the Olympos. I first published these
rules and the strategy index numbers for playing them
in 1979 as part of Blackjack in Asia. This wonderful
game lasted for many more years.

July 1979
Nevada Casino in Las Vegas paid 2:1 on naturals. It

also paid 2:1 for 6-7-8 ofthe same suit and on 7-7-7, and
it offered late surrender. In the single-deck games, basic
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strategyyielded an edge of2.2% right after a shuffie. In
the double-deck games, your edge was 1.8% right after a
shuffie.

These rules attracted a lot ofgood players. Even the
bestcounterofall, PeterGriffin,flewinfromSacramento
for the occasion. Howard Grossman, as well-known as
his face is, was allowed to bringin his team to play for a
while.

Unfortunately for the owners of the casino, the
liberal rules did not attract enough losing players to
counterbalance all the good players. So the rules were
tightenedsomewhat. Late sUITenderwasdiscarded, and
doubling was restricted to two-card' totals of ten and
eleven. The good players continued to play and the 2:1
payment on naturals continued to take its toll. Two
weeks after it began, the 2:1 payment was stopped.

August 1979
The Sundowner in Reno ran a newspaper ad that

said:
The Sundowner Hotel and Casino will help your

(Canadian) dollars go further! Simply purchase in
house chips at 100% par! These chips are good only at
the Sundowner, and only for 21, dice, roulette, poker,
and keno. Wmners will be paid in regular Sundowner
chips, redeemable in U.S. CUITency. Then, simply re
turn your in-house chips for good old Canadian cur
rency! We've also reduced the exchange reduction for
slot change from 15% to 10%1 So don't throw your
moneyaway, stayandplayatthe SundownerHoteland
Casino!

You did not have to be Canadian ro take advantage
ofthis offer. You could buy a thousand dollars of Cana-
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dian currencyfor less than $900, anduseit to buy$1000
ofchipsattheSundowner.You simplycarriedthesechips
over to a blackjack table, and bet them. Every time you
won a hand, the dealer paid you in chips redeemable in
goodoldAmerirancurren~Everytimeyoulost,you lost
Canadian.

January 1980
The Treasury in Las Vegas had an advertising

giveaway called "Catch 22." You got a special card from
the casino <age, hotel desk, or a floorman, and this card
gave you a push on 22. The limit was one per day: Ifyou
doubled down on twelve and busted, the Catch 22 card
savedyourentirebet.You keptthe carduntil you needed
it; i.e. you did not turnitinuntil you wanted to save your
bet on a twenty-two. This card was worth 100% ofa bet,
slightly more ifyou doubled down on twelve against 2
through 6. The maximum bet was $200.

February 1980
Early surrender came 1D Reno - at the Bonanza on

VIrginia north of the universi~ The dealer paused
before checkingthe hole card and askedifyou wanted to
surrender. Another plus at the Bonanza - it used 50 of
the 52 cards. This great game lasted until Ma~

July 1980
Double exposure came to three casinos inReno, and

attwo ofthemthe rules were liberal. Thebest rules were
at Gold Dust - two tables, four decks, naturals pay 3:2
unless the dealer also had a natural, in which case you
lost. Other pushes lost. You could double down on ten or
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eleven. You could resplit up to four times (to make five
hands). Thedealerhitsoftseventeen.Themaxwas$500.
Your advantage with basic strategy was 0.4%.

November 1980
Three Nevada casinos introduced particularly lib

eral double exposure. The three were Orbit Inn in Las
Vegas, King's Inn in Reno, and King ofClubs in Sparks.

King's Inn paid 3:2 on naturals at its double-expo
suregame, givingyouanedge of1.7%withbasic strategy
if you could split unlike 10-eount cards (such as jack
king), and 1.5% ifyou could not split unlike lOs. Some
dealers allowed splitting ofunlike lOs and some did not
allowit. Therestofthedetailswere: five decks, thedealer
hit soft seventeen, natural against natural was a push,
you coulddouble down onanyfirst two cards,no resplits,
and you got paid 2:1 for 6-7-8 suited and 7-7-7. The
maximum bet was $100.

King ofClubs dealtdouble exposure with two decks.
Naturals paid 3:2 but lost iftied by the dealer's natural,
resplits were allowed to make up to four hands, and
double down was restricted to ten or eleven. The dealer
hit soft seventeen. Your edge with basic strategy was
0.4%. The maximum bet allowed was $200.

Orbit Inn offered a table of particularly liberal
double exposure on day shiftSaturdays- no other shift
and no otherday ofthe week. Naturals won 3:2 and won
eveniftied, andno resplits. Thedealerhitsoftseventeen.
Six decks were used. The maximum was only $50, but
basic strategy gave you an edge of2.1%.
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June 1982
LandmarkinLasVegasoffereda liberalgameonone

table onl~ andfrom 11AM to 7PM onl~ The maximumbet
for this special table was $25. On this one table, Land
mark inserted three jokers into the five-deck shoe. The
joker had no effect on the dealer's hand, but ifyou got a
jokerandhappened to win the hand, you won double the
normal amount. The joker did not add points tD your
hand. For example, a three-card hand of joker-ace-l0
paid 3:1 instead of the normal one and a half. This rule
was worth about 1.3%, givingyou an edge ofabout 0.8%
right after a shuflle.

Originally it was fivejoke~ per five-deck shoe, and
originally it lasted until 3 AM.

November 1983
Marina in Las Vegas offered an attractive promo

tion. However, there were no signs or other advertise
ments announcing it; one simply had to know that it
existed and go tD the cashier to sign up. The first person
to tell me aboutitwas Marvin French. The promotion is
the casino paid you to make $5 minimumbets. The rate
ofpaywas$75forfourhours or$100forsixhours, or$125
for eight hours. Obviously the best rate was the $75 for
four hours. You had to be from out of state - you were
asked for ill.

March 1984
The Las Vegas Advisor revealed a fabulous promo

tion at the Riviera in Las Vegas. On selected tables for
limited hours, the casino paid 2:1 on naturals on bets of
$1 to $5001 Your edge with basic strategy was 1.8%1 The
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promotion applied to two six-deck tables onl~ and only
frommidnight to 7:00AMMondaythroughThursda)T.You
did not know in advance which tables would be blessed.
At 2:00 AM two more tables sometimes were converted
over to the special rules. SeatB at the promotion tables
filled up quickly, and there were customers waiting
should a vacancy occur. Sometimes seats were sold by
one player to another.

January 1985
Onslow inReno paid 2:1on naturals for ten minutes

out ofthe hour on Tuesda~Wednesda~and Thursday
from 5 PM to 9 PM. Bonus time was when a red light
flashed. Normal house limits appliedduringthis promo
tion; most tables were $200 maximum, and one was
$500. Your edge with basic strategy during bonus time
was 1.9%.

June 1985
For this whole month, Jerry's Nugget in North Las

Vegas paid 3:1on naturals in hearts! At single deck this
is worth 0.44%; atfour decks itis worth slightly less. The
dealers stood on soft seventeen and you could double
down on any two cards, so at single deck you were even
with the house before the bonus. You have got to love a
single-deck game where you have an edge ofalmosthalf
a percent right after a shuffie!

September 1985
The bestnews thismonthwasfrom Las Vegas; itwas

Westward Ho's coupon book "for invited guests onl~»At
the time, this was the most valuable coupon book I had
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everseen. I attendedthe"Ho-waiianLuau,"andwas told
that the "Grubstake Jamboree" and two other annual
events had the same coupon book.

One coupon in the book entitled you to buy 25 dollar
coins for $20, a $5 value.

A roulette coupon paid 40 to 1 when you hit 0 or 00.
You kept the coupon until your number bit. Your expec
tation was to make 38 bets tn use yourcoupon. Ifyou bet
the maximum$5 per roll, yourexpectation was to invest
$190 to win $200, making this coupon worth $10.

Thatis $15 ofexpectedvalue so far, and we have not
even gotten to the really valuable coupons. By the time
we are done with them,you probablywill have forgotten
about these first two.

Craps. Two of the coupons were for craps. One
allowedyou topushwitha roll of6-6 with a pass-linebet;
pass-line bets normally lose to 6-6 on the come-out roll.
You kept the coupon until 6-6 was rolled. On average it
takes 36 come-out rolls to roll 6-6 once, and the casino's
normal edgeover36 come-ontrollsisapproximatelyhalf
a bet. Anotherwayofsayingthe same thing is instead of
the casinohaving 1.4%edge overyou, you had 1.4% edge
overthe casinofor anexpected 36bets. Thus this coupon
had an expected value of half a bet. If you bet the
maximum$100percome-outroll, yourexpectedwinwas
$50.

The other crap coupon allowed you to push with a
field bet when a five is rolled. You kept this coupon until
you needed it. On average it takes nine field bets to roll
a five, and your edge while you have such a coupon is
5.6% perroll. Thus the expectedvalueofthis coupon was
half a bet. If you bet the maximum $100 per field roll,
your expected win was $50.
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Blackjack. Oneofthe blacIgackcouponsyou saved
until you had a natural; then you gave it to the dealer to
receive 2:1 instead of3:2. This coupon was worth halfa
bet. You did not have to use the coupon on your first
natural; you could save ituntil you got a natural onyour
biggest bet. The maximumbet allowed at blackjack was
$200, making this coupon worth at most $100.

Anotherblackjackcouponyouused to twnatwenty
two into a push. This coupon was worth one bet. As was
the case with the other coupons, you did not have tn Q.se
it on your first twenty-two; you could save it until you
reached that number with a big bet. This coupon was
worth at most $200.

Possibly even more valuable was a coupon for win
ningonasix-cardhand.Notonlydidyousavethecoupon
until you got six cards without busting, but you waited
until the dealer's hand was completed! This coupon
turned a loser into a winner, and thus was worth two
bets. Six-card hands are rare, so you ought to have used
this coupon at first opportunity instead of waiting for a
big bet. The maximum value ofthis coupon was $400.

One coupon entitledyou to receive 2:1 moneyon a 6
7-8 of the same suit. That hand is so rare that you
probably would not have been able to use this coupon.

Total expected value. The total value ofthe cou
ponpackagetoyoudependedon theamountsyoubetand
whetheryou gottouseallyourcoupons. Thecouponsyou
would have used almost for sure were the two crap
coupons, the 2:1 natural, and the push on twenty-two.
The total expected value of those four coupons was one
crap bet (maximum $100) plus one and a half big
blacIgack bets (maximum $300).

Your chance ofusing the six-card coupon depended
on the number of hours you devoted to blackjack and
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whether you played single deck or the shoe. I got a six
cardhandona$175bet, andturninga loserintoa winner
made this coupon worth $350 to me. I can only guess at
the expectedvalueofitandofthe onefor 6-7-8 suited. My
best guess is the expected value ofthe two together was
about one big bet.

This made the total expected value of the coupon
book one crap bet and two and a halfbig blacIgack bets
plus $15. (Did you forget about the $151) Ifyou betup to
$100 at both games, the coupon book was worth about
$365 to you. Ifyou bet up to the casino's maximums, the
coupon book was worth about $615 to you. And you got
a free roomfor three nights.And you got invited to a free
feast at which fourteen $50 bills were given out as door
prizes.Andifyou brought a spouse you received another
coupon book!

By now you probably wonder how I got invited to
Westward Ho's coupon giveawa)T. I got on the casino's
mail list while playingblacIgack - a pitboss had me fill
out the information questionnaire right at the table. You
did not have to be a high roller to get on the mail list; the
average invited guest seemed to bet a small stack of$5
chips at table games or played 25-cent or $1 slots.

October 1985
Here is a spectacular game discovered by Anthony

Curtis, publisher ofLas vegas Advisor.
Mint in Las Vegas had signs over a few of its

blacIgacktables. The signs over six-deck shoes promised
2:1 on ace-king ofdiamonds. This was worth .04% - not
enough to make six decks attractive.

One single-deck table had signs over it, and they
offered 3:2 payoffon five-card hands under twenty-one!
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Most dealers paid the 3:2 for five-card twenty-ones also.
You had a 1.9% edge over the casino with only the
appropriate basic strategy!

The table had onlyfive spots. Themaximumbetwas
$500. However, pitbosses onday shiftgot excitedbybets
of $50 or more; they pressured the dealers to win, and
sometimes ordered a shuffle after every round. Swing
shift bosses were much more comfortable with big bets;
ifyou showed them a good act, they would give you at
least two rounds per shuffle and no heat. The game
generally was closed on graveyard (2 AM to 10 AM); but if
someone was betting big when 2 AM rolled around, the
game would be kept open as long as that player stayed.

January 1986
Hide-Away in Wendover, Nevada, had an interest

ing innovation: You could split any sixteen. Besides 8-8,
you could split 10-6 and 9-7. Basic strategyis to split all
sixteens. I simulatedsplitting10-6and9-7 (noresplitson
those hands, and no splitting ace-5), for a double-deck
game with the dealer hitting soft seventeen. I found a
player edge of1.2% instead ofthe normal casino edge of
0.5%.

May 1986
Lady Luck in Las Vegas had three video blackjack

machines linked to a progressivejackpot forA-2-3-4-5 of
the same suit. Theywere quartermachines, and youhad
to play eight quarters to be eligible for the giantjackpot.
I told my newsletter readers about it when the jackpot
reached $33,000.
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The rules were naturals paid even money; you could
double down only on ten or eleven, you could not split
pairs, a six-card hand was an automatic winner, and the
dealer stood on soft seventeen.

A six-card player hand was an automatic winner
probably because a seventh card would not have fit on
the screen. This rule normally is to the player's advan
tage, but could have been costly: Suppose your first six
cards were A-2-3-4 ofclubs and 2-3 ofhearts; you would
have had six cards for an auromatic winner. But you
would have had only fifteen points. You almostcertainly
would have preferred tIl draw another card to try for the
5 ofclubs and the progressive jackpot. At least I assume
you wouldratherdraw one card to have one chance in45
ofwinning $33,000 than accept a certain $2 winner.

So you had to hit your A-2-3-4-5 of the same suit
withinyourfirst sixcards.Yourchanceofwinningthebig
jackpot was one in 190,000 plays.

Your disadvantage while playing video blackjack
without hitting the giantjackpotwas 2.9%.At200 plays
perhouryou couldexpectto lose $12 anhour-ifyou did
nothitthebigone.Yourexpectation was to investalmost
950 hours and $11,000 to win the $33,000. Thus you on
average would have had to invest 950 hours to net
$22,000. Dividing $22,000 by 950 hours gives an overall
expected win rate of $23 per hour.

One other disadvantage on these machines is you
had to feed incoins for eachpull ofthe handle. Each time
you got a win or push, coins dropped. This meant you
could not play as fast as if the machines would have
accumulated your payouts and let you play the maxi
mum. coins with a single push ofthe button.

I wrote this up in a $12-for-twelve-issues newsletter
called Winning Gamer. That newsletter was earningme
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about $5 an hour for the time I spent writing and
publishing it. I chuckled about how ironic it was that I
was earning$5 an hour telling people aboutan opportu
nity worth $23 an hour. Then I realized that itwas more
than ironic; it was stupid. So I discontinued Winning
Gamerwiththatissue, and startedinvestingmorehours
playing video blackjack at Lady Luck.

The jackpot kept rising, at the rate of$500 or $600
per month. Each $950 increase in the jackpot added
another $1 tn the expected win per hour.

In late 1986 a strange thing happened: One of the
three machines started paying 3:2 on naturals. On that
machine the player was at a disadvantage ofonly 0.6%,
ignoringthe progressivejackpot, insteadof2.9%. People
who patronized those machines regularly quickly dis
coveredtheanomaly, andpreferredtoplaythatmachine.
But Lady Luck managementnever did seem to catch on
tn the fact that one machine paid 3:2 on naturals.

One dayinApril of1987 Ibought$20 inquarters and
wandered over to play my favorite slot machine. How
ever, a Lady Luck slot mechanic had the door open and
was examining the innards. Perhaps management had
finally realized that something was different about that
one machine. So I settled in at the adjoining machine,
and opened my first roll ofquarters. I was just about to
open the second roll when I was dealt A~-2~. I drew a
card - 4\'. I drew another card - 3\'. I said to the
mechanicworkingonmyfavorite machine: "Look. IfIget
the five of hearts I win the jackpot." Then, as he was
watching, I hit the draw button. The card was the five of
hearts! I had just won $4O,370! The mechanic shut the
door ofhis machine as iffinding the problem no longer
mattered. He called in myjackpoton his cellular phone.
I heard him. sa~ "No, that's not the machine he hit."
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March 1989
Areader sent a clipping about Eddie's Fabulous 50's

casino in Reno. In part the clipping said:

Beginning Dec. 26th, Eddie's started offering 5
times odds on craps and already on blackjack tables a
playercan double down on anyfirst two cards and split
aces up to four times. Eddie's also offers single deck 21,
no peek, and "Early surrender". Bonuses available on
selected blackjack tables include: two to one payofffor
any 6-7-8 flush, three 7's ace andjackofspades; any six
card 21 or less automatically wins and four 5's wins a
$25.00 bonus.

The grammar is the clipping's, and not mine. Your
edge at single deck was 0.7% right after a shuffie.

March 1989
InOctoberof1988 I mentioned inCurrentBlackjack

News that Silver City in Las Vegas sometimes had
special promotions that lasted the month only, and were
not announced in advance. That newsletter mentioned
early surrender as an example ofa promotion that had
been offered. Silver City did it again; it offered early
surrenderasa specialpromotionfor Marchof1989.They
did not call it early surrender, but you could surrender
against both 10 and ace before the dealer checked the
hole card. Youredge right after a shuflle was about0.50/0
at single deck and 0.3% at double deck.

In the past I had been ho-hum about news from
SilverCitybecauseitsmanagementhad seemeduncom
fortable withbetslargerthan$2. Thistimewasdifferent.
AnthonyCurtis reported thatheand a friend gotno heat
though each played two hands of up to $70, and they
thought they could go higher. Of course they had good
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acts; ifpeople can easily identify you as a counter you
probably would not have been able to bet quarters at
Silver City.

September 1989
Sands in Las Vegas played blacIgack with three

jokers per six-deck shoe. Ifthe dealer got a joker, it was
burned. Acustomerwho got a jokerin the first two cards
had to specify the value of the joker before playing the
hand. A custDmer who got a joker as a hit card had to
specifyitsvalue before anothercardwas dealt. Theother
rules and procedures remained unchanged from the no
joker game.

You had an edge ofabout 1.8% right after a shuflle,
which is 2.1% higher thanifno jokers were added. Thus
one joker per six decks was worth about 0.7%.

October 1989
Once again Anthony Curtis came through with a

fabulous news item. The news this month was a coupon
bookatthe MarinainLasVegas. Itwas si.mi.1arto the one
offered at Westward Ho in 1985. Chuck Wenner was the
man behind both coupon books.

The threebestcouponsinthebookwerenumbers 11
13. Coupon #11 gave you a push on a 6-6 on a come-out
roll at craps, for a bet ofup to the table maximum, which
was $500. The rotal expected value of this coupon was
halfa bet.Youhad a 1.4% edge for anaverage of36 come
out rolls. Ifyou bet $500 on the pass line until you used
the coupon, on average it was worth $250 to you.

Coupon #12 gave you a push on five on a field betat
craps for a bet of up to the table maximum. The total
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expected value of this coupon was half a bet. You had a
5.56% edge for an average of9 field bets. Ifyou bet $500
in the field until you used the coupon, on average it was
worth $250 to you.

Coupon#13 gaveyou a pushona total oftwenty-two
at blackjack for a bet ofup to the table maximum. You
could save it until you reached that number with a big
bet. ffyou playbasic strate~you will bustwith twenty
two an average of once per 22 hands, a curious coinci
dence. Allowing for the loss expected for basic strate~
this coupon was worth 84% ofa bet at six decks or 88%
ofa betatdouble deck. Ifyou bet$500perhanduntil you
used the coupon, on average itwas worth $440 atdouble
deck or $420 at six decks.

Therewereothercoupons too.Amongthemwere two
$3 for $2, two $7 for $5, and one $35 for $25. The total
expected value of these lesser coupons was $7.70.

Coupon#14turneda losingsix-cardunbustedblack
jackhandintoa winner, for a betofupto $100. Thishand
is so rare thatitwas notworthplayingbasic strategyjust
to use the coupon.

The rotal value ofthe coupons mentioned, ignoring
#14,is$7.70plusonecrapbetplus88%ofablacIgackbet.
Ifyoumade$500bets, thecouponbookwasworthalmost
$950. You could probablycall it$1000 because there was
a chance you would get to use the six-card coupon.

You could get a coupon book if you stayed at the
Marina. And you could get a coupon book through
Anthony Curtis'sLas vegasAdvisor.Andyou could get a
couponbookbypresentinganadoutofoneormore ofthe
free advertising magazines published in Las Vegas.

You were supposed to use only one coupon book per
da~butlheardofpeopleusingonecouponbookpershift.
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Arnold Snyder, publisher of Blackjack Forum, re
portecfthatComstock.inReno offeredtheover/underside
bets at all ofits blackjack tables, all ofwhich were single
or double deck. With over/under, you can bet that your
first two cards will total under thirteen or over thirteen;
aces count one and thirteen loses. "The OverlUnder
Report" byArnold Snyder explains how to take advan
tage ofit. There is considerably more profit potential in
playingbasic strategyand using a count to make correct
over/under bets than in using a conventional counting
system to play the hands correctly but just be approxi
mately correct on making over/under bets.

Here is an example ofhow strong the "over" bet is.
With a freshly-shuffled single deck, there are 1326 two
cardcombinations, ofwhich618 exceedthirteen andwin
while 708 lose for a casino edge of6.8%. Removing two
small cardsleaves 50 cardsfrom which canbe dealt 1225
two-cardcombinations, ofwhich618 winand607losefor
a playeredge of0.9%. Removinga third smallcardleaves
49cardsfrom whichcanbedealt 1176two-cardcombina
tions, ofwhich 618 win and 558 lose for a player edge of
5.1%.

Unfortunately; the Comstock was not a place where
you could vary your bets with the count if you were
playingfor a longtime orfor more than nickels. Snyder's
advice was to flat bet. My advice was to bet more after
winning andless after losingso as to look like a gambler.
The over/under option is so strong at single and double
deck that you could do well with either method.
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December 1989
Anthony Curtis reported that Sahara in Las Vegas

was dealing baccarat without a commission! This was a
promotion for December only; and ran Monday through
Thursday from 7 PM to 2 AM. The minimum bet was $20
and the maximum was $100. Your edge betting on the
bank was 1.36%. Your expectation was to win $1000 per
evening. No skill was required - in baccarat the cards
play themselves. The problem in this game was getting
a seat; enough ofthe locals knew about it to fill up the
table.

April 1990
Dunesin Las Vegas hadtwo tables ofpai gow poker,

bothofwhichhad signs saying"Surrenderallowed; keep
halfyour wager and fold your hand." With proper strat
e~ surrender at pai gow poker gives you an edge over
the casino of1.2% (afterpayingthe 5% commission). The
maximum bet was $1000. Proper strategyfor sUITender
atpai gow pokeris containedinOptimal Strategy for Pai
GowPo"ker.

December 1990
The big news this month was KENO. Anthony

Curtis read in the 10 December issue of The Keno
Newsletter that Continental in Las Vegas had a six-spot
with payoffs that totaled 120% of the ticket price, so he
drove over to checkitout. The ticketcost$3. Sixoutofsix
paid $5500 and occurs 0.0129% ofthe time, or once per
7752 plays. Five out ofsix paid $800 and occurs 0.3100/0
of the time, which is once per 323 plays. Four out of six
paid $15 and occurs 2.85% of the time, or once per 35
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plays. Multiplying the payoffs times their probabilities
and adding them up yields $3.617, so your edge was
actually slightly over 20%.

February 1991
EdgewaterinLaughlingave a package ofcoupons to

its hotel guests. This report came from Bryce Carlson,
author ofBlackjack for Blood:

One ofthese coupons can. be a big money maker. It
works as follows: On any blackjack of the player's
choice, s1he may present the coupon and be paid 2:1,
insteadofthe usual time-and-a-half: They have no rule
about one coupon per customer. Although the coupon
states (in mouse type) that only the first $50 will be
doubled, most dealers areunaware ofthis limitandwill
pay 2:1 on any blackjack no matter how big.

I did not stay at the Edgewater, but had no trouble
camping out at the $2 games and buying up as many
ofthese coupons as I wanted, at $5 each. I saved these
coupons for $100 blackjacks, and generally profited
each time to the tune of$45 ($50 minus the cost ofthe
coupon). On only three occasions did the dealer pay 2:1
on only the first $50 (giving me a net profit of$20 for
each ofthose blackjacks).

Edgewater pit personnel are about as easy-going
andgracious asyouwillfind anywhere, andtheydidnot
seem to mind that I was making a major pig out of
myselfwith these coupons.

July 1991
Great single-deck news from Las Vegas this month.

Frontier allowed double on any two cards, including
after splitting. With the bonus ofA-J suited paying 2:1
even if the dealer has a natural, basic strategy yielded
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0.3%. InitiallyIwasfooledbysignsonthetablesthatsaid
"double down on any first two cards." Peter Griffin and
Anthony Curtis informed me that the rules were better
than the signs indicated.

August 1991
This issue was early to share great news. Maxim in

Las Vegas had two tables of single deck with unbeliev
ablepenetration.Mostdea1ersburnedonecardanddealt
outthe other51! Thisnews wasreportedbya reader, and
I personallyverified it. Ithas been decades since I have
routinely watched the dealer shuflle to complete the
hand.

In addition, Maxim offered a bonus: Your first $100
buy-in and each natural earned coupons worth $1 each
for non-gaming purposes inside the Maxim. You used
them like money for food, room, etc.

January 1992
I was about to leave for Las Vegas to look for news

itemswhenAnthonyCurtis calledto saythatLadyLuck
in that city was giving out coupon books containing a
couponthatcouldbeusedasaninsurancebet.Therewas
no maximum on the coupon. You needed out-of-state ill
and ad from a magazine to get the coupon book. The
required magazine was given away right outside the
casino. Curtis said a person could get more than one per
da}: 'Ib a basic-strategyplayer, thevalueoftheinsurance
coupon was 31% of a bet less the expected loss on the
average of13hands neededfor the dealer to show anace.
Basic strategyput you at a disadvantage ofabout 0.3%
onthedouble deckanddoubleexposuregames, and0.6%
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attheothershoegames. Thismade theinsurancecoupon
worth 27% or 23% ofa bet. For every $100 you bet, the
coupon was worth $27 or $23 ifyou simply played basic
strategy and used the coupon at first opportuni~

September 1992
This item came from both Anthony Curtis and

another reader. Continental in Las Vegas was paying a
$100 bonus for two consecutive naturals. Wish I had
found out about this one earlier, because originally the
bonus was larger: $500, and then $250.

The bonus was offered from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Monday through Frida~

Twoconsecutivenaturalsoccuronceper461.5hands
at two decks, and once per 496.5 hands at six decks. So
the $100 bonus was worth $21.67 per 100 hands at
double deck,or$20.14per 100 hands at six decks. (These
numbers are from page 49 ofBasic Blackjack.)

October 1992
Dave Douglas heard that the Continental in Las

Vegas was offering a new card game called "YmYangYo
22" sohe drove over to checkitout.Awrittenexplanation
was provided and the rules were posted, but they were
complicatedand some details were ambiguous. Douglas
had questions for which he needed answers, so he sat
down and playedfor minimumbets to get all the details.

In brieft the game involved dealing cards to two
hands, namedYm andYang, until one ofthemwentover
22. Customers could bet that Ym would win, that Yang
would win, or that they would tie (Yo). Each ofthose bets
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paid 2:1. Most customers bet on Ym or Yang; there was
little action on the Yo.

It looked like a game that could be beaten with card
counting, so Douglas went home and wrote a computer
programto analyze thegame. Imaginehis surprisewhen
he discovered that he had an edge of 4% on the Yo bet
rightafter a shuftle! Hedid nothave to countcards to get
an edge!

Ofcourse he checked his work every which way to
make surehewas right. Itisrare thata casinooffersa bet
that gives the customer an edge with no thinking re
quired on the part of the customer. And a 4% edge is
ridiculous; cardcountersatblackjackgenerallyhaveless
than a 1% edge. Douglas checked his work again and
again, and kept coming up with a 4% player edge.

So Douglas decided thatYmYangYo 22 was a game
hewouldbewillingtoplayforhigh stakes. He considered
playing the game himself, but decided that he did not
want to attack the Yo with $100 bets after being seen
playing for small stakes and asking questions. So he let
a couple of his friends in on his secret. They each
contributedto ajoint$5000bankroll, andtheyagreedon
how to share the amount they would win (or lose).
Douglas explained the game to his two friends, they
played as a "high-roller couple," and Douglas did not
accompany them to the casino.

They played Ym Yang Yo 22 for two days, winning
$5600 before the casino closed the game down.

December 1992
This good news came fromAnthony Curtis. Nevada

HotelinLasVegashadmore thanjustclean, comfortable
roomsfor $19.94plus tax. With the roomcame a valuable
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coupon book. The highlight was a coupon that could be
used as an ace for your first card at blackjack, for any
amount up to the table limit, which was $200. Ifyou got
a natural with this coupon, it paid even money; costing
you about 2/13. In spite of that, the coupon was worth
about35% ofabet. I playedmycouponwith$200, and got
no heat. I received an ace, split, and lost$400, so I did not
kill the coupon promotion all by myself. Also in the
coupon book were match-play coupons for $10, $5, $2,
and $1. There also were coupons for a free breakfast and
a free hot dog. The total value ofthe coupon book was at
least$80. Ifyou tooka spouseora friend, you couldafford
separate rooms!

Anthony Curtis, who has supplied me with so many
great news items, publishes a monthly newsletter ofhis
own: Las Vegas Advisor. It covers getting value for your
money in Las Vegas on food, rooms, entertainment, and
transportation. The address is Huntington Press, 5280
S. Valley View Boulevard Suite B, Las Vegas, NY89118.
The telephone number is 702-597-1884.

January 1993
Santa Fe in Las Vegas offered the royal match side

bet on a six-deck game. Two cards ofthe same suit paid
3:1, except for king-queen suited, which paid 10:1. The
player has an edge of 1.1% on this side bet at six decks.
(At single deck, the casino has an edge of3.8% on royal
match bets.) The negatives: There was a $25 max bet on
the royal match bet, and the bet was offered at only one
table. Thepositives, besidesthefactyouhadanedge: You
couldbetmoreontheroyalmatchthanonyourblackjack
hand ifyou wished, and you could play multiple hands.
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February 1993
This tip came from Anthony Curtis. Sahara Race

Book in Las Vegas had what it called "Round-Up TIme."
According to a Sahara news release:

Bet any thoroughbred race with a win payoff of
under $6 and the Sahara will"round up" your winning
payoffto the next full dollar amount...For example, if
your winning horse pays $5.20, your payoff will be
"rounded up" to $6.

Payoffs of exact dollar amounts were not adjusted.
You could not be sure that your horse would go off

at an odds number such that the Sahara would aug
ment the track payoffif the horse won. And of course
you can never be certain before the race whether a
given horse will win. But on the average horse that
won at odds of less than 2:1, this Sahara promotion
added about 8% or 9% to the payoff. The percentage
bonus was higher the lower the odds of the horse.

Signs said $20 max, but the race book took bets
largerthan$20. Howbigtheywouldgo I do notknow. For
a newspaper article the racebook manager used an
example ofa $200 bet paying $600 instead of$520.

April 1993
On7April the LasVegas Hiltonintroduoodonetable

ofsix-deck blackjack with a side bet that was scheduled
to last for 30 days, and on8 April I mailed the analysis to
subscribers of Current Blackjack News. The bet was
called 50/50. When you had twelve through sixteen on
yourfirst two cards, you couldmake anotherbetequal to
youroriginalbetandget anotherhand. You hadto stand
on your original hand. The first hand otherwise played
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like a regular blackjack hand, as did the second hand
except that on the second hand naturals paid even
mone~

Basicstrategyistomakethe 50/50 sidebetwith stiffs
against 2-6, and withfifteen or sixteen against 7. Do not
make the side bet with any soft hand or with any pair.

The side beton the average stiffagainst 2-6 is worth
15.3% (areording page 70 ofRevere's PlayingBlackjack
as a Business), and you make it 14.1% of the time. The
sidebetwith fifteen or sixteenagainst 7 is worth 3.5% on
average, and you make it 1.0% ofthe time.

Overall the side bet is worth 2.2%. Without the side
bet you had a disadvantage of 0.3% at the Hilton,
meaning with the side bet your edge playing basic
strategy was 1.9% ofyour original bet.

There were seven spots on the table, the cut was
slightlyovera deck, the limitswere $10 to $1000, andbig
bets were accepted graciously.

Hiltonpulledthe plugonthis greatgameon 11April.

April 1993
For Sunday through Thursday for the whole month

ofApril, Saddle West in Pahrump (an hour west ofLas
Vegas) added a joker 11> each four-deck shoe.

ff the dealer got the joker, it was burned and the
player was no worse off. Ifthe player got the joke:r; the
player won double. Examples:A$50 5-jokerwon $100.A
$50 eleven on which you doubled down (and thus had
$100 riding) won $200 if the double-down hit was the
joker.

The value of one joker per card for four decks was
21209, or 1%. Your average hand uses 2.6 cards. With the
extra pay on doubles, a joker per four decks was worth
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2.8% to you. Since basic strategy otherwise lost at the
rateofO.7%,youredgerighta:fterashufllewas2.1%. The
max bet was $200.

As cards were used without the joker appearing,
youredgewentupinversely.with the numberofcardsyet
unseen. For example, ifthejokerwas still undealtwhen
two decks were left, the value of the joker was 5.6%,
making your edge with basic strategy 4.9%.
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CHAPTERS

COMPS

RFB means room., food and beverage. Many casi
nos extend RFB comps (for complimentary; or free) to
their best customers. An RFB comp does not include
reimbursement for airfare.

A reader says:
For years now I have fantasized my being comped

RFB - and possibly even airfare - either as part ofa
junket or on an individual trip. Like any goodAmeri
can, I want something for nothing. The only time I
have ever been comped was on my very first outing
with Revere's Point Count. I played late at night in a
small Reno casino, betting $2 to $10 for two hours,
winning a little over $40. When I innocently asked my
wife if she was ready to go get something to eat, the
dealer graciously called over the pit boss for a couple
of meal tickets. I had just read Ian Andersen's Turn
ing the Tables on Las ~as and spent the two hours
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acting quite unlike myself-laughing, making jokes,
talking a lot. The dealer thoroughly enjoyed me and
obviously did not suspect my exciting secret.

You have an excellent chance of getting an all
expenses-paid trip to Las Vegas. Watch your newspa
per for ads in the sports section and in the personal
classified. The yellow pages ofyour telephone directory
may provide some leads.

According to Anthony Curtis, junkets (with junket
masters paid by the casino to bring in and host casino
customers) are going out of style. More and more,
individuals are making their own arrangements with
casino hosts. This way the casino does' not have the
expense of a junket master. Also common these days
are "spree" programs, in which customers typically put
up front money and then receive cash rebates after
playing a specified number of hours with specified
minimum bets. There may be an up-front charge for
airfare and other expenses, but if you put in enough
hours at the tables and bet enough money; your rebates
should recover most or all of the cost of the spree.
Sprees typically are arranged by travel agents that
specialize in spree business. Your newspaper should
provide leads here, also.

The definitive book on comps is Camp City by camp
wizard Max Rubin.

Which Way to Go?
A reader says:

After having tried two RFB (room, food, and bever
age) trips, I question whether the disadvantages out
weigh the advantages. I do enjoy the VIP treatment
and the free RFB. However, requirements such as
playing so many hours at the host casino infringe on
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freedom to move aroundwhen I choose.Also, ifI askfor
a comp I feel like a moocher. In Las Vegas it is easy to
find a low-priced room, and easy to find inexpensive
meals. I think I prefer paying my own way.

From a Woman
Alison Green says:

I usually go to Nevada alone for one to three days,
with a bankroll of$100 or $200. I often get meal romps
in spite of my $2 bets. All it takes is a moue over yet
another stiff hand against a high upcard, then a wry
smile and a shnlg at the watching boss when the hit
busts my hand Some male pit personnel will begin to
chat given the least encouragement. Once acquainted
thisway, I refreshhismemorywitha wave or"Hi"when
I pass by or return to play later in the shift and during
thenextdayor two.Aroundmealtime I ask, "How is the
food in the restaurant here?" By this time he wouldlike
to get my name, so he produces pen and comp slip. I
return afterward to say how much I enjoyed my free
meal.

Comp Withdrawn
Marvin French says:

I hada campwithdrawnat the Riviera inLas Vegas.
They would not give me an explanation ofwhy I had to
paymybill. I thought I fulfilledthe requirementsformy
comp - I deposited $5000, wrote $6000 of markers,
and maintained a minimum $25 bet. I played an
average of45 minutes per $500 marker. In addition, I
lost $1500. My big bets were $50, split $25-$25. I was
not going to use the surrender option, but when I fell
$1500 down I began surrendering fifteen and sixteen
against 10 and ace at high counts. Was this a mistake,
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doyousuppose?Iamguessingthatmy$25-$25counted
only as a $25 maximum bet instead of $50, thereby
ruining my rating.

Donald Schlesinger responds:

Nobody cares ifyou sun-ender. So, no, Mr. French, it
was not a mistake for you to surrender at the Riviera.
It was, ofcourse, a mistake to try to fulfill the require
mentsofa comp thatcalledfor minimum bets of$25 by
neverona single handplacing a bet that exceeded$25.
The casino host expectedmore "range" in your betting.

Axel Freed says

There is little question in my mind that Mr. French
was soconcemed about not beingdetected as a counter
thathe overlookedthe need to look like a "good" player.
It appears that although he took $6000 in markers, his
total action was only in the neighborhood of$25,000
30,000. Therefore, his expected loss from the house
viewpoint could not adequately cover his RFB ex
penses, even if he were playing craps or baccarat
instead of blackjack. Casinos do not like players who
appear tobe deliberatelyattemptingto fulfillminimum
playing requirements; they want players who "come to
gamble." Therefore, it is probably a good idea for a
comped player to parlay his bets from time to time,
perhaps on plus counts.

Casino Creates a Counter
A reader says:

I would like to thank a shift manager at Caesars
Tahoe for causing my interest in card counting. I was
invitedoutas acompedguest. I wasvery luckyandwon
about $2000 in one hour betting green chips. The shift
manager baITed me and revoked my comp. I was
confusedand didnot understandwhatwas happening,
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so he explained that he thought that I was a counter. I
decided that ifhe thought counters were that effective,
I hadbetterlearnhowtocountcards. SoI boughta copy
ofProfessional Blackjack and am now a counter.

Comped and Barred
A reader says:

'!bnight I played at a casino in Atlantic City from
which I had been baITed on day shift yesterday. I was
receiving no heat from the pit despite winning several
thousand dollars. In fact, a pit boss liked my play so
muchhe askedme if!neededanything, andI suggested
he give me a room for the next night. He told me it
should be no problem and went to check on it. I
continued to play at the same table, waiting for a
natural opportunity to "Wong away," but also waiting
for the friendly pit boss to return. Suddenly a "compli
ance officer" appeared at my shoulder and read me the
standard barring statement. I left the table and went
to cash in my chips. As the cashier stacked my chips, a
casino official appeared at my side, called me by name
(an alias), and offered the infonnation that my room
comp had been approved! I had been baITed and
compedsimultaneously! I pointedthis out to the casino
manager, who resolved the inconsistency by revoking
thecomp.

Using an Alias
Steve Lottier, one of the big players in Ken Uston's

The BigPlayer, likes to establish credit at a casino to get
compseasierand to havean alternative to canyi.nglarge
amounts ofcash. He also likes to change his name from
time to time. At first glance, changing one's name and
establishing credit seem to be incompatible. So I asked
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Lottierhow he established credit under an alias. Here is
his answer in his words:

About a year ago I got an AKA (Also Known As)
attached to my regular bank account. I got personal
checks in my new name with my real home address. I
practiced my new signature prior to using my new
account. My banker knows evezything about me; I do
not deceive him in any way. I have a $15,000 signature
loan approved at my bank. When I ask for $10,000
credit at a casino, someone from the casino calls my
bankandmybankerverifiesthatI amgoodfor $15,000.

A problem sometimes arises in identification. Some
hotels ask for a major credit card when I check in. The
casinocagehasalsoaskedfora driver's license.Thusfar
Ihavejusttold them I donothaveitwithme. I alsohave
to be prepared to give my date ofbirth when signing
markers at a table.

Going Too Far
A European pro who travels the world playing

blackjack gave me this information. The pro and his
friends live in Las Vegas from time to time. They like to
live in free hotel rooms and eat free food. They also like
to get reimbursed from the casinos for their round-trip
airfares from Miami. Only theynevergo to Miami. They
buy airline tickets, present them to their hosts for
refunds, and then sell the unused tickets back to the
airlines.

Hisadviceifyouwantto tryhis scheme:Youmustbet
black ($100) chips. Play the minimum hours and do not
spread above 1 to 2 (one deck) or 1 to 3 (multiple decks)
because your profit is the freebies, not what you win at
the tables.
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CHAPTER 9

TURNING PRO

Full·Time Blackjack?
Some letters I get follow a pattern.. The writer starts

by asking whether blackjack really still can be beaten,
and whether it will stay that way or whether beatable
games will disappear. Then s/he asks ifit is possible to
make enough money playing the game to support one
self.Thewriterlinishesbysayingthats/heisconsidering
playing blackjack full time and wonders what I think of
that idea. One such letter comes from a lawyer who is
earning$40,000 a year. Heis thinkingofquitting law for
a year, to play blacIgack.

My answers to those letters also follow a pattern. I
say yes, blackjack really can be beaten. I cannot predict
the future myself. Prophets knowledgeable about the
casino business have been predicting the demise of
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heatable blackjack since publication ofEd Thorp's Beat
the Dealer in 1962, and what has happened instead is
thatblackjackhasbeenone ofthefastest-growing casino
games. Sure some casinos that were easy to beat have
toughened up their blackjack, but the opposite seems to
happen just as frequently - other casinos liberalize
their games andbecome easy places to win at blackjack.

And yes, you can make enough money at blackjack
to supportyourself, thoughitis notea~You will have to
patronize many different casinos because you will wear
outyourwelcome ifyou staytoo longat one. There are so
many casinos that you will not run out ofplaces to pla~

Ofcourseyour time is worth considerably more per hour
at some casinos than at others.

However, Ithinkyou are foolish toplayblackjackfull
time, even for a year. You are probably aware of the
problemsoffinancialriskandboredom.Amajorproblem
you may not have considered is that as a full-time
professionalblackjackplayeryou tend to cutyourselfoff
fromtheworld.Youneed social contacts toenjoyyourself,
and you need business contacts to make money at
something else besides blackjack. You do not make
enough of either of those contacts while playing black-
jack.

Thebigadvantageto playingparttimeinsteadoffull
time is you can get by with playing only the very best
games, the games thatgiveyou the highestexpected win
per hour.

So this is my advice to the lawyerand to anyone else
who asks the same questions. Make no more than one
blacIgack trip a month, and play only the best games.
Keep your job, keep up your social contacts, and other
wise lead a normal life away from blackjack. You will be
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happier and wealthier than if you were a full-time
professional blackjack player.

Another reader says:
I am. thinking of quitting my job and taking up

playing blackjack as a profession. What advice do you
have for me? '

Do not quit your job. Everybody knows that to win
money atblackjack you just count cards and use proper
playing strategy; and that you must have an adequate
bankroll. These things, however, are not the only re
quirements.

The mostimportantrequirementis thatyou mustbe
verystableemotionallyto beable tohandle themonetary
swings and the inevitable barrings. Do you ever feel any
emotions? That is, do you ever feel anger or fear or love?
My encyclopedia says, "A normal, healthy individual
shows reasonable emotional responses to the situations
ofeveryday life." Ifyou are this sort ofnormal, healthy
individual, you will never make it as a professional
blacIgack player. Ifyou feel emotional responses to the
situations ofeveryday life, you are too emotional ro be a
professional blackjack player. If it takes an extreme
situation to provoke an emotional response in you, then
you might be stable enough emotionally to survive as a
professional blackjack player.

Aprofessionalblackjackplayerexperiencesbigwins
and big losses. Though you have an edge, your bankroll
seems to go down fast and build up only slowly: Some
losing streaks last for months. You must be able to cope
with the losses that inevitablywill occur. ffyou getupset
whenyou lose, iflosingmakes you suspect thatyouwere
cheated, or iflosing leads you to suspect that authors of
blacIgack books have explained playing strategy back-
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wards, thenyouhadbetter find anotherway to keep rice
on your dining table.

Peter Giles says:

I particularly enjoyed your advice to the fellow who
wanted to quit his job and make a living playing
blackjack. Ihadtolaugh-moreatmyselfthanhim
because that is more or less what I did I did not have
a job to quit because I have always been stubbornly
independent, but I did put all my eggs in one basket,
which amounts to the same thing. Twoyears ago I was
a normal, healthy, emotional individual; today I am an
abnormal, unhealthy, cold-blooded winner.

I always set aside enoughmoney to live on for three
months. IfI get behind, I play harder and longer each
day to pull out. I find it very hard NOT to double my
moneyina three-monthperiod. I havenever lostinthat
amount of time. More often than not, I can double a
given sum in less than one month. It would be difficult
togivea long-tenn hourlywinrate. But anaverage day
is around four to six hours, and some ofthat is spent
lookingforadvantageous situations.When I getbehind
I become a marathon player. I usually do nothing but
eat, sleep, and play blackjack until I get back what I
have lost. When I am behind, I also play only in very
good situations. I look for head-up, one-deck games
sometimes, and sometimes I table-hop, playing only
high counts.

Playing weekend blackjack is one thing; making a
living at it is another. I came to Las Vegas with $3000
and ate a lot ofpeanut butter andjelly sandwiches to
hang on to my bankroll. The dips always seemed to
come when rent was due. I have slept in the back seat
ofmy car. I have eaten at Mr. Sy's (a former Las Vegas
casino that served a free scrambled-eggs breakfast to
anyone). Itisnoteasy toliveonyourwinningswhenyou
are not winning. It is not uncommon to lose halfyour
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money in two days. Ofcourse, ifyou keep playing, you
will eventually get it back - providing you play a
winninggame. Ithelps alotifyoucancireumventliving
expenses.

Mypersonal recommendationfor those whowant to
quit working and play blackjack is this: Keep working
andplayingblackjackinyourspare time untilyouhave
$10,000plus enoughto liveonfor three months. Ifafter
three months, your bankroll is less than $10,000, you
should quit playing blackjack. Ifyou have won enough
tosetaside enoughfor the next three months, youhave
a handle on the game and should keep playing and
making improvements in your game. Also, you should
have a few months' experiencebefore you attempteven
this. Do not come running to Las Vegas with a few
hundreddollars anda headfullofdreams.Youwillhave
to call Mother to wire you the money to get home. You
cannotcut it playing red ($5) chips, unless you arevery
lucky: Ifyou are a good player, you can make a living
playing green ($25) chips ifyou are willing to work for
it. When you make it to black ($100) chips, life is easy.

I have never been officially barred Despite their
faults, most pit bosses are tactful. They generally let
you know in their own polite way that you are getting
there. The heaviest hint is to be comped when you are
winning. Ifthe pit boss smiles and says somethinglike,
"You look hungry," you are a fool to keep playing. That
iswhyI keepa "coolit" list. WhenthewholeofLasVegas
is on my "cool it" list, I will have a choice: Either move
on to new teITitories or play until everyone says no. I
think, at that point, I will move on.

A former pro adds:
I enjoyed reading Peter Giles's article. I too went to

Vegas tobecomea professionalblackjackplayeranddid
manage to support myselffor close to a year by playing
nickels ($5 chips). I finally did reach a point where I
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thought I had itmade;enoughmoney tosupportmyself
for more than three months, and a playing bankroll
sufficient in size to allow me to play two hands at $25
at a 3% advantage. I found that thinking you have it
madeandactuallyhavingitmade area longways apart
asfar asplayingblackjackgoes. I suffered a verysevere
losing streak andended up going back to a regular and
less risky form ofemployment to support myself:

I did learn many things from my first attempt as a
professional blackjack player (Yes, I plan on future
attempts), the foremost being that too much playing
can be hazardous to your mind. Playing for over nine
hours straight one day at the Circus con$cedme that
there are other ways of"blowingyourmind" aside from
drugs and alcohol!

Peter Giles may be interested in an article written
about Ken Uston that appeared in the April 16, 1979
issue ofSports Illustrated. One million hands ofblack
jackwere playedon a computerand the results showed
that it is possible to have a six-month losing streak
while playing 30 hours a week! I feel any person who
could withstand a streak like that and still keep all his
marbles in place should be nominated for sainthood!

Personall~ I do not recommend anyone quitting his
or her job to become a professional blackjack player. I
thinkitmakes much more sense to keep blackjack as an
occasional activity: I prefer the attitude expressed by
another reader:

Vegas still is worth a trip if they do not know your
face. I use the method ofbit and run, come back much
later. I made a year's salary in two and a half weeks
there.
AnArmy professional asked my advice on becom

ing a full-time professional blackjack player. I advised
him to stay with his profession and playblackjackjust
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part time. He tried full-time blackjack anyway. Ayear
later I received this letter from him:

Let me tell you how my experiment at full-time
blackjack worked out. I left the Army on 1-1-85 and
have stayed in the Army Reserves. Th date, I have
grossed $24,200 playing blackjack this year. I have
made eight trips to Las Vegas, three to northern
Nevada, three to Atlantic City, and other trips to the
Bahamas, Aruba, Curacao, Bonaire, Puerto Rico, Do
minican Republic, England, Holland, Korea, and Phil
ippines. Trip expenses have consumed about $10,500.
I have been able to hold trip expenses down by taking
advantage of free space-available flights on USAF
aircraft and getting rooms at military bases.

However, I have gone back to full-time work as of8
July. Since then I have been playing blackjack part
time. Myjobis madefor blackjackbecause I am allowed
to work "credit hours," and easily can work enough
extra hours to have a four-day weekend. That and the
judicious use of annual leave give me a full week off
every other month, and a four-day weekend the inter
vening months. I project 12 blackjack trips during
1986, with about 360 hours ofblackjack play.

Withoutdoubt, I nowagree withyourviewthatpart
time play is preferable to full-time. Playing full-time,
you simply wear out your welcome at too many places.
During 1985 I was barred from EI Cortez (again), the
Las Vegas Tropicana, Mizpah in Thnopah, Cactus
Jack's in Carson City, Comstock in Reno, Curacao
Concorde, the Aruba Palm Beach, three illegal casinos
inAmsterdam andRotterdam, andthe ParadiseBeach
in Pusan, Korea. It seemed to me that, had I continued
playing full-time, I would be blacklisted worldwide in a
matter of months. Playing part-time, I think my lon
gevity will be much, much greater- perhaps even life
long.
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Ah well, I had enormous fun playing blackjack full
time. If I did not think my full-time play meant my
playing days were numbered, I would still be at it.

Another Reader Considers
Becoming a Pro

A reader says:

I am seriously considering becoming a professional
blackjack. player. My present job pays well and is
secure; however, the time required for it creates con
flicts with things I want to do, and blackjack. could be
the answer either by giving me more time each day or
by leading to a possible earlier retirement.

My main concern is the following. Will casinos
becomeeithercompletelyeffective instoppingcounters
or make a very significant reduction in the counter's
income?

There are a few dozen people who support them
selves entirely by playing blackjack. So it is possible.

A big drawback to the professional blackjack busi
ness is that there is a limit 11> the amount that profes
sional players in aggregate can win from the casinos. In
most businesses considerable expansion is possible; ad
vertise more or open a new store and more sales dollars
flowin. Inblackjack, however, moreplayersplayingwith
more skill can win more money for only a limited time.
When the amounts won by skillful players become 11>0
heavy a burden to casinos, something must happen to
reduce aggregate card-counter wins to an affordable
amount. This "something" might be a rules change or a
spate ofbarrings or cheating.

The existence of professional blacIgack players is
great advertising for casinos. The casinos make more
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money when professional players exist than they would
if blackjack were completely unbeatable. Therefore, it
will probablyalwaysbepossiblefora veryskillfulperson
to support himselforherselfby playing blackjack. How
ever, due to the limit on the amount that professional
players in aggregate can win, many professional black
jackplayerscouldprobablymakemore moneybyswitch
ing occupations.

Playing blackjack full time probably involves a
complete change in your life-style. Most blacIgack pros
move frequentl}T. Your expenses for travel could be high.
You would develop a new circle offriends.

Itis true thatcasino people have finally caughton to
thewinningtechniquesdevelopedseveralyearsago. But
itis also true that the people on ourside ofthe table keep
coming up with. new ways tn win, and these methods are
generally successful for years before casino people catch
on to them.

Getting Barred
If you tty 11> play blackjack frequentl~ and put in

long hours, you run the chance of wearing out your
welcome. Here is one reader's letter:

After a one-hoW' session at a $5 table without any
heat from the pit, varying my bets from $5 to $75, I
cashedoutwith a $400 loss and was barred bythe shift
manager. Thesurveillancemusthave beentotallyfrom
the eye in the sky. It was carelessness on my part that
musthave initiallyalerted them. I usually buy chips at
a crap table, make one or two small line bets, and then
drift over to the blackjack tables. This time I bought in
for $1000 cash at a blackjack table and made $5 bets
until the shoe heated up. Stupid! Now I have one less
money tree.
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Ifyou are going to start out with $5 bets, 1suggest
buyinginfor$20 to $50,butcertainlynomore than$100.
You canalwaysbuymorechipswhenthe shoe"heatsup."

When you bought in for $1000 and then bet $5, you
brought attention to yourself in two ways. Bigger bets
draw more attention, and by buying in with $1000 you
were indicatingthat you were willing to betbig. Second,
when you bet only $5, you were doing something out of
theor~Most blackjack gamblers who buy in with
$1000 startwithbets of$50 or$100 and oftenafter a few
hands are betting multiple hundreds. Anyone who was
watchingyou must have thought thatyour first bet was
disproportionately small. The eye in the sky was prob
ably thinking, "I know he is going to bet big. I wonder if
it will happen when the count justifies it."

Donald Schlesinger says:
Showing the pit boss that much money makes no

sense. When I play from $50 to $600, I buy in for $200!
If!have to go intomy pocket formore money, I take out
the $100s one ata time to give the impression that I am
losing steadily and have to keep going into my wallet
repeatedly. Buying in for large amounts ofcash at the
start of a session is unnecessary and counterproduc
tive.

Here is a letter from another reader:
I am a goodcounter, butsuffereda psychicshocklast

year from which I have not yet recovered.
About a year ago, while at a downtown Las Vegas

casino - EI Cortez - I was barred. I was playing at a
$2 minimum table and had a $6 bet out. One ofthe pit
bosseswalkeduptomeandsarcasticallytoldme to take
my action elsewhere. I was stunned! 1b be SW'e, I was
not unaware of the fact that he had been watching me
carefully, and I was keeping a close watch on the cards,
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but I never expected to be baITed. Since then, my play
has not beenthe same. Since I do not know anyone who
plays blackjack I am curious about what happened to
me. How common a practice is it - i.e., ofbarring the
small-bettingcounter?Is thepracticemoreprevalentin
Las Vegas than elsewhere? I feel that I am now ready
for $25 minimum bets. If I am suspected of being a
counter, can I reasonably expect to be barred while
playing at the $25 tables on the Las Vegas Strip?
Elsewhere?

Being kicked out of a casino can be a traumatic
experience. It canbruiseyourego-thepitboss putsyou
down and you cannot fight back. Do not let it get to you.
Being kicked out occasionally is a fact of life in this
business, andnotjustinLasVegas. Ithappens to thebest
of us. It means that you have one less place to play
blackjack. It also might mean that either a casino em
ployee was sharp enough in know what you were doing
or you were somehow giving yourself away:

Now look on the bright side. Ifthe pit boss does not
know your name, you can still play during the other two
shifts inthatcasino. Sinceyou werebettingonly$6, after
a fewmonthsyou cangobackonthe shiftwhereyou were
kicked out and no one will remember you.

Who gets barredwhile playingblackjackis a compli
cated topic. At some casinos you can get barred just by
betting big mone~ whether or not you are a skillful
player. This happens because casino employees tend to
getheatfrom abovefor losingbutnorewardsfor winning
big. A casino full of $2 bettors will show a win for the
casino. But one $100 bettor in their midst who happens
togetluckycouldturn the shiftintoa loser. Thus thatone
bigbettor is a good candidate in bekicked out whetheror
not s1he is counting cards.
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'Ib be a pro, you must have a good act. You must not
appear to be a counter to the people who are watching
you. Itcanbe done. InLasVegas, in thedayswhenCircus
Circus and Sahara had reputations as being tough on
counters, I saw pros with good acts get awaywith black
chip action and reasonable bet variation at both places.

The best compliment I have received on my own act
came in December of 1979 during the "counter conven
tion" at Atlantic Ci~ For a couple ofweeks the casinos
were not allowed to bar customers for displaying exces
sive skill at blackjack. Early surrender was offered,
making the game very attractive to card counters. Many
counters showed up to try to get their share. So the
casinos lowered their max bets tn $500. When I was
playing$500a handattheBoardwalkRegen~a pitboss
watching me told me I could bet higher than $500 if I
wanted. He explained that the $500 limit was im.posed
becauseofthenumberofcardcountersintown,andsince
he was sure I was not a counter he was willing to let me
go higheI: I thanked him and told him that since I was
verytired I didnotfeel like bettinghigher than$500. My
real reason for turning down his offer is I did not want
him to go around to the other pitbosses saying"See that
guy over there? I toldhimhe could bet higher than $500
ifhe wants." One ofthose other bosses might have seen
me in action in the past and might have formed a
different opinion ofmy skill at blacIgack.

A reader says:
I think a major reason why some players lose at

blackjack is because offearofbeingbaITed Theymake
incorrectplays tothrowpitbossesoft: Theyhavea small
bet spread and they tip the dealer. Your advantage at
blackjack is slim at best, and these players might have
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negative expectations. I think it is much better to take
a chance on being baITed than to playa losing game.

Ceiling on Win
TheYmYangYogamediscussedinthe chapterontop

money-making opportunities illustrates some impor
tant points about being a pro. One is that to win big
money from a casino, it is better iffew people are doing
whatyou aredoing. No otherplayers werebetting theYo
for big money hour after hour; it was easy for pit bosses
to attribute themounting stacks ofchips in front ofDave
Douglas's friends to luck. Ifyou are going to count cards
at blackjack, you should have your own unique act; you
do not want people to quickly recognize you as a card
counterbecause ofhavingseen otherpeople who actjust
like you.

Another lesson is that there is only so much money
that can be extracted from a given situation. In the case
of the Yo bets, the money Douglas's friends won repre
sented the casino's entire winnings on the game for the
two weeks it had been open. The casino manager shut
down the game when he no longer was a winner at it. (If
youeverruninto thegameofYmYangYo 22 in thefuture,
italmostcertainlywillbewith theYo betmodified togive
the casino an edge.)

Itispossible thatDouglas andhisfriends couldhave
extracted more money had they waited longer before
making their play: The problem with waiting is that
somebodyelse wouldprobablyhavefigured outto betthe
Yo, and then Douglas and his friends would have had
competition and would have gotten only part of the
maximum number of dollars the casino was willing to
risk.
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Daniel Forbes says the same thing about blacIgack:
While it is true that the Nevada blackjackgame can

be beaten by skillful card counters, the Nevada law
allows casinos to barcounters. Ifthey could not, all hell
would break loose. You are trying to strike a balance
betweenthe"right"ofplayers tobeable tocountandthe
rightofbusinesses tomakemoney. However, ifthe rules
are liberal enough to give the average player a decent
shot, the counters will combine into well-financed
teams and kill the casinos. This consideration has
forcedmetotheconclusionthatcasinosshouldhave the
right to bar suspected counters. While it makes the
gamemorecomplicated("game" inthe senseofoounters
versus casinos), it strikes an interesting balance be
tweenthecasinos'needtomakemoneyandthecounters'
desires to get inon thegoodies. Ifcounters couldplayas
a matter oflaw, the game would go completely to hell.
I wouldratherhave my sUITender backand putupwith
an occasional barring.

Win Every Day?
Can you hope to improve your skill at blackjack to

the pointwhereyou can walkup to a blackjacktable and
always walk away a winner? No. Absolutely not. You
cannot win every day: You cannot hope to win regularly
or steadily: You cannot hope to win consistently:

Suppose you play 400 hands ofblackjack every day
for six days. Suppose you bet $100 on one hand every
round and have an average advantage of 0.75%. (This
would be a good game!) Your expectation is to win $300
perday(0.75%times$100times400hands),or$1800in
six days,butyou cannothope to win $300 everyday.Your
six-day total might be considerably over or under $1800
- you could very easily end up a big loser.
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Now supposethatyour six-daywinjusthappenedto
exactly equal your expected win of$1800. What day-to
dayresults wouldyou typicallyexperiencegettingto this
total?You canget the answerfrom a table ofareas under
the normal curve. Your standard deviation on one hand
is about 1.1 bets. Therefore, your standard deviation on
one day's play is about $2200 (1.1 times $100 times the
square root of 400). Your individual-day results would
likely have been about as follows:

-$2700
-1200

-200
+800

+1800
+3300

'Ibtal +$1800

Your average daily win of $300 is dwarfed by the
individual daily swings. You have a 50-50 chance of
losingmore than$2700 onyourworstdayofa typical six
day session, even though you are betting only $100 per
hand.

Doubling your advantage to 1.5% will double your
expected daily win to $600, but will not change your
standard deviation very much. Adding $300 to each of
the daily results does not eliminate the possibility of a
reallybad day-on your typical worst day out ofsix you
will lose $2400. There is no legal way to win every day
thatyoupla~Thereisno legalwayfor a blackjackplayer
to always walk. away a winner.
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Beyond Card Counting
A reader says,

I haddinnerwith a pitboss who knows I amplaying
blackjack for a living and he gave me some helpful
hints. He explained to me why he and other bosses
dislike counters, and you might want to pass it on
sometime to your readers. He said that card counters
become dissatisfied with what they are capable of
earning and in time invariably turn to other ways of
making even bigger money -like making deals with
the dealers. According to the pit boss, he has seen it
happenmany times, where a counterhas been allowed
to play for a period ofdays or weeks, only to abuse the
"privilege" by ending up as a greedy cheat. He told me
that one way to avoid getting kicked out would be to
keep conversations with the dealers to a mjnjmum, so
as not to arouse suspicions ofenticing them.

Proficientblackjackplayersdonotinvariablyturnto
cheating. However, ifpit bosses really believe what this
one does, the last sentence of the letter is good advice.

Peter Giles adds:
I had a tenible experience downtown a few nights

ago. Some bastard was marking the cards and I was
winning like crazy at the same table. Guess who they
thoughtwasmarkingthecards! Bytheskinofmyteeth,
I avoided the clinker. But I was detained for several
hours, harassed, and forcibly ejected with threats
concerning what my fate would be should I ever decide
to return. Disregarding my cool-it list, I have now been
officially baITed six times. Woe is me!

Incidentally, I met Peter Griffin last week. Unfortu
nately, it was not the kind ofintroduction I would have
hoped for. I was caught unshaven in. my worst rags. It
was anaccidentalmeeting; I hadstopped by Gambler's
Book Club in Las Vegas to look at a book, and Griffin
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was there on business. I was with a friend, andas I was
perusing the bookshe called me over to the counter. As
I was walking up, she asked me loudly what I thought
of Griffin's The Theory of Blackjack. I immediately
knew that this was a loaded question because we had
spent many hours together reading and talking about
the book, and she knew exactly what I thought about
it. Then I understoodthesituation. Theclerk, delighted
to be a part ofthe in-crowd, had not been able to resist
telling her she was standing next to Peter Griffin. I
forgot what I answeredbecause I was tryingtokeepmy
pants from falling down. She introduced me to Griffin
andsaidthatmynamewasPeteralso. We shookhands,
andheinquiredaboutmylastname. I was awareofhalf
a dozen people intheimmediatevicinity, andworse, the
clerk, was obviously waiting in anticipation for some
new morsel to chew on. Paranoia got the best ofme. In
my mind's eye, I envisioned the clerk reaching for a
hidden microphone to announce publicly who I was to
all the people in the store, who would just happen to
work in my favorite casinos. In short, I clammed up.

Income Tax
You mustpayfederal and state incometaxes onyour

blackjack winnings. Your obligation to payincome taxes
is just as strong whether you are a doctor, a lawyer, the
president of a compan~ or a professional blackjack
player.

I can tell you how to make mone~·and your lawyer
or accountant can tell you how best to keep as much ofit
as possible. I am not qualified to give tax advice.

Counting cards is legal. Wmning money from casi
nos is legal. Tax evasion is illegal and people go to prison
for it.You canmake enoughmoneyatblacIgack11>beable
to afford to pay income taxes.
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A reader says:
On income taxes, my personal feeling is thatvolun

teering any information concerning gambling income
will identify you to the IRS as a likely member ofthe
"underground economy" and thereby open a Pandora's
box oftax audit problems. Ifpossible one should main
tain a livable income from more conventional employ
ment and be very careful to keep the funds of the
gambling bankroll separate. Keeping a substantial
bankroll in cash is ruinous due to inflation, making it
desirable to keep the bankroll earning a little interest
when it is not in action. However, bank deposits or
withdrawals of cash over $10,000 per transaction are
routinelyreported to the U. S. government. Pleaseoffer
any imaginative ideas to solve a growing problem.

1havealways advocatedobeyingthe tax laws. 1have
declared blackjack winnings as income for many years.
Therewere severalyearsthat I evenlistedmyoccupation
as ''blackjack player" on my 1040.

Here are some ofthe advantages 1have noticed from
beinghoriestwiththe IRS.Mostimportantis selfrespect.
Tax evasion is a felon~ and I could not respect myselfif
1committeda felony every 15April. Related to thatis the
fact that1do not leave myselfopen to coercion. Ifanyone
ever threatens me by saying, "I am going to tell the IRS
all about you," my answer would be, "Go ahead. You
cannot tell them anything they do not already know."

Another benefit ofpaying taxes is that 1can spend
money openly: 1do not have money that 1am trying to
hide from the IRS. Every time I want a new car 1go buy
one - and I always write a check to cover the whole
amount. There,is no way 1could have bought the house
I live in (homes in La Jol1a are not cheap) if1had been
hidingmywinningsinsteadofdeclaringthemasincome.
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This bringsup anotherbenefit- I was able toqualify for
a mortgage on myhousebasedonmyexpectedblackjack
winnings, but only because I had a history ofblackjack
winnings on my past tax forms to show to prospective
lenders.

I agree that the IRS treatment ofgambling wins is
not fair. I do not like the IRS sharingin my wins ifI win
for the year; but not sharing in my losses ifI lose for the
year. I would like to be able to carry gamblinglosses over
to other years. However, my attitude is that I can live
with the law. I have accepted the fact that I have a
partner - the IRS - who takes a large part ofwhat I
earn. I treat as mine to spend only the part that the IRS
doesnottake. I paya lotoftaxest butI still manage to live
comfortabl)T.

Final Word From a Pro
Daniel Forbes says:

Someday the cards will humble me. Maybe it will
happen when I am 70 and can afford it. Some old pit
boss will smile knowingly, thinking to himself, "It's
about time that sly old bastard got his. He always
seemed to beat us. Heluva nice guy, though."
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CHAPTER 10

CHEATING BY THE

DEALER

Cheating is CUlTently only a small problem in legal
casinos in the United States, but stay alert. You should
be aware ofways that dealers can cheat and know what
to look for. Ifyou are cheated, you will lose very quickl~

Itwill take you a week ofplaying againsthonest dealers
to earn back what you can be cheated out ofin an hour.

Fromthe reports I get I am sure cheatingstill exists.
But I have not knowingly been cheated in a long time. I
am still always alert to the possibility ofbeing cheated.
No matter how friendly the dealer or how long I have
been playing in that same casino, I always watcl1 for
cheating. I have not seen any in many years. The only
times I have been cheated in recent years were in
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Indonesia and Korea. All Indonesian casinos have since
been closed. Cheatingis not a problemat Walker Hill in
Seoul and the other major casinos, but in Korea avoid
small hidden casinos (that might be illegal) and casinos
way out in the country that get almost no customers.

I never cheat. I have had instances where a dealer
gives me a sly or knowing look and flashes the next card
to be dealt or the hole card. I always get up and walk
away: I want to win, but I want to win honestly: I do not
mind profiting from dealer errors or dealer sloppiness,
but I refuse to be a partner with any dealer in a scheme
to steal from a casino.

Atlantic City
Cheating has never been a problem inAtlantic City

casinos.

Nevada
Cheatinghas notbeen a problemin Nevada casinos

for a long time. There will always be accusations of
cheatingwhether ornot cheating actually exists. When
ever anything unusual happens and you lose, you are
likely to claim that you were cheated. You will occasion
ally lose ten hands in a row just by chance alone; losing
tenhandsina rowisnotprimafacie evidenceofcheating.
Somecardcountersincorrectlythinkthatwinningis due
to skill and losing is due to being cheated. The truth is
that winning and losiIig are both chance events.

Casino regulators are supposed to impose stiffpen
alties against cheaters. If gaming commission sleuths
spot cheating at a casino, they can close that casino.
Cheating managers are not supposed to be allowed to
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manage casinos any more. Cheating owners are not
supposed to be allowed to own casinos any more. All of
this makes it unlikely that you will encounter a legal
casino where cheating is house policy:

Which Card is Upcard?
Axel Freed says:

On day shift at a large Las Vegas casino, I encoun
tered a dealer who twice turned up his second card
(instead of the first card) after considerable fumbling.
The first time he had 10 up and a 4 in the hole. The
second time the upcard was again a 10, so I stood with
fifteen. This time the hole card was 5, and I won the
hand.

In_a situation such as Freed describes, what the
dealer did is against the rules and dishonest. However,
itmayyieldinformationonwhichyou can capitalize. For
example, suppose the dealerlooks atthe first cardbefore
tunring it over. Ifthe first card is 2, 3, 4, 5, or6 the dealer
looks at the second card. Ifthe second card is ace or 10,
the dealer turns up the second card instead of the first
card. Suppose the dealer is otherwise honest.

In the situationofthe above paragraph, thedealeris
giving you additional information. Ifthe dealer tunls up
the second card, itwill be 10 or ace and the hole cardwill
be 2, 3,4, 5, or 6. Ifthe dealer turns up the first card and
it is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, you know that the hole card is other
than 10 or ace. Ifthe dealer turns up the first card and it
is 7, 8, 9, 10, or ace, you have no new information about
the hole card.

This informationisvaluable to you. Ifyou know how
to use it, you are better offthan ifthe dealer did not try
to cheat. Since I do not want to encourage you to play
against cheating dealers, I am not going to work out the
appropriate strategy or expected value ofthis scenario.
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I should mention that if you ignore the dealer's
actions and just play your normal game with decisions
based on the dealer's upcard, you will be worse offdue to
the cheating. Thecheatingdealershows acesand lOs too
often, and the players bust much too often.

Peeking
A reader says:

At a major Las Vegas casino a young dealer named
Paulwas blatantlypeekingat the nextcard tobe dealt,
ostensibly for the benefit ofa pretty female player who
was toking heavily. Paul had the audacity to call for
insurance before taking a hole card, peek at the' top
card, and then deal himselfa natural after his female
friend put up an insurance bet! I did not catch him
dealing seconds, but the peek was obvious. It seemed
likejust "good-natured" cheating, butit is kindofscary
to think that a dealer can be so blatant and not worry
about beingcaught. Whenthe girl hit a hardseventeen
with a $5 toke riding on the hand and caught a 10 to
bust her hand, Paul lookedat her hand, said"Youcan't
hit a seventeen," and put the 10 in the discard rack.,
handing her back her seventeen.

Unusual Action
A reader says:

I definitely believe there is some cheating at black
jack by some casinos some of the time. This is what
happened to me at a single-deck game in a large
northern Nevada casino. I began playing with green
chips, varying my bets 1-4. There was no other big
action in the casino, so three floor men watched my
game. Anew dealer came in, a short chubby-fingered
man ofabout 50. The count went up and I threw out a
$100 bet. The dealer made a very suspicious motion
with the deck. He held it high and with his other hand
apparently flipped the top ofthe deck, making a snap-
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ping sound He might have been checking the number
ofcards to see ifit was enough for another round, but
there was no reason for him to do that because the
discards were in a rack on the table. Then he dealt
himselfan ace, and I got garbage.

After the hand was over he shuffied the deck. I
watched as he preserved a clumpofabout fi:fteen cards
- ina single deckthat is a lot! I said to the pit boss, "My
nine-year-old daughter can shuffie better than that."
The boss claimed the dealer shuffied well. I told him,
"You should not have a poor shuffier at a quarter table
-eitherhe is purposelyclumpingthecards witha poor
shuffie or he is a fat-fingered klutz." The pit boss
became angr)r. Then I said, "Andhow about that ace he
got last hand?"

1b make a long story short, I was escorted out the
door by five large security guards.

I say again - the shuffie was so obviously bad that
a nine-year-old could shuffie better. Either it was
purposelydone, orthe dealerwas too tired, orhe didnot
care, or he is all thumbs. As a $100 bettor, I deserve a
better shufile!

Thisincidentmayhavebeen cheatingoritmayhave
been harassment. I am. including it because of my
confidence in the writer's ability to detect actions that
differ from normal casino procedures. The writer is an
experienced pro who has played blackjack around the
world.

Keepyoureyes onthepackatall times. Occasionally
watching the pack will make a dealer nervous, but you
will not lose to a particularcheater more than once. Play
onlyinbigcasinos. Donotplayinsingle-tableholes inthe
wall. Big casinos have more to lose than to gain by
cheating and consequently should not tolerate it. Ifyou
see a cheatingdealer, quietly inform the pitboss. The pit
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bosswillnotbelieveyou, butwillwatchthedealerclosel)'.
An honest casino owner will immediately fire a dealer
caught cheating.

Ifyou playenoughandkeep youreyes open, you will
spotdealers with suspiciousmotions, andyouwill notice
dealers using Bee cards with the unbroken pattern of
dazzling diamonds. Ifyou stick to big casinos, you will
onlyrarely see a dealerwhomyou canpositivelyidentify
as a cheat. This was not always true. During the 1960s
several Nevadacasinos, includingsome large ones, were
closed because ofcheating.

The Golden
The Golden, now defunct, was once well known to

knowledgeable Reno locals as a casino inwhich cheating
was common. Oneweekend iIi. early 1968, I went to Reno
withsixfriends. I told thesixwhatto lookforandtookthe
groupinto theGoldento find a cheatingdealer.Awoman
of about 40 with drugstore-red hair was peeking and
dealing seconds whenever she wished. The five custom
ers athertable werebemoaningtheirbadluck, oblivious
to beingcheated. My friends and I stood, full ofawe, in a
semicircle behind the victims. Five of my friends saw
everything that the wicked witch was doing, but one
friend could only see her peeking without being able to
tell when she was dealing seconds. I tried unobtrusively
todemonstrate thedifferentarmmotion BigRedusedfor
seconds. Meanwhile the pit boss had wandered over to
see why so many people had gathered around one table.
His sharp eye caught my arm motion·, and he ~edi
ately whispered something in Big Red's ear. It must not
have been sweetnothings because thereafter every card
came offthe top ofthe pack, and the gallery was treated
to cordial smiles bythe demure dealer. The fun was over,
so our group left.
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Diddle the Discards
This technique comes from Mr. A, a professional

blackjack player. He claims to have seen it used in Las
Vegas. You mayhavenoticeda pitboss pick up a handful
ofdiscards and examine them- the fronts, the sides, or
the backs. Buttheboss nevertakes thecards outofsight,
at least in my experience.

However, Mr. A reports that one pit boss turned
around with a handful of the discards, temporarily
removing the cards from the view ofthe players! There
after, the count rose to the roofshuftle after shuflle. Mr.
A thinksthe cardsthepitbossputbackonthe table were
not the same cards that he removed. In a game inwhich
six decks are shuffied and less than five are dealt out, a
player has difficulty knowing whether the pack has the
correct proportion of each denomination. You could be
playing against too many small cards and too few aces
and lOs and not realize it.

Mr. A claims a player called the Gaming Control
Board and asked that it immediately seize the cards at
that table. The person he talked to said itwouldbe done, \
butno GamingControlBoardagentevershoweduptodo
it.

Dave Douglas sent a Las ~gas Sun clipping that
states thatState GamingControl Boardagents arrested
a floorman at the Silver Saddle in Las Vegas; they saw
him remove six face cards from two decks and then put
the short decks in play.

Peek and Burn
This technique also comesfromMr.A, who claims to

have seenitused inLas Vegas.After finishinghittinghis
ownhand, the dealerpeeks at the top card. Various ways
ofpeekingareexplainedinthemanybooksandvideocas
settes on cheating. If the rop card is an ace or 10, the
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dealer sloughs it offwhen picking up the used cards. If
the top card is a not an ace or 10, the dealer does not
discard it, but deals it out in the normal manner.

MI: A says the peek and burn was used against a
high-stakesblackjack playerwhowas playingalone ata
table. The effect is he got considerably less than his fair
share ofgood hands since many ofthe aces and lOs he
should have gotten instead ended up with the discards.
Firstbaseata busytable wouldsufferthe samefate. The
other players at a busy table would be hurt to the extent
that they would be playing with a deck poor in aces and
lOs,buttheywouldnotbehurtasbadlyas thefirstplayer
to receive cards.

You undoubtedlyhaveheardofdealing seconds, and
you mightbewonderingwhya dealerwhowantstocheat
would bother with the peek and burn because peeking
and dealing seconds gets the money faster. The answer
is that dealing undetectable seconds is a difficult skill to
master. Sloughing off a card is easier. So a dealer who
wants to cheat but who does not want to devote the time
to master seconds might attempt the peek and burn.

Dealer Can Cheat By mtting Busted Hands
Dave Douglas shares a method of cheating that he

may have encountered in a Strip casino. The incident
was over so quickly that he is not certain whether what
he thinks he saw is what really happened.

Douglas thinksthedealerlookedatthe nextcardout
ofthe shoe as he was gettingreadyto pick up a hand that
had already busted. The dealer saw that the card was a
10, put it on that hand, and quickly scooped the busted
hand into the discard tray: Douglas was doubling down
oneleven; a 10thatpossiblyshouldhavegone tohishand
may have been slapped on a hand that had already
busted.
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SoundslikeDouglas ranintoa variationofthe"peek
and burn." My advice for a situationlike this is do notbe
shy about asking to have a hand recreated from the
discards.

Burning a Card
A reader says:

At a small casino in Sparks, the lady on graveyard
withshortredhairwouldsometimesburn a card-and
sometimesnot-a:fterthe shuftle. I donotbelieveitwas
intentional- except once the card was a 10 (the only
card I actually saw) and she suddenly"remembered" it
was to be burned, and I therefore did not get it.

Elsewhere
Though most blackjack games outside of Nevada

and Atlantic City are honest, you run a much greater
chanceofbeingcheatedinjurisdictions where thereisno
gaming control board to protect you. Suppose you are
playing blackjack in a casino on an Indian reservation
and something happens that you think is not right. To
whom do you complain? The local police probably have
neither expertise nor jurisdiction. Alocal Indian police
force probably has no expertise, and may be biased in
favorofthe casino. The FBI shouldhave moreimportant
things to do thaninvestigate reports ofpossible cheating
at blackjack. You may have no recourse if you are
cheated.

The situation is even bleakerwhen the casino is not
banking the game, just charging players by the hand or
bythe hour. Then the casino has insufficientincentive to
run anhonest game. Areaderdescribed seeing one ofbis
opponents capping a winning bet with an extra $50.
Whatdo you thinkhappened to thatcheater? In Nevada
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he would have been arrested. On an Indian reservation
in California he was told to return the $50, but was
allowedto continue to play: 'Ib the casino, thecheaterwas
a paying customer.

Shoes
InNevadaandAtlantic Cit)) shoe games are honest.

Outside of Nevada and Atlantic Cit)) most shoe games
are honest but be wary ofgaffed shoes.

Gaffed Shoes
Peeking at cards in a shoe is possible ifit contains a

mechanism for reflecting an image ofthe top card 00 the
dealer. Seconds can be dealt from a shoe. That is how I
was cheated in Indonesia. Even to an expert, a gaffed
shoe looks like an honest shoe. One way to tell a gaffed
shoeis 11> weighit; a gaffed shoegenerallyisheavierthan
one that is not gaffed.

If the dealer has stacked the cards in a predeter
mined order, peeking will not be necessary: Do not play
against a dealer who, while picking up used cards,
arranges themina high-low sequence. The sequence can
bepreselVedbymeans ofa false shuftle. The dealer then
knows without peeking whether the next card is low or
high.
Unusual Decks

Alison Green says ofhervisit to Puerto Rico in 1982:
I was never present when the casino opened, but I

doubt ifthe cards were spreadbefore the first shuffle of
the day. At one table, the first two shoes produced
runningcounts of-20 and-25 witha deck to go. I satout
the next shoe to count aces and separate ten-valued
ranks. Thefour deckswere shuffled, three ofthem were
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dealtout, and I counted22 queens! Meanwhile a friend
was observing an excess ofsmall cards at his table.

Donald Schlesinger says:
I was a bit perplexed overAlison Green's inferences

aboutthe less-than-puremotivesofthecasinoinPuerto
Rico. Should not she have been pleased to find 22
queens in the first three decks of a four-deck shoe?
There might have been a few more queens in the
remaining deck! Such a situation would suit me just
fine. Why complain?

As a matteroffact,Alison Green was pleased to find
an overabundance of favorable cards in the shoe. How
ever, she was in town as part of a team, and the other
members of the team thought it best to avoid playing in
a casino that they know for certain used other than 16
cardsofeachrankina four-deck shoe. Itis truethatifthe
game were otherwise honest she would have had a big
advantage, but she was outvoted on whether to stick
around to find out if the game was otherwise honest.

I have omitted the name ofthe casino Alison Green
visited in Puerto Rico in 1982, because reports I have
gottenindicatethatthegamehasbeenhonestsincethen.
So do not let this incident keep you from visiting Puerto
Rico. However, do let this incident keep you alert to the
possibilityofsimilarthings happening atany casino you
visit, especiallyany casino outside ofNevada orAtlantic
Cit~

Fast Dealers
Ano.ther reader says:

When playing inAruba, Curacao, and St. Maartin,
I had a problem with dealers playing my hands for me.
This happens occasionally in the United States too 
but not veryoften. But inAruba the cocky dealers were
dealing a face-up game exceedingly fast. They prided
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themselves on being great rapid dealers, but their
inaccuracy I found intolerable. Often they would pass
me up if I had a pair of9s. I would call their attention
to it but sometimes the dealer had already laid a card
on another player's hand Same thing with soft dou
blingA-7, A-B, and especiallyA-9. Also splitting lOs 
I learned to move quickly or the dealer would pass me
by. Whatcana playerdowhenthedealerplaysthehand
for the player?

They can cheat you like that from a shoe. What can
you do when you get the shaft on a dealer mistake or
error? Example: I am playing third base. The dealer
shows a 6. I wish to double down. The dealer goes
around the table andskipsme andpulls a cardfrom the
shoe, the dealer can glance at this card and know its
value in a flash - he turns up his hole card and hits
himselfwith a 4! giving him a total oftwenty (he was
indeed stift). I immediately protested I had wanted to
double downonmyA-6. The pitboss, who was nofriend
ofmine, said I could still double down ifl cared to or I
could call the hand dead. I still protested That 4 was
meant to be mine and I wanted it. The next cardwould
have busted the dealer. This happened to me in Las
Vegas once for two hundred dollars and I lost the
protest. What could I have done? The other players at
the table were betting two dollars and were mice.

Do not let dealers playyour hands for you. On splits
and doubles, have your money on the table well in
advance. When you know that you will want a hit, put
yourhand onthe tablebyyour cards. In other words, act
as though you want to play your hand before the dealer
gets to it rather than waiting until the dealer asks what
you want to do.
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Hand-Held Games
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Even in Nevadayou may run into a cheating dealer.
Adealerisalwayssubjectto thetemptation toplayRobin
Hoodbycheatingyou to aida friend.Adealerwho cheats
to leta friend winmustthentakeextramoneyfromother
customers so that the total table win is about normal.
Table hopping will keep you from getting wiped out by
one cheat, but the experience can still be expensive.

While cheatingcanbe done inmanyways, sleightof
hand with hand-held cards is much more common than
marked cards or missing cards or anything else that
would be hard evidence. Most cheating dealers rely on
peekingatthetopcardandthendecidingwhethertodeal
it or the second card. Itis possible but extremelyrare for
a cheatertobesoskillful thatyoucanbealert,becheated,
andnot spotevidence ofcheating. You can spotalmostall
cheatingifyou know what to look for. Mostcustomers do
not look and do not know what to look for.

Peeking at the top card can be accomplished in
various ways when the cards are hand held., but two
ways are the most common. The dealer can bow the top
cardwitha thumb andpeekata cornerofthe face. Watch
the top ofthe pack. Ifyou see the dealer's thumb move
anda flashofwhite, thedealerhaspeeked.Alternatively,
the dealer can make the top card swing away from the
rest of the pack as ifon a hinge while picking up losing
bets and used cards atthe end ofaround. Ifthat top card
is an ace or 10, you know who is going to get it. Dealing
seconds is accomplished by pulling the top card back
slightlywiththe thumb, pullingthe second cardout, and
pushing the top card back in place with the thumb. Do
notplayagainst a dealerwho moves the thumbback and
then forward while pulling a card., as this motion is
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useless except for dealing seconds. The most skillful
cheaters use the same thumb motionwhen dealing from
the top as when dealing seconds. There are several
excellentvideo tapes showing cheating; one ofthe bestis
Steve Forte's Gambling Protection Series. For further
discussion of cheating and photographs of cheating
moves, see A D. Livingston's Dealing with Cheats.

If the dealer uses borderless Bee cards held in the
hand, the diamond design dazzles and makes it hard to
see whether the dealer pulls the top card or a second.
Since these cards are used at few casinos, a good rule is
simply not to play blacIgack at a casino that uses hand
held Bee cards with the solid, unbroken diamond pat
tern. With most other designs ofcards, ifyou can see the
top ofthe pack you can see which card is being dealt by
all except theveryfastest hands. Be waryofdealers who
tilt the pack so far up thatyou cannotsee the top surface.

The twomostcommoncheatingsituationsare: 1)the
start of a round - because the dealer has plenty of
opportunity to peek at the top card, and 2) when the
dealer's upcard is 10, because then the dealer knows
what cards will make a good hand. Watch for peeking all
ofthe time, butparticularlywhen againsta 10. Watchfor
seconds all ofthe time, butparticularlyonthe first cards
of a round. You may see everything a cheating dealer
does, oryoumaycatchonlypartoftheactandsuspect the
rest. Do notplay againsta dealerwho peeks. Do notplay
against a dealer who deals seconds.

Insingle and double deck, ifIcan not see the topcard
being dealt I avoid that dealer. There are few dealers so
fast that I cannotwarehthe cardcomingoffthe deck. The
dealers I avoid may not be dishonest, but I feel more
comfortable playing in situations where I know each
card being dealt is the top card.
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Clumping
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A reader says:
I ran across a sequence of shoes which was very

strange. While playing against Ted, I observed that
almosteveryshoewas"bad.»Beingcurious, I continued
playing. Ted was abnormally accurate in splitting the
cards into six piles for the shuffle, andperformeda very
fine shuffle (not perfect). Whether by chance or design,
thecutcardwas thengivento a personwhocutthe deck
for a "negative" sequence. Now these people who cut
(only 4 out of7 people really got to cut the deck) were
fairly consistent in where they placed the card 
certainly nothing abnormal about that. However, the
result bringsup thefrightening possibility ofthe dealer
using the skill of the player against the player. By
having a goodideawhere people will cut, the dealercan
give the cut card to the appropriate person.

Now, ifI was doing the dirty dealing, I would try to
clumpthe large cards at thevery endofthe packrather
than the small cards as happened here. This would be
a total disaster for the player! I was wondering if
cheating of this form actually occurs, and if so, how
common is it?

Cheating of this form is possible. The only place I
have seenitisinsomeofthe smallcasinos inKorea. From
themiddle ofeachoffournewdecks the dealerwouldpull
eight or so cards, all lOs, and keep that slug ofabout 32
lOs together shuftle after shuftle.

How about clumpingofthe sort this reader found? If
you know that excess lOs and aces will appear soon, you
know that you have a bigger edge than usual, and you
should bet more ifyou can get away with it. Ifyou know
that excess lOs and aces will appear early in a shoe,
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great! You em bet bigger without being singled out as a
counter.

Complaints to the Gaming Control
Board

Slot Machine
In early October of 1981 as I was checking out the

blackjack games at El Morocco in Las Vegas, I noticed a
slotmachine with a large sign saying"Wmit all."Aglass
case above the machine appeared to contain at least a
quarterofa million dollars in cash. Itfeatured packets of
$100 bills, each bound with a strap that said "$10,000."
Then I lookedat the smaIl printonthe slotmachine. The
biggest jackpot possible - for lining up a "7" on each of
eight reels - was $25,000. There was no combination of
symbols for which one could "win it all."

Offering a jackpot that cannot possibly be won is
illegal. However, itispossiblethatthedisplaycouldhave
containedjust$25,000. Perhaps the"$10,000" packetsof
bills did not really contain $10,000 each. Perhaps each
packetwas just$199 - a hundred-donarbill on top and
the rest singles. This would be dishonest advertising,
which is less serious than offering a jackpotthat cannot
possibly be won.

Anywa~ I called the Gaming Control Board. The
operator connected me with "enforcement."The enforce
ment agent was polite as he asked me for all the details.
I got the impression he was writing them down. The
procedure was painless. I was not asked for my name or
anyotheridentifyinginformation. Theagentassuredme
that someone would check into my complaint.

The next time I visited EI Morocco, the slot machine
and cash display were gone.
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Suspected Cheat in Reno
A reader says:

I was winningnicely bettingtwo hands of$10or$20
at a casino in Reno. It was 1:22 PM. Anew dealer came
to the table- a short, fat, blonde in her late forties. On
the first round she gave me 5-2 on my first hand She
hit me with a 2. As I was motioning for another hit she
pretended to look at her watch and made a back peek
to look at the top card. I probably would not have
spotted it ifI had not studiedRouge et Noir's videotape
on cheating. She gave me a 10 for nineteen, so I stuck
my cards under my chips. As I picked up my second
hand she peeked again, this time winding her watch.
Mysecondhand was 10-10.The dealerhada 10up. She
turned over her hole card, a 3, and with a slightly
irregular movement gave herselfan 8 for twenty-one.
After she picked up my chips I walked over to the
cashier. The pit boss came over to talk to her as I left.

I called the Gaming Control Board I filed a com
plaint with Agent Harris, who wanted my name, ad
dress, race, height, weight, andsocial securitynumber.
He said he would get back to me to let me know what
happens. I almost declined to give all of the personal
infonnation, but decidedto go aheadwith it because no
casino people know my real name anyway.

As I mentioned earlier, in Las Vegas it is not neces
sary to give personal information when reporting a
suspected incident of cheating. I called the Gaming
Control Board in Reno to verify that the procedure is
different there. I was told that whereas personal infor
mation is not really necess~ agents have a problem
with too many false reports. Losers call tD complain that
"thewhole club cheats.»Acasino employee whois madat
a co-worker calls to falsely accuse the co-worker of
cheating. 'Ib help separate legitimate complaints from
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the others, agents sometimes ask for personal informa
tion.

Dropped Shoe
The following incident is not cheating, but is worth

including in this book. A reader says:
Last weekmy friend Pat, who isjustgetting started

inblackjackandhadplayedhand-heldgamesonly, was
attheTropicanalookingforhisfirst richshoetobetinto.
He looked quite a while before finally finding one with
a count of+12. As Pat sat down to make his first ever
shoe bet, thedealerknockedthe shoe to thefloor! Cards
flew everywhere! Pat says he quit breathing for about
three minutes.
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CHAPTER 11

DOUBLE

EXPOSURE

Double exposureis blackjackwithboth the dealer's
cards dealt face up for you to see before you play your
hand, and the dealer takes pushes.

In October 1979, Vegas World in Las Vegas intro
duced "Double Exposure 21." Within a month, four
other Las Vegas casinos introduced versions of the
new game.

Vegas World has registered "Double Exposure 21"
as a trademark. The generic name of the game was
originally Zweikartenspiel - see Richard Epstein's
Theory ofGambling and Statistical Logic, page 249.
However, casino customers called the game "double
exposure" no matter where it was offered. The general
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manager of Vegas World, when asked about this, au
thorized in writing the generic usage of"Double Expo
sure 21." Therefore, the term. "double exposure" lost its
trademark status.

A variety of rules are offered at double exposure.
See Current Blackjack News for current rules and
estimates ofyour advantage or disadvantage with ba
sic strategy:

Double exposure can be a good game for card
counters. Several ofthe best money-making opportuni
ties that have popped up in recent years have been for
double exposure. Whenever you find double exposure
with naturals paying 3:2, you probably have discov
ered a game worth playing.

Basic Strategy
Julian Braun was the first to work out basic strat

egy for double exposure. His strategy applies when one
deck is used, the dealer stands on soft seventeen, and
you can double down after splitting. It appears on page
429 of Epstein's Theory of Gambling and Statistical
Logic.

Back to this book. Tables 14-16 contain generic
basic strategyfor double exposure with no double down
after splitting, and are identical to the first three tables
in the double-exposure chapter ofBasic Blackjack. For
basic strategy with double down after splitting, see the
next three tables ofBasic Blackjack.

Table 14 contains the part of basic strategy for
double exposure that applies no matterwhat the dealer
does on soft seventeen. Table 15 is the rest of basic
strategy for use if the dealer stands on soft seventeen.
Table 16 is the rest ofbasic strategyfor use ifthe dealer
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hits soft seventeen. Thus a complete set ofbasic strat
egy for double exposure is table 14 plus either table 15
or table 16.

There are important differences in strategy that
depend on whether the dealer hits or stands on soft
seventeen. One important difference is if the dealer
stands on soft seventeen, then A-6 is played according
to the column labeled 17 in table 14. If the dealer hits
soft seventeen, there is a separate column for that
hand (in table 16).

The casino's edge for four or more decks, stand on
soft seventeen, no resplits, and naturals payevenmoney;
is 0.2%. Naturals paying 3:2 gives you 2.3%. Ifyou get
paid though your natural is tied by the dealer's natu
ral, you gain 0.2% (0.3% ifnaturals pay 3:2). Allowing
resplits gives the player 0.3%. Hitting soft seventeen
gives the casino 0.4%. Being able to double down after
splits gives the player 0.2%. Restricting doubling down
to ten or eleven gives the casino 1.3%, ofwhich 0.4% is
for doubling on nine, and 0.9% is for doubling on less
than nine.

With soft eighteen against small dealer totals, it
does not matter much whether you hit or stand ifyou
cannot double. Eighteen is not a strong hand when the
dealer wins ties.
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Table 14
Double Exposure Basic

Strategy; Part 1
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
A-A spI spI spI spi h spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 spI spI spI spI
9-9 spI spI spI spI spI spI
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
7-7 h h h h spI spI spI spI spI
6-6 h h h h h spI spI spI spI spI
5-5 db db h h h db db db db db
4-4 h h h h h spI spI spI spI spI
3-3 h h h h h spI spI spI spI spI
2-2 h h h h h spI spI spI spI spI
soft 21
soft 20 dbs dbs dbs dbs
soft 19 dbs dbs dbs dbs dbs
soft 18 h h h h dbs db db db db
soft 17 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 16 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 15 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 14 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 13 h h h h h db db db db db
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16 h
hard 15 h h h
hard 14 h h h h
hard 13 h h h h h
hard 12 h h h h h
11 db db db h h db db db db db
10 db db h h h db db db db db
9 h h h h h db db db db db
8 h h h h h db db db db db
7 h h h h h h h db db db
6 h h h h h h h db db db
5 h h h h h h h db db db
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Table 14 Continued
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 17 18 19 20
A-A h h h h
10-10 h
9-9 spI h h
8-8 spI h h h
7-7 spI h h h
6-6 spI h h h
5-5 h h h h
4-4 h h h h
3-3 spI h h h
2-2 spI h h h
soft 21
soft 20 h
soft 19 h h
soft 18 h h h
soft 17 h h h h
soft 16 h h h h
soft 15 h h h h
soft 14 h h h h
soft 13 h h h h
hard 21
hard 20 h KEY:
hard 19 h h Stand.hard 18 h h h
hard 17 h h h h db: Double down; if
hard 16 h h h h you cannot
hard 15 h h h h double, then hit.
hard 14 h h h h dbs: Double down; if
hard 13 h h h h you cannot
hard 12 h h h h double, then
11 h h h h stand.
10 h h h h h: Hit.
9 h h h h spI: Split.
S h h h h
7 h h h h
6 h h h h
5 h h h h
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Table 15
Double Exposure Basic Strategy

Dealer Stands on Soft 17
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 4 5 6 A-A A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5
A-A spI spI spl spI spI spI spI spl
10-10
9-9 spI spl spl
8-8 spI spI spl spI spI
7-7 spI spl h
6-6 spI spl spl h h h h
5-5 db db db h h db db db
4-4 h h h h h h h h
3-3 h h spl h h h h h
2-2 h h spl h h h h h
soft 21
soft 20
soft 19
soft 18 dbs dbs dbs h h h h
soft 17 h db db h h h h h
soft 16 h db db h h h h h
soft 15 h h db h h h h h
soft 14 h h h h h h h h
soft 13 h h h h h h h h
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16
hard 15
hard 14 h
hard 13 h h
hard 12 h h h h
11 db db db h db db db db
10 db db db h h db db db
9 h db db h h h h h
8 h h h h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h
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Table 16
Double Exposure Basic Strategy

Dealer ffits Soft 17
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 4 5 6 A-A A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10
9-9 spI spI spI spI spI
8-8 spI spI spI spI spI
7-7 spI spI h
6-6 spI spI spI h h h
5-5 db db db h h db db db h
4-4 h h h h h h h h h
3-3 h h spI h h h h h h
2-2 h h spI h h h h h h
soft 21
soft 20
soft 19
soft 18 dbs dbs dbs h 'h h h h
soft 17 db db db h h h h h h
soft 16 h db db h h h h h h
soft 15 h h db h h h h h h
soft 14 h h db h h h h h h
soft 13 h h h h h h h h h
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17 h
hard 16 h
hard 15 h
hard 14 h
hard 13 h
hard 12 h h h
11 db db db h db db db db h
10 db db db h h db db db h
9 h db db h h h h h h
8 h h h h h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h h
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Counting Cards
If you find a double-exposure game with rules so

good that you will change your trip plans to play
double exposure instead of whatever game you origi
nally intended to pla~ it probably will be a game in
which naturals pay 3:2. In that situation, the high-low
counting system will do the job. Therefore, this chapter
presents double-exposure decision numbers for the high
low count. This is the same counting system used in
chapter 3 for single-exposure blackjack.

Table 17 provides the decision numbers from -1 to
+6 for use when the dealer is pat or potentially pat.
Table 18 is the same range of numbers for use when
the dealer is stiff or potentially stiff and hits soft
seventeen. Table 19 is the same as 17 except the dealer
stands on soft seventeen. All the calculations in tables
17-19 are based on six decks and no doubling down
after splitting. Blackjack Count Analyzer analyzes the
many variations of double exposure, and was the tool
used to develop the decision numbers in this book. For
a wider range of decision numbers, and for decision
numbers for double exposure with double down after
splitting, see the book Professional Blackjack.

For decision purposes you need a count per deck.
The method for finding it is the same as was discussed
in chapter 3. Start with zero after a shuffie. Keep a
running count, counting all cards you have seen since
the shufile. Divide this running count by the number
of decks you have not seen to get the count per deck.
You should stand, hit, or double down only if your
count per deck (not rounded) is equal to or greater than
the number in the table.
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Each count per deck is worth about 0.8% at double
exposure. This is in contrast to the 0.5% per count per
deck at single-exposure blacIgack. Your advantage at
double exposure is more volatile than your advantage
at single exposure - at higher counts your advantage
is much higher. Therefore, for equivalent bet sizes you
can make more money at double exposure than at
single exposure.

Insurance at double exposure is the same as is
explained in chapter 3, and the decision numbers of
table 3 are applicable to double exposure too.

Note that you might want to double down on a
natural against fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen ifthe count
is high enough. This is true only if naturals pay only
even mone)'. Do not double down on a natural ifit pays
3:2.

Suppose you have 4-4 and have a choice of dou
bling down, splitting, or hitting. Doubling down on
your total ofeight is more profitable than splitting 4-4
if the dealer has six or less or soft seventeen or less,
regardless of the dealer's action on soft seventeen. If
the dealer has hard twelve to sixteen, then basic strat
egy says splitting 4-4 is more profitable than doubling
down on eight. When the count per deck gets above the
numbers shown in table 17, then doubling on eight is
more profitable than splitting 4-4.

With 6-6 against seventeen, split if the count per
deck is less than +2 and hit if the count per deck is +2
or more.

With 3-3 and 2-2, splitting is always more profit
able than doubling down.

The numbers for soft twenty against twelve and
thirteen are stand/double. If the count per deck is
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Table 17
Double Exposure Decision Numbers

Part 1
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
A-A spi spi spi spI h spi spi spi spi spi
10-10 2 0 spi spi spi
9-9 spi spi spi spi spi spi
8-8 spi spi spi spi spi spi spi
7-7 h h h h spi spi spi spi spi
6-6 h h h h h spi spi spi spi spi
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4 h h h h h 5 4 4 4 2
3-3 h h h h h spI spi spi spi spi
2-2 h h h h h spI spi spi spi spi

soft 21 6 3 1
soft 20 2 0 dbs dbs dbs
soft 19 dbs dbs dbs dbs dbs
soft 18 h h h h 0 0 0 0 0
soft 17 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 16 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 15 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 14 h h h h h db db db db db
soft 13 h h h h h db db db db db
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16 0 0
hard 15 5 4 1
hard 14 h h h 2
hard 13 h h h h 1
hard 12 h h h h h

11 db db -1 h h db db db db db
10 db -1 '3 h h db db db db db
9 6 h h h h db db db db db
8 h h h h h 0 db db db db
7 h h h h h 5 0 db db db
6 h h h h h h 2 -1 db db
5 h h h h h h 3 0 db db
4 h h h h h h 3 0 db db
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Table 17 Continued
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 17 18 19 20
A-A 4 h h h
10-10 .- - h
9-9 spl h h
8-8 spl h h h
7-7 spl h h h
6-6 2* h h h
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4 h h h h
3-3 spl h h h
2-2 spl h h h
soft 21
soft 20 h
soft 19 h h
soft 18 h h h KEY:
soft 17 h h h h - Stand.
soft 16 h h h h
soft 15 h h h h db: Double down; if

soft 14 h h h h you cannot

soft 13 h h h h double, then hit.

hard 21 dbs: Double down; if

hard 20 h you cannot

hard 19 h h double, then

hard 18 h h h stand.

hard 17 h h h h h: Hit.
hard 16 h h h h spl: Split.
hard 15 h h h h
hard 14 h h h h number: stand,

hard 13 h h h h double, or split .

hard 12 h h h h the cOWlt per

11 h h h h
deck equals or
exceeds the

10 h h h h number.
9 h h h h * .
8 h h h h Split if the count

7 h h h h per deck is less

6 h h h h than the num-

5 h h h h
4 h h h h
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Table 18
Double Exposure Decision Numbers

Dealer Stands on Soft 17
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 4 5 6 A-A A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 6
9-9 spI spI spI 6 4 2 0
8-8 spI spI spI 3 1 -1 spI
7-7 1 -1 spI h 5
6-6 0 spI spI h h h h 4
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4 never split - playas total ofeight
3-3 3 0 -1 h h h h h
2-2 3 0 -1 h h h h 6

soft 21
soft 20 6 6
soft 19 6 3 3
soft 18 dbs dbs dbs h h h 4 2
soft 17 3 -1 db h h h h h
soft 16 5 0 db h h h h h
soft 15 6 1 -1 h h h h h
soft 14 6 2 0 h h h h h
soft 13 6 3 2 h h h h h

hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17
hard 16
hard 15 -1
hard 14 0 0
hard 13 3 1 0
hard 12 6 4 2 0 -1
11 db db db 0 -1 db db db
10 db db db 4 2 0 -1 db
9 1 0 db h h h 5 4
8 h 6 4 h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h
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Table 19
Double Exposure Decision Numbers

Dealer ffits Soft 17
Player's Dealer's Total
Hand 4 5 6 A-A A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6
A-A spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI spI
10-10 6 5
9-9 spI spI spI 4 1 0 -1
8-8 spI spI spI 4 1 0 spI
7-7 1 -1 spI 6 4 h
6-6 0 spI spI h h h 6 4 h
5-5 never split - playas total of ten
4-4 never split - playas total ofeight
3-3 3 0 spI h h h h 6 h
2-2 3 0 spI h h h h 5 h
soft 21
soft 20 6 5
soft 19 5 3 1 6
soft 18 dbs dbs dbs h h h 5 3
soft 17 3 -1 db h h h h 6 h
soft 16 4 0 db h h h h h h
soft 15 5 1 db h h h h h h
soft 14 6 2 0 h h h h h h
soft 13 6 3 0 h h h h h h
hard 21
hard 20
hard 19
hard 18
hard 17 3
hard 16 6
hard 15 h
hard 14 h
hard 13 0 -1 h
hard 12 3 1 0 -1 h
11 db db db 0 -1 db db db 0
10 db db db 4 2 0 -1 db 2
9 1 0 db h h h 5 4 h
8 h 6 4 h h h h h h
7 h h h h h h h h h
6 h h h h h h h h h
5 h h h h h h h h h
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equal to or greater than the number in the table, then
double down.

The numbers for soft eighteen against twelve
through sixteen are hit/stand ifyou cannot double. For
example, if you have soft eighteen and the dealer
shows thirteen, double ifyou can. Ifyou cannot double,
then hit ifthe count per deck is less than zero or stand
ifthe count per deck is zero or more.

The numbers for soft eighteen against dealer A-A
through A-5 are for when to double.

When the dealer stands on soft seventeen, you
have soft eighteen, and the dealer shows A-A through.
A-5, ifyou do not double it does not matter whetheryou
hit or stand. So take a card on a negative count, and
stand on a positive count.

With 7-7, ifyou do not split then eitherhit or stand
a~rding to the decision number for fourteen. Like
wise with 6-6: Ifyou do not split, then play according to
the decision number for twelve.
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GLOSSARY

BlacIgack has its own vo<abul~ This glossary
defines all of the blackjack idioms used in this book.
Some commonly used words have two meanings in
blackjackconversations,andthisglossaryexplainswhich
ofthe meanings is used in this book.

Ace. An ace is a card that you may count as either one or eleven.
The easiest way to count a hand containing an ace is to count
the ace as eleven initially. If your hand total comes to more
than twenty-one with the ace as eleven, then count the ace as
one.

Action. Your action is the total amount you bet on all of your
hands. Ifyou play 100 hands at $25 each, then your action is
$2500.

Back count. 1b back count is to count cards at a table as a
spectator, i.e., without playing a hand.

Balanced count. This is a counting system in which the positive
cards exactly balance the negative cards, so the total count
over a complete deck is zero.

Basic strategy. Basic strategy for blacIgack is the set ofplaying
decisions you should make in order to maximize your advan
tage, using no information about cards remaining in the pack
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except that the cards in your hand and the upcard are not
among them.You are presumed to know the number ofdecks
shuffled together, the details of the rules, and what proce
dures the dealer must follow.

Bee cards. Beecards have a dazzlingdiamond design on theback,
and no borders.

Bet variation. In order to get an edge atblackjack, you generally
have to bet more when you have an edge and less when the
casino has an edge. The ratio ofyour big bet to your small bet
is the bet variation.

Black check. Most casinos use black as the color of their $100
chips. Black action means bets with $100 chips.

Blackjack. Blackjack is the name of the game. In conversation
but not in this book, blackjack also means a natural.

Break-in. Abreak-in is an inexperienced dealer.

Burn. After the shuffle and cut, one card is placed on the bottom
of the pack or in the discard tra~ This procedure is called
burning a card, and the card temporarily removed from play
is called the burned card or burn card.

Bust. 1b bust is to go over twenty-one. Ifyou bust you lose. If the
dealerbusts and you do notbust, you win. Ifboth you and the
dealer bust, you lose; this is the basis for the casino's edge.

Checks. In casinoese, checks are chips. In many casinos the
dealer calls out "checks play" when someone bets $100 or
more.

Clump. A clump is a group ofcards. Preserving a clump through
a shuftle means keeping a group of cards together through
the shuftle.

Comp. Comp stands for complimentary: It is used as both noun
and verb. Beverage comps are available to all players in most
casinos. A pit boss who likes your action may comp you to a
meal, which means youeatfreeexceptyouprobablywill want
to leave a tip for whoever waits on you. The free meal itself
is called a comp. Other comps sometimes lavished upon big
bettors are: hotel rooms, shows, and air fares.

Counting cards. Card cOWlting means keeping some sort of
track ofwhich cards have been played. Card cOWlters gener
ally vary bet size and playing strategy as the composition of
the remaining pack changes.
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Count per deck. Count per deck is the running count divided by
the number of decks or fraction of a deck that you have not
seen. Never use this expression in a casino.

Credit. Credit is borrowed money. Casinos are happy to lend you
money for gambling.

Cut. Whenyou cutthepackyou divide itinto two parts. The dealer
then inverts the order ofthe two parts.

Deal.1b deal is to distribute the cards.

Dealer. The dealer is the casino employee who deals the cards.

Deck. This book uses deck to mean 52 cards. A single deck
contains four aces, four each of2 through 9, and sixteen lOs.
In conversation but not in this book, deck is also used to mean
pack.

Discards. Discards are the cards used since the last shuftle. They
are set aside to be brought into play at the next shuffle.

Double down. When you double down, you turn your cards face
up, double your bet, and receive one more card. The advan
tage ofdoubling down is thatyou are allowed to increaseyour
bet after you see your hand and the dealer's upcard. The
disadvantage is that you must take one and only one more
card.

Doubling down after splitting. Suppose you split 8-8 against
5. Ifone ofyour hands catches 3for eleven, you should like to
double down. At some casinosyou are allowed to double down
after splitting a pair, and at others you are not.

Double exposure. The dealer gets two cards face up before you
play your hand.

Early ~urrender.Early surrender is when you may surrender
before the dealer checks for a natural. ffthe dealer turns over
a natural afteryouhave early-surrendered, the early surren
der saved you half a bet.

Even money. This is another term for insurance, and is used
when you have a natural.

Expected win. The average result ifyou ware able to make a bet
over and over again many times is the expected win of that
bet.

First base. You are at first base ifyou are playing the spot nearest
the dealer's left hand. Ifyou are playing first base, the dealer
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serves your hand first before moving on to the hands of the
other players.

Fiv~ardhalf win. H you have five cards and you have not
busted, you have the option of turning in your hand and
accepting a win equal to halfofyour bet. This rule is offered
at some Asian casinos.

Front loading. Front loading is seeing the dealer's hole card as
it is placed under the upcard.

Front money. Front money is money you deposit with the casino
before gambling. At a table you ask for a marker the same as
ifyou were a credit customer. Depositing front money allows
the casino to monitor your action.

Gaffed shoe. Agaffed shoe is a cheating device. Generally it is a
shoe from which seconds can be dealt.

Green check. Most rasinos use green as the color of their $25
chips. Green action means bets with $25 chips.

Hand. '!be dealer gives you two cards to startyour hand, and you
may take more cards if you wish. All these cards are your
hand. 'file dealer's cards are the dealer's hand. In conversa
tion but not in this ~ok, hand is also used to mean round.

Hard. Any hand that does not contain an ace is a hard hand. A
hand with an ace can be hard too, ifthe hand totals twelve or
more andallaces inthehand countone. Examples: 6-7 ishard
thirteen; 5-10-aceis hard sixteen. Sincetwelve is the smallest
softhand, the word "hard" is not used with bands ofeleven or
less.

Head-on. 1b play blackjack head-on is to play with no other
customer at the table.

Heat. Heat is when a pit boss gives your gamemore than its usual
amount of attention. Receiving heat may mean you are
suspected of counting rards. -

High-low rount. Aces and lOs count -1, 2s through 6s count +1,
and 7s through 9s count zero.

Hit. 'Ib hit a hand is to take a card. 'file card you receive when you
hit is also called a hit.

Hole card. When the dealer gets a card face up and a card face
down, the hole card is the card that is face down. You are not
supposed to know the value of the hole card until after you
play your hand.
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Insurance. Insurance is a side bet that the dealer has a natural.
You may buy insurance only when the dealer's upcard is an
ace. Ifthedealerhas a natural, theinsurancebetwins double.
Ifthe dealer does not have a natural, the insurance bet loses.

Juice. Having juice means knowing someone in a position of
importance. Beingjuiced in means getting your job because
of who you know, not what you know.

Junket. Ajunket is a trip to a casino with all expenses paid by the
casino.

Late surrender. Late surrender is when you must wait to
surrender until after the dealer checks the hole card to see if
the hand is a natural. Hthe dealer has a natural you may not
surrender.

Lose all to a natural. When you double down or split and the
dealer winds up with a natural, you lose both bets. This rule
is common in Europe.

Lose one bet to a natural. When you double down or split and
thedealerwindsup witha natural, you loseonlyyouroriginal
bet.

Macao surrender. See five-card half win.

Marker. A marker is a check you write at a table to buy chips.

Multiple action. You make three bets on your hand. 'lbe dealer
starts with the same upcard and finishes his or her hand
three times, once for each ofyour bets.

Natural. A natural is a two-card hand of twenty-one points. 'lbe
only way to make twenty-one in two cards is ace-10. In
conversation but not in this book, a natural is sometimes
called a blackjack.

Over/under. This is two side bets. You can bet that your first two
cards will total over thirteen, or that they will total under
thirteen. Aces count one and thirteen loses.

Pack. This book uses pack to denote any collection of cards, as
distinguished from deck, which is 52 cards.

Pair. A pair is two cards of the same value, such as 7-7 or 8-8.
Whether two unlike lOs (such as queen-king) are a pair is up
to the casino management. Generally a pair may be split and
played as two hands.
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Pat. A pat hand is an unbusted hand worth at least seventeen
points. Adealer or player who has a pathand is said to be pat.

Peek. 'lb peekmeans to look atthe nextundealt card.Adealerwho
peeks is probably cheating. In a casino but not in this book,
peeking can mean checking under the upcard to see if the
hand is a natural; that is not cheating.

Pit. A pit is a collection of gaming tables.

Pit boss. This book uses pit boss to mean a casino employee in a
line position between the shiftmanager and the dealers. Apit
boss supervises dealers or other pit bosses. In casinos, pit
bosses may have fancier titles - floor person, pit supervisor,
casino executive, floor manager, and so on. Pit bosses watch
outfor cheating, settledisputes, give comps to bigbettors, and
handle some of the paperwork required by tax collectors.

Playcalling.Youbet small and countthe cards, and someone else
bets big and plays according to your signaled instructions.

Player. A player is a casino customer. This book is written in
second person, and you are assumed to be a player. Apit boss
will call you a player ifyou make large bets.

Push. Apush is a tie, and no money changes hands. Apush occurs
when bothyou and the dealer have unbusted hands with the
same total points. If you bust you cannot push.

Red check. Most casinos use red as the color of their $5 chips.

Resplit. The opportunity to resplit occurs when you split a pair
and receive another card ofthe same value. 1b resplit means
to put out a third bet and play the cards as three hands. You
sometimes have opportunities for further resplits to make
four or more hands.

RFB. RFB means complimentary room, food, and beverage. An
RFB comp does not include reimbursement for air fare.

Round. One round includes making bets, dealing two cards to
each player and the dealer, serving the players' hands,
finishing the dealer's hand, and making the payoffs.

Royal match. This is a side bet that your first two cards will be
of the same suit.

Runningcount. The running count is the total ofsmall cards less
big cards since the last shufl1e. Never use this expression in
a casino.
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Seconds. 'Ib deal a second is to cheat by dealing the second card
instead ofthe top card.

Shift. Casino employees generally work eight-hour days. A work
ing stint is called a shift. Shift is also used to describe a group
ofemployees who come to work at the same time and go home
at the same time.

Shift boss. The shift boss supervises all of the pit bosses on a
particular shift. Shiftbosses give free hotel rooms and airfare
to very big bettors.

Shoe. A shoe is a box for holding cards. Since dealing with more
than two decks held in the hand is awkward, three or more
decks are dealt out ofa shoe. Sometimes one or two decks are
dealt from a shoe.

Shoe game. A shoe game is a blackjack game in which the dealer
deals out of a shoe.

Single exposure. This is the traditional variety ofblackjack 
the dealer'shandhas one cardface upfor you to see beforeyou
play your hand.

Soft. Asoft hand contains at least one ace and is valued at twenty
one or less when one ace is counted as eleven. Examples:Ace
6 is soft seventeen, and ace-6-ace is soft e'; ~hteen. The
smallest soft hand possible is twelve, and ti.c largest is
twenty-one.

Split. 'Ib split you must have a pair. Th.rn both cards face up, put
out an additional bet equal to your original bet, and play the
cards as two hands.

Spooking. This is positioning a confederate behind the table to
see the dealer's hole card. Spooking is illegal ~ Nevada.

Spree. A spree is a trip to a casino in which you put up cash in
advance and then receive a rebate based on hours ofplay and .
amounts bet.

Stand. 1b stand is to take no more cards.

Stiff. Astiffis a hand that is not pat and that may bust ifhit once.
Stiffs include hard twelve through sixteen. In conversation
but not in this book, stiffhas another meaning: a person who
does not tip.

Surrender. 1b surrender is to give up half of your bet for the
privilege ofnotplaying outyour hand. You keep the otherhalf
of your bet.
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Sweat. 1b sweat is to worry about a game. Ifa player is winning
big the pit boss may sweat the game.

Tell. The dealer's body language signals thevalue ofthehole card.

Third base. You are at third base if you are playing the spot
nearest the dealer's righthand. Ifyou are playing third base,
the dealer serves all other players' hands before attending to
yours. Your hand is last before the dealer turns up the hole
card.

Tie. A tie is when you and the dealer end up with the same total
points.

Toke. 1b toke a dealer is to give the dealer money or chips as a tip.
The tip itself is called a toke. The word has come into such
general usage in Nevada that all service persons speak of
receiving tokes. Often a blacIgack player will toke a dealer by
placing a chip in front ofthe bet; that chip has action as part
ofthe betand will be picked up bythe dealer at the conclusion
of the round.

True count. This is another way ofsaying count per deck.
Twenty-one. This is another name for the game ofblac~ack.

Upcard. The upcard is the card in the dealer's hand that is face
up for all the players to see before they play their hands.

Warp. Some cards are shaped differently than others.

Win rate. Wm rate is how fast you are expected to win. It can be
expressed in percent or in dollars per hour.

Wong, Wonging. 1b Wong is to hop from table to table avoiding
all negative counts.
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PUBLICATIONS BY

STANFORD WONG

Books
Blackjack

Basic Blackjack is a comprehensive presentation
of basic strategy and win rates for all common rules
and most exotic rules for the game ofblackjack.

Blackjack Secrets is an introduction to card count
ing (high-low system) and explains how to get away
with playing a winning game ofblackjack in casinos.

Professional Blackjack has a complete and accu
rate presentation ofthe high-low, the counting system
used by more card counters than any other because of
its combination of simplicity and power. Ifyou want a
more advanced counting system, Professional Black-
jack also contains the halves.
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Casino Tournaments
Casino Tournament Strategy explains how to get

an edge over the other players in tournaments. It
covers blacIgack, craps, baccarat, and keno.

The strategies required for success in a blacIgack
tournament are completely different from the strate
gies that a professional blackjack player would use to
support himself.

In September 1994 Anthony Curtis won the
$60,000 first prize in a blaclgack tournament at the
Riviera in Las Vegas. Years earlier, Curtis helped de
velop the material in Casino Tournament Strategy.
Video Poker

Professional Vzdeo Poker shows how to get an
edge on video poker at both Nevada and Atlantic City
casinos. The material was developed with the aid of
two video-poker pros. (Yes, there are people who sup
port themselves playing video poker.)

Pai Gow Poker
Optim,al Strategy For Pai Gow Poker shows how

to get an edge at pai gow poker. Jeff Mervis, who
helped create the material in this book, supports him
self by playing pai gow poker in the card casinos of
California. Mike Caro, author ofProfessional Pai Gow
Poker Report, says "Those serious players seeking to
make a living at pai gow poker will find Wongs Opti
mal Strategy for Pai Gow Poker an almost perfect path
to profit.» New in the 1992 edition: a chapter on pai
gow poker tournaments.

Betting on Horses
Betting Cheap Claimers. Ifyou are intrigued by

the possibility of betting on horses and want to learn
something about it, Betting Cheap Claimers is a good
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place to start. It explains how to get a big edge in
handicapping tournaments. It explains two methods a
casual casino racebook customer can use to find bets
with a positive expectation, and backs up both with
empirical tests that have statistical significance. It
discusses money management. It also has an introduc
tion to handicapping, a glossaIJ) and an index.

Newsletter
Current Blackjack News, a newsletter for black

jack players, has been published monthly since 1979,
and monthly plus special editions since 1992. It has
had some spectacular news items. December 1994:
Alton Belle in Alton, Illinois paid 2:1 on naturals at
blackjack on bets up to $1000; your expected win rate
was one bet per hour. October 1994: the Grand in
Biloxi paid 80:1 on two sic bo bets that won once per 72
games, giving you a 12.5% edge; your expectation with
flat $100 bets was to win $1500 per hour. April 1994:
Lady Luck in Las Vegas had a second-chance option
that gave basic-strategy players a 0.7% edge. April
1993: Saddle West in Pahrump, an hour west of Las
Vegas, added a joker to every blackjack shoe; a hand
with a joker paid double. April 1993: Las Vegas Hilton
dealt blackjack with a 50-50 rule; basic-strategy play
ers enjoyed a 1.9% edge.

Current Blackjack News also keeps you up to
date on more mundane things, such as how many
decks are used and the details of the rules.

Current Blackjack News is available by fax as
well as by mail.
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Software
Blackjack

Blackjack Count Analyzer is a computer pro
gram for playing blackjack. It works on IBM PCs and
compatible computers. Besidesplayingbla.cIgack,Black-
jack Count Analyzer generates tables of strategy in
dexes and runs high-speed simulations. It handles an
common and uncommon rules variations, and also
some rules variations that have never been offered in
any casino.

A simplified version of it, Blackjack Analyzer,
also is available; Blackjack Analyzer uses basic strat
egy onl~ whereas Blackjack Count Analyzer supports
card counting.

Casino Tournaments
1burnament Blackjack is a computer program for

playing blacIgack tournaments. It works on IBM PCs
and compatible computers. It can be used to analyze
tournament situations by simulation.
Video Poker

Stanford Wong Vu:leo Poker, like its predecessor
Vu:leo Poker Analyzer, is a computer program for play
ing and analyzing video poker. It works on IBM PCs
and compatible computers.

Also available is VPEXACT, a program whose
only function is to cycle through all possible hands of
video poker to calculate the payback to the customer.

Ordering Information
Write to PiYee Press, 7910 Ivanhoe #34, La Jolla,

CA 92037-4511 for prices and an order form. Or call
(619) 456-4080. Or fax (619) 456-8076.








